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On 8/8/75 BlA Criminal Investigator NATE MERRICK
provided the writer with the attached complaint report
form number 76-1090 dated 8/7/75. MERRICK advised that the
subject, FRANCIS THUNDER HAWK, aka NA KANO or LA KANO,
had been charged in January, 1975, with the assault
of two BIA Police Officers. These officers were HOBART
ECOFFEY and DELBERT POURIER. MERRICK advised that
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Will maintain contact, with MERRICK regarding his
interviews of victims.

Interviews with:
BURNETTE
GERALD L. HILL
MICHAEL STEVEN SMITH
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EBURNETTE related that ROSALEEN told him during
this conversation that she observed a volume of fire
emanating from a house, adjacent to the JUMPING BULL
residence and not the house that Agents COLER and
WILLIAMS had visited earlier that day.
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BURNETTE stated that he is well known and
friendly with the residents in the vicinity of the
JUMPING BULL area. Consequently, he feels that if
he personally questioned ROSALEE and the LONG VISITORS,
they would provide him with the details concerning
their observations on June 26, 1975. He advised that
he does not believe these people would cooperate
with Federal Agents as they are extremely fearful of
possible consequences if their cooperation ever became
known.
BURNETTE further advised that in his.opinion
the shooting of the FBI Agents COLER and WILLIAMS
may. well have been planned and executed by RICHARD
WILSON and his associates. BURNETTE stated that
RICHARD WILSON is the Tribal Chairman, Oglala Sioux
Tribe, Pine Ridge; South Dakota, and his associates
are commonly referred to as:”Wilson's goons." BURNETTE
stated he had no positive information implicating
WILSON and/or his associates but believes they were
somehow involved.
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HILL was apprised of the identity of the interviewing
Agent, was told he was being interviewed concerning his
participation in investigation in the vicinity of JUMPING
BULL Hall on June 26, 1975.
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EASTMAN—organized a group consisting of SAs DAVID F,
PRICE and another Agent of the FBI and included Bureau Of
Indian Affairs (BIA) Officers PAT MILLS, RAY VANCE BULL BEAR,
TERRY MILLS, CHARLES TWISS, HOBERT ECOFFEY, FRANCIS BIG CRON
and ROBERT ECOFFEY. This group entered the creek area to the
north.of the crime scene and proceeded south in an attempt to
determine where SAs RONALD A. WILLIAMS and JACK R. COLER were
located.
Once inside the creek area they started taking
sporadic fire from the west side and all the way along the
creek and continued to take fire from the wooded area. After
traveling through the creek area and as they approached an
open area south of the JUMPING BULL residence, they started
taking fire from the JUMPING BULL residence.
HILL advised that he had his .38 caliber service
revolver and a .30 caliber Carbine with him during this sweep.
HILL related that he fired approximately 23 rounds at individuals in the vicinity of a house which he knows to be the
residence of HARRY JUMPING BULL. At about 3 p.m. he fired
at an Indian male individual which he described as short in
stature, 5*7-8" tall, slender build, wearing a white tank top.
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HILL advised that the first individual came out of
a green house and want to the vicinity of a blue station wagon
on the west end of this building. This individual fired about
four times at HILL and at this time HILL returned fire. The
individual went back into the building.
After this fire fight Patrolman TWISS came and got
HILL and other officers near his location and told them to go
back to the north. HILL learned that these instructions were
given by ah FBI Agent possibly DAVID PRICE. HILL did not
agree with these instructions as they felt they had the south
end of the area surrounding the houses sealed off and could
prevent anyone escaping from these houses.
HILL recalled that at another time while he was on
the south end of the area to the west of the JUMPING BULL
residence, an individual shot at him from the top of the
enbankment due east of his location. HILL advised due to the
close proximity of the fire he had to Stay down but eventually
got some shots off toward this individual. This was the last
time he received or returned any fire from that location.
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As the houses were being assaulted, HILL and BILLIE
ALLEN started up over the enbankment toward the houses when
they received heavy fire in their direction. They dove back
over the bank and continued to receive fire from that location.
HILL said it appeared to be automatic type fire and appeared to
come from the second house in the vicinity of the JUMPING BULL
residence. HILL advised he returned fire but after the location
was secured no one was identified or recovered from these
buildings.
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After securing the buildings, HILL assisted in
a sweep of the creek area to the south of the JUMPING BULL
residence. He came out on the old road oh the south end
of the crime scene and he could see six Or seven Individuals
fleeing up a bluff to the south of his location. These
individuals were about two miles away. HILL then drove to
the back side of this bluff but did not encounter anyone.
HILL advised the search was called off after dark for the
individuals involved in the murder of SAs JACK R. COLER
and RONALD A. WILLIAMS.
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On/or about June 30, 1975, AUGUESTINE and SMITH
caught a ride out to the convention site. In order
to protect himself and AUGUESTINE, SMITH had borrowed
a 12 gauge Savage single shot shotgun from JAMES
POPE, Farmington, New Mexico. POPE gave SMITH 4
12 gauge cartridges. SMITH never fired the shotgun
and later returned the 4 rounds to POPE.
On the first day, SMITH estimated that there
were approximately 12 to 15 people at the AIM
convention. There was maybe a total of 150 people
present at the heighth of the convention. SMITH
asked for RUSSELL MEANS, but was told that he was
not there, but that DENNIS BANKS was due on the
second day. BANKS arrived and was in a pickup truck
with a camper on the back. SMITH believed that
BANKS’ wife was along. It was either BANKS’ wife
or girlfriend. SMITH approached BANKS telling him
that he had met a girl in Nashville, Tennessee who
said she was Indian and a member of AIM and knew
BANKS. SMITH carried her name on a piece of paper
that he gave to BANKS. BANKS said he did not know
the girl and kept the paper bearing her name.
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SMITH believes that RUSSELL MEANS never did attend,
but maybe his brother TED was there a short time.
BANKS was always surrounded by several Indians,
but mostly his bodyguard LEONARD, (Last Name
Unknown) and another Indian called CODY. LEONARD is
described as being 27 years of age, 6’, 260 pounds,
with short black curly hair and looks more Spanish
than Indian. SMITH described LEONARD as a “killer”
because of his radical attitude and actions.
LEONARD always carries a 6” barrell 44 Smith and
Wesson magnum in his right rear pocket. BANKS has
either a 380 or 9 millimeter caliber semi-automatic
that he always carries. CODY is described as around 25
years of age, long black hair in a braid, 5’9”, 160
pounds and always has two or three girls around
him. CODY has a happy go lucky nature and drinks
heavily. BANKS had instructed that no alcohol was to
be brought into camp, but CODY did not care as he
always had liquor.
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SMITH heard BANKS speak to the gathering only
once. At that time, he spoke of survival training.
He mentioned that the young Indians should be
taught their heritage and how to survive. They
should be taken outdoors, introduced to camp life
and other old ways of the Indian.
BANKS told SMITH that since he had a shotgun,
he (SMITH) should volunteer as one of the security
guards at the gate. BANKS instructed that all cars
be searched for weapons, drugs and liquor. SMITH
stayed at the gate from the second day through to
the sixth day when he left. SMITH estimated that
the gate guards, which consisted of him and two
others (names unknown), confiscated maybe six
cases of beer, one rifle, one 12 gauge bolt action
shotgun and one Ruger Blackhawk 44 magnum. All
drugs confiscated, which consisted mostly of marijuana,
was immediately burned. The weapons were held at
the gate and returned to the owners when they left.
While staying in camp, SMITH slept with AUGUESTINE
in their sleeping bag. Their sleeping bag was located
between LEONARD'S tent and BANKS' pickup truck.
There were occasions when SMITH would walk up
to CODY, LEONARD and BANKS and they would discontinue
their present conversation. On one occasion, Smith
overheard them talking about something that they were
going to do after the convention, but when SMITH walked
up, they discontinued their conversation. SMITH later
talked to BANKS asking why he did not trust,him.
BANKS, who SMITH described as a hot head, got mad
and said that one of AIM’s officers was found to be
an informer for the FBI. BANKS told SMITH that he (BANKS)
did not know SMITH well enough to trust him.
On the fifth day, SMITH had unloaded the shotgun
and put it on his sleeping bag. Later when he returned,
it was missing. SMITH asked several people Including
BANKS, LEONARD and CODY and each claimed no knowledge of
its whereabouts. Because of someone taking the shotgun
and BANKS saying that he did not trust SMITH, SMITH
and AUGUESTINE left the AIM camp on the sixth day.
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SMITH estimated that of those attending the
convention, there were only about 10% who were members
of AIM. They seemed to come from all around. The
activity commenced around 8:00 to 9:00 AM and
ended around 11:00 to 12:00 PM. Most of the food
was "government surplus." It came in large tin
cans, mostly beef and fruit. Some of the food
was donated. There was not an abundant supply,
however, most of the people ate together, but some had
their own food. There were approximately six or
seven large teepees where meetings were held.
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Upon arriving back in Farmington, SMITH and
AUGUESTINE stopped at Sambo’s, which is a restaurant
owned by BLAINE (Last Name Unknown). SMITH waited
two or three days for the shotgun to show up.
Finally, he told POPE what happened. POPE told
him the gun was worth $50. Since SMITH did not
have $50, ha gave POPE his passport as security.
SMITH thought he could find work and repay POPE,
SMITH intends to retrieve his passport sometime
in the future then he has $50 to send to POPE.
While trying to find work, SMITH met RANDY DURAN.
DURAN is a hunting guide. DURAN told SMITH
that he knew of a man in the LaSalle rational Forest
who was looking for help to string fence. The LaSalle
National Forest is located in Colorado and Utah.
SMITH and DURAN left in DURAN’S car to find the man
who needed help stringing fence. DURAN was stopped by
the California Highway Patrol and given several
summonses for operating an unsafe vehicle. Payment of
the fines took almost all of their money. They
searched for the man for several days without
results. Finally, after DURAN’s auto had two flat
tires, SMITH decided to hitchhike to South Bend,
Indiana to see his parents and obtain work. DURAN
decided to hitchhike back to Farmington, New Mexico.
Prior to leaving with DURAN, SMITH had an argument
with AUGUESTINE and they decided to break up. SMITH
throughout the Interview admitted that he really did not
pay much attention to dates. He could not be specific
about dates on any occasion. He does net have a watch.
SMITH intends to stay with his parents in South
Bend and seek employment. He has no money and
wants to work to gain funds to retrieve his passport.
SMITH was not familiar with the names CODY HILGORE,
DEBBIE RED WILLOW or STEPHANIE AUTUMN.
"
SMITH is not a member or sympathiser of AIM .
He know nothing concerning the matter involving the
death of the two agents in Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
SMITH believes that KATHY AUGUESTINE could be
contacted through her girlfriend BERNIE ARCHBECH, who
lives on the Bloomfield Farmington Highway near
Farmington, New Mexico.
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The following description was obtained through
interview and observation:
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White
Male
February 1, 1952
Kentucky
5’9”
Dark, shoulder length
Brown
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MICHAEL STEVEN SMITH was contacted at his parents’ home,
2801 Beechwood Lane, South Bend, Indiana, at which time the
purpose of the Interview as well as the identity
of the interviewing agent was made known to him. SMITH
voluntarily furnished the following information:
Sometime in April of 1975, SMITH with ROBERT DUSTY
RHODES decided to hitchhike to Farmington, New Mexico
to visit with RHODES’ relatives. SMITH had met RHODES
in Naples, Florida. Somehow while hitchhiking they
ended up in Providence, Rhode Island. In Providence,
Rhode Island, they met DAVID BESS. All three decided
to travel to Farmington, New Mexico. SMITH decided
to come back to South Bend and pick up another friend,
GEORGE BUYSSE. RHODES decided to go directly to
Farmington from Providence, Rhode Island. SMITH came
back to South Bend and talked BUYSSE into joining them.
On the trip to Farmington, Hew Mexico, all three
traveled as far as Nashville, Tennessee, where they
split up because of the three of them having difficulty
in obtaining rides. BUYSSE and SMITH stayed
together. traveled alone. All had agreed to meet at RHODES’
aunt's house, 1300 North Allen Street, Farmington,
New Mexico. RHODES’ aunt's name is TREMBEL. All
arrived in Farmington in perhaps early May of 1975.
They camped around the area. SMITH met KATHY AUGUESTINE,
a 19 year old Havajo Indian girl in Farmington. They lived
together as man and wife. SMITH was unable to find steady
employment in Farmington. SMITH likes the outdoors and decided
to stay in the Farmington area. BUYSSE returned to South Bend,
Indiana. RHODES lived with his relatives and SMITH did not know
what happened to BESS. RHODES, BESS and BUYSSE are not Indian and
know nothing about American Indian Movement(AIM). AUGUESTINE is
not a member of AIM. AUGUESTINE and SMITH heard of the AIM
convention and decided out of curiosity to attend. The convention
was located 7 or 8 miles south of Farmington, New Mexico on
property owned by the Bureau of Land Management.
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On or about June 30, 1975, AUGUESTINE and SMITH
caught a ride out to the convention site. In order to
protect himself and AUGUESTINE, SMITH had borrowed
a 12 gauge Savage single shot shotgun from JAMES
POPE, Farmington, New Mexico. POPE gave SMITH 4
12 gauge cartridges, SMITH never fired the shotgun
and later returned the 4 rounds to POPE.
On the first day, SMITH estimated that there were
approximately 12 to 15 people at the AIM
convention. There was maybe a total of 150 people present
at the heighth of the convention. SMITH asked for RUSSELL
MEANS, but was told that he was not there, but that DENNIS
BANKS was due on the second day. BANKS arrived and was in a
pickup truck with a camper on the back. SMITH believed that
BANKS’ wife was along. It was either BANKS’ wife or
girlfriend. SMITH approached BANKS telling him that he had
met a girl In Nashville, Tennessee who said she wan Indian
and a member of AIM and knew BANKS. SMITH carried her name
on a piece of paper that he gave to BANKS. BANKS said he did
not know the girl and kept the paper bearing her name.
BANKS always acted very suspicious towards
SMITH and never trusted him. On the second day,
there
were perhaps
50
to
60
people
attending
the convention. It was maybe the fourth or fifth day
that the people attending numbered around 150.
SMITH believes that BUSSELL MEANS never did attend, but
maybe his brother TED was there a short time. BANKS was
always surrounded by several Indians, but mostly his
bodyguard LEONARD (Last Name Unknown) and another Indian
called CODY. LEONARD is described as being 27 years of
age, 6’, 260 pounds, with short black curly hair and looks
more Spanish than Indian. SMITH described LEONARD as a
"killer” because of his radical attitude and actions.
LEONARD always carries a 6” barrel 44 Smith and Wesson
magnum in his right rear pocket. BANKS has either a 360 or
9 millimeter caliber semi-automatic that he always
carries. CODY is described as around 25 years of age, long
black hair in a braid, 5’9”, 160 pounds and always has two
or three girls around him. CODY has a happy go lucky
nature and drinks heavily. BANKS had instructed that no
alcohol was to be brought into camp, but CODY did not care
as he always had liquor.
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SMITH heard BANKS speak to the gathering only
once. At that time, he spoke of survival training.
He mentioned that the young Indians should be
taught their heritage and how to survive. They
should be taken outdoors, introduced to camp life
and other old ways of the Indian.
BANKS told SMITH that since he had a shotgun,
he (SMITH) should volunteer as one of the security
guards at the gate. BANKS instructed that all cars
be searched for weapons, drugs and liquor. SMITH
stayed at the gate from the second day through to
the sixth day when he left. SMITH estimated that
the gate guards, which consisted of him and two
others (names unknown), confiscated maybe six
cases of beer, one rifle, one 12 gauge bolt action
shotgun and one Ruger Blackhawk 44 magnum. All
drugs confiscated, which consisted mostly of marijuana,
was immediately burned. The weapons were held at
the gate and returned to the owners when they left.
ux;"■ —§JX;”: ;” YJ^D htawm —"■§ 4;§x OcicBhwagB
;” §x■;° —"■■;”: yJ:G wx■;° —"■■;”: yJ: 4J— "zYJ§■'
y■§4■■” sBogOdn«h §■”§ J”' FOgeh« ;YVQ §°QYVG
There were occasions when SMITH would walk up
to CODY, LEONARD and BANKS and they would discontinue
their present conversation. On one occasion, Smith
overheard them talking about something that they were
going to do after the convention, but when SMITH walked
up, they discontinued their conversation. SMITH later
talked to BANKS asking why he did not trust him.
BANKS, who SMITH described as a hot head, got mad
and said that one of AIM’s officers was found to be
an informer for the FBI. BANKS told SMITH that he (BANKS)
did not know SMITH well enough to trust him.
On the fifth day, SMITH had unloaded the shotgun
and put it on his sleeping bag. Later when he returned,
it was missing. SMITH asked several people including
BANKS, LEONARD and CODY and each claimed no knowledge of
its whereabouts. Because of someone taking the shotgun
and BANKS saying that he did not trust SMITH, SMITH
and AUGUESTINE left the AIM camp on the sixth day.
They returned to Farmington, New Mexico. Some of the
women had sort of given AUGUESTINE a rough time.
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She had really wanted to leave sooner.
SMITH estimated that of those attending the
convention, there were only about 10% who were members
of AIM. They seemed to come from all around. The
activity commenced around 8:00 to 9:00 AM and
ended around 11:00 to 12:00 PM. Most of the food
was "government surplus." It came in large tin
cans, mostly beef and fruit. Some of the food
was donated. There was not an abundant supply,
however, most of the people ate together, but some had
their own food. There were approximately six or
seven large teepees where meetings were held.
There were many other tents of all sizes. There
were maybe one half dozen medicine men who sang
in sort of a chanting way. Each would have several
people gathered around joining him in his chanting.
SMITH described the convention as being very
disorganised. He did not feel that anything constructive
was accomplished. SMITH admitted that he was not.
a part of those who were in conversation with BANKS,
but does not know of any decisions or policies made
during the convention. SMITH asked some of the
people he saw in Farmington what they thought of
the convention. All replied that they thought it
was a "flop." SMITH believed that most attended
only out of curiosity.
BANKS who always wears his hair in a ponytail
is described by SMITH as intelligent, very sensitive
and foxy in his movements.
On the sixth day of the convention, SMITH saw
a Motorola police radio in a 1965 or 1966 Chevrolet.
SMITH knows it was a police radio and not a citizens
band unit. He did not know who owned the automobile
and did not get inquisitive because BANKS had already
told him that he was not to be trusted. The radio was
in operating condition with the mike and speaker
in the front seat area and the larger unit consisting
of the bulk of the radio in the trunk.
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Upon arriving back in Farmington, SMITH and AUGUESTINE
stopped at Sambo’s, which Is a restaurant owned by BLAINE
(Last Name Unknown). SMITH waited two or three days for the
shotgun to show up. Finally, he told POPE what happened.
POPE told him the gun was worth $50. Since SMITH did
not have $50, he gave POPE his passport as security.
SMITH thought he could find work and repay POPE.
SMITH intends to retrieve his passport sometime in the
future when he has $50 to send to POPE.
While trying to find work, SMITH met RANDY DURAN. DURAN
is a hunting guide. DURAN told SMITH that he knew of a man in
the LaSalle National Forest who was looking for help to
string fence. The LaSalle National Forest is located in
Colorado and Utah. SMITH and DURAN left in DURAN’s car to
find the man who needed help stringing fence. DURAN was
stopped by the Colorado Highway Patrol and given several
summonses for operating an unsafe vehicle. Payment of the
fines took almost ail of their money. They searched for the
man for several days without results. Finally, after DURAN’s
auto had two flat tires, SMITH decided to hitchhike to South
Bend, Indiana to see his parents and obtain work. DURAN
decided to hitchhike back to Farmington, New Mexico.
Prior to leaving with DURAN, SMITH had an argument with
AUGUESTINE and they decided to break up. SMITH
throughout the interview admitted that he really did not
pay much attention to dates. He could not be specific
about dates on any occasion. He dees not have a watch.
SMITH intends to stay with his parents in South
Bend and seek employment. He has no money and wants to
work to gain funds to retrieve his passport.
SMITH was not familiar with the names CODY KILGORE,
DEBBIE RED WILLOW or STEPHANIE AUTUMN.
SMITH is not a member or sympathizer of AIM.He knew
nothing concerning the matter involving the death of the
two agents in Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
SMITH believes that KATHY AUGUESTINE could be contacted
through her girlfriend BERNIE ARCHBECH, who lives on the
Bloomfield Farmington Highway near Farmington, Hew Mexico.

IP 70-2772
AQ 89-105

Rapid City 70-10239
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White
Male
February 1, 1952
Kentucky
5’9”
Dark, shoulder length
Brown
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Via
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RESMURS
Re Savage Shotgun, Serial Number P531771.
Re Albuquerque nitel to Director, dated 7/31/75,
and Indianapolis nitel to Director, Rapid City and
Albuquerque, dated 8/6/75.
Enclosed for Rapid City are two copies tof an
FD-302 reflecting interview with MICHAEL STEVEN SMITH
and one photograph of SMITH.
Enclosed for Albuquerque are two copies of the
FD-302 reflecting interview with MICHAEL STEVEN SMITH.
As stated in the Indianapolis nitel, dated 8/6/75,
no leads are being set out as a result of the SMITH interview
because the extent of the RESMURS investigation is not known.
However, it is suggested that if CODY KILGORE has been
located, consideration should be given to forwarding his
photograph to South Bend, Indiana to be displayed to SMITH in
order to determine if KILGORE is the person he knows as CODY.
It is noted that previous investigation in Martin, South
Dakota indicated that KILGORE, DEBBIE RED WILLOW and possibly
STEPHANIE AUTUMN may have knowledge of the RESMURS matter. It
is also noted that it may be desirable to talk with KATHY
AUGUESTINE who can be reached through her girl friend, BERNIE
ARCHBECH, Bloomfield Farmington Highway, Farmington, New
Mexico, concerning her knowledge of the Savage shotgun.
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RESMURS
Re Savage Shotgun, Serial Number P531771.
Re Albuquerque nitel to Director, dated 7/31/75,
and Indianapolis nitel to Director, Rapid City and
Albuquerque, dated 8/6/75.
Enclosed for Rapid City are two copies of an
FB-302 reflecting Interview with MICHAEL STEVEN SMITH
and one photograph of SMITH.
B”Y"z—■' •z° O"yQ*Q■°*Q■ J°■ §4z Yz;■— z• §x■
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As stated in the Indianapolis nitel, dated 8/6/73,
no leads are being set out as a result of the SMITH
interview because the extent of the RESMURS investigation
is not known. However, it is suggested that if CODY
KILGORE has been located, consideration should be
given to forwarding his photograph to South Bend, Indiana
to be displayed to SMITH in order to determine if
KILGORE is the person he knows as CODY. It is noted
that previous investigation in Martin, South Dakota
indicated that KILGORE, DEBBIE RED WILLOW and possibly
STEPHANIE AUTUMN may have knowledge of the RESMURS matter.
It is also noted that it may be desirable to talk with
KATHY AUGUESTINE who can be reached through her girl-,
friend, BERNIE ARCHBECH, Bloomfield Farmington Highway,
Farmington, New Mexico, concernin' her knowledge of
the Savage shotgun.
OdtBn Ogn nOgiBdochG
2 - Rapid City (Enc. 3)
O"yQ*Q■°*Q■ EB”YG - E1/ 073
a”';J”Jz";—
fdK5 ”J4
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Records and Interviews regarding missing/stolen
explosives and gun powder:
Trojan Powder Company
Gearhart-Owen Industries
Alamo Explosives
Exploration Surveys, Inc.
R. E. Headrick
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7/11/75

1
Mrs. GROVER CLEVELAND, Bookkeeper, Trojan
Powder Company, (TPC) advised TFC records reveal that
company~hid shipped the following amount of dynamite on
the dates listed to the following consignees;
O°;" 3D 0/)2
O°;" 3D 0/)2
O°;" 03D 0/)2
O°;" -2D 0/)2
O°;" 17D 0/)2
tJX 1D 0/)2
tJX )D 0/)2
vQ”■ )D 0/)2
vQ”■ 08D 0/)2

5
2
3
20
30
25
11
8
72

cases
cases
cases
cases
cases
cases
cases
cases
cases

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Buttery Hardware, Llano, Texas
Austin Explosives, Austin, Texas
Austin Explosives, Austin, Texas
Austin Explosives, Austin, Texas
R. E. HEADRICK, Sweetwater, Texas
Austin Explosives, Austin, Texas
U. S. Gypsum, Southard, Oklahoma
Buttery Hardware, Llano, Texas
U. S. Gypsum, Southard, Oklahoma

Mrs. CLEVELAND stated this company had not lost any
explosives but the U. S. Gypsum Company at Southard, Oklahoma had been
robbed of explosives on October 10, 1974. She stated she advised them
to report this theft to Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma, and soon after that she was contacted by an Agent,
RONALD LOFTEN, from the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Office in Ft.
Worth, Texas and then she received a telephone call from an Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms agent, (First Name Unknown) LONG, from Denver,
Colorado, regarding the explosives. Mrs. CLEVELAND stated she had been
told some of the explosives had been recovered in possession of
militant Mexicans at La Junta, Colorado. She stated the explosives
stolen from U.S. Gypsum, Southard, Oklahoma during October, 1974
included dynamite sticks, 1 3/4 X 8, 26 Mar. 74 U-2,
2 X 16 Trojamite A, Trojamite HUT 1 X 8 and 2 X 8 and also
primer cord and detonating cord.
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SA WILLIAM E. LOOT, JR.;dah

File #:

Dallas 89-153

Date dictated 2/7/75___
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Mrs. GROVER CLEVELAND, Bookkeeper, Trojan Powder
Company, (TPC) advised TPC records reveal that company had
shipped the following amount of dynamite on the dates listed to the following consignees:
April 5, 1974
April 5, 1974
April.15, 1974
April 24, 1974
April 30, 1974
May 3, 1974
May 7, 1974
June 7, 1974
June 18, 1974

5
2
3
20
30
25
11

cases
cases
cases
cases
cases
cases
cases
8 cases
72 cases

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Buttery Hardware, Llano, Texas
Austin Explosives, Austin, Texas
Austin Explosives, Austin, Texas
Austin Explosives, Austin, Texas
R. E. HEADRICK, Sweetwater, Texas
Austin Explosives, Austin, Texas
U. S. Gypsum, Southard, Oklahoma
Buttery Hardware, Llano, Texas
U. S. Gypsum, Southard, Oklahoma

Mrs. CLEVELAND stated this company had not lost any explosives but
the U. S. Gypsum Company at Southard, Oklahoma had been robbed of explosives
on October 10, 1974. She stated she advised them to report this theft to
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and soon
after that she was contacted by an Agent, RONALD L0FTEN, from the Alcohol,
Tobacco and Firearms Office in Ft. Worth, Texas and then she received a
telephone call from an Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms agent, (First Name
Unknown) LONG, from Denver, Colorado, re garding the explosives. Mrs.
CLEVELAND stated she had been told some of the explosives had been
recovered in possession of militant Mexicans at La Junta, Colorado. She
stated the explosives stolen from U. S. Gypsum, Southard, Oklahoma during
October, 1974 included dynamite sticks, 1 3/4 X 8, 26 Mar. 74 U-2, 2 X 16
Trojamite A, Trojamite HUT 1X8 and 2X8 and also primer cord and detonating
cord.
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7/15/75

1
GARL B. "BUD" RAY, Purchasing Agent, Gearhart-Owen
Industries, Incorporated, Box 1936, Fort Worth, Texas, telephone
#AX3-1300, was advised of the identity of SA JAY T. MILLER and of
the nature of the interview.
dO6 J'_;—■' J•§■° °■_;■4;”: °■Yz°'— §xJ§ x;— Yz^J”X
xJ' ;” •JY§ Q°YxJ—■' •zQ° °z""— z• B Yz°' x■J°;”: §x■ ”Q^y■°
-MO71 •°z^ B”—;:” F;YV•z°' Mz^J”X z• szQ_;■°—D Mz"z°J'zG dO6
J'_;—■' x;— Yz^J”X °■Y■;_■' §4z z• §x■ °z""— z” l■y°QJ°X 2D
0/)2D J”' J” J'';§;z”J" §4z °z""— z” l■y°QJ°X 08D 0/)2G
dO6 —§J§■' x;— °■Yz°'— °■•"■Y§ §xJ§ z” O°;" -D 0/)2D
x;— Yz^J”X —x;■' z”■ °z"" z• §x■ B Yz°' §z iz a”§■°”J§;z”J"
z• K■J°"J”'D w■&J—G a” J'';§;z”D z” tJX -0D 0/)3D x;— Yz^J”X
—x;■' z”■ °z"" §z d J”' h h■°_;Y■—D Kz—§ o••;Y■ Fz& 1-12D
f;Y§z°;JD w■&J—G dO6 —§J§■' §xJ§ x;— Yz^J”X YQ°°■”§"X xJ— §x°■■
°z""— z• §x■ B Yz°' y■J°;”: §x■ ”Q^y■° -MO71 ;” ;”_■”§z°X J”'
J——Q^■— §xJ§ ■;§x■° d J”' h h■°_;Y■— z° iz a”§■°”J§;z”J" °■§Q°”■'
z”■ z• §x■ °z""— —x;■' §z §x■”D §xQ— JYYzQ”§;”: •z° §x■
';—Y°■J”YXG
dO6 —§J§■' §xJ§ x■ 'z■— ”z§ V”z4 z• J”X §x■•§ 4x■°■;”
—QYx B Yz°' 4J— —§z"■”G
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Fort Worth, Texas
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Dallas 89-153
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Date dictated

7/15/75
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GARL B. "BUD" RAY, Purchasing Agent, Gearhart-Owen
Industries, Incorporated, Box 1936, Fort Worth, Texas, telephone
#AX3-1300, was advised of the identity of SA JAY T. MILLER and
of the nature of the interview.
dO6 J'_;—■' J•§■° °■_;■4;”: °■Yz°'— §xJ§ x;— Yz^J”X
xJ' ;” •JY§ Q°YxJ—■' •zQ° °z""— z• B Yz°' y■J°;”: §x■ ”Q^y■°
-MO71 •°z^ B”—;:” F;YV•z°' Mz^J”X z• szQ_;■°—D Mz"z°J'zG dO6
J'_;—■' x;— Yz^J”X °■Y■;_■' §4z z• §x■ °z""— z” l■y°QJ°X 2D
0/)2D J”' J” J'';§;z”J" §4z °z""— z” l■y°QJ°X 08D 0/)2G
dO6 —§J§■' x;— °■Yz°'— °■•"■Y§ §xJ§ z” O°;" -D 0/)2D
x;— Yz^J”X —x;■' z”■ °z"" z• §x■ B Yz°' §z iz a”§■°”J§;z”J"
z• K■J°"J”'D w■&J—G a” J'';§;z”D z” tJX -0D 0/)3D x;— Yz^J”X
—x;■' z”■ °z"" §z d J”' h h■°_;Y■—D Kz—§ o••;Y■ Fz& 1-12D
f;Y§z°;JD w■&J—G dO6 —§J§■' §xJ§ x;— Yz^J”X YQ°°■”§"X xJ— §x°■■
°z""— z• §x■ B Yz°' y■J°;”: §x■ ”Q^y■° -MO71 ;” ;”_■”§z°X J”'
J——Q^■— §xJ§ ■;§x■° d J”' h h■°_;Y■— z° iz a”§■°”J§;z”J" °■§Q°”■'
z”■ z• §x■ °z""— —x;■' §z §x■^D §xQ— JYYzQ”§;”: •z° §x■
';—Y°■J”YXG 2
dO6 —§J§■' §xJ§ x■ 'z■— ”z§ V”z4 z• J”X §x■•§ 4x■°■;”
—QYx B Yz°' 4J— —§z"■”G
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SA JAY T. MILLER/jls

File #

Dallas 89-153
Minneapolis 70-10239
7/15/75
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Mrs. GROVER CLEVELAND, Bookkeeper, Trojan Powder
Company, advised this company had had no theft or tosses
from the shipment of E cord bearing code 2~CA03. She advised, however, that 32 spools of this cord had been sold
to the U.S. Gypsum Company at Southard, Oklahoma. Mrs.
CLEVELAND stated the U.S. Gypsum Company at Southard,
Oklahoma had been robbed of a quantity of explosives about
October 10, 1974 and some of the stolen explosives had been
recovered at La Junta, Colorado, by ATF Agents. She advised
it was her understanding some of the E cord bearing the code
2-CA03 had been recovered at La Junta, Colorado.
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1

Mrs. GROVER CLEVELAND, Bookkeeper, Trojan Powder
Company, advised this company had had no thefts or losses
from the shipment of E cord bearing code 2~CA03. She ad~
vised, however, that 32 spools of this cord had been sold
to the U.S. Gypsum Company at Southard, Oklahoma. Mrs.
CLEVELAND stated the U. S. Gypsum Company at Southard,
Oklahoma had been robbed of a quantity of explosives about
October 10, 1974 and some of the stolen explosives had been
recovered at La Junta, Colorado, by ATF Agents. She advised
it was her understanding some of the E cord bearing the code
2-CA03 had been recovered at La Junta, Colorado.

Interviewed
on__ —
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7/14/75_____at
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File #

dictated

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI, It Is the property of fho FBI and Is loaned to your agency; it
and its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency,
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1

Mr. KEITH PITTMAN, Manager, Alamo Explosives,
advised the shipment of smokeless powder received from
DuPont in August, 1973, bearing the code 1MR-3031 and
P7JY13B had been sold to the following purchasers:
11-7-73
10-5-73

Greaves Enterprises, Inc., Dallas, Texas
Jess Stockstills Shooters Supplies,
Grapevine, Texas
Ewell Cross Gunshop
Greaves Enterprises,Inc., Dallas, Texas
Alpine Range, Ft. Worth, Texas
Gibsons Products Company, Abilene, Texas
Gibsons Products Company, Mineral Wells, Texas
Alamo Explosives, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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Mr. KEITH PITTMAN, Manager, Alamo Explosives,
advised the shipment of smokeless powder received from
DuPont in August, 1973, hearing the code 1MR-3031 and
P7JY13B had been sold to the following purchasers:
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The following investigation was conducted by
SA GEORGE J. KIENY:
AT LONGVIEW. TEXAS
On July 1, 1975, BOB HARDWICK, Exploration
Surveys, Longview, Texas, advised that the main offices
of Exploration Surveys, Incorporated are located in
Dallas, Texas. Exploration Surveys, Incorporated is
also a subsidiary of USI at Dallas, Texas.
On July 1, 1975, BOB CAMPBELL, Exploration
Surveys, Incorporated, Dallas, Texas advised his company
owns a 1974 green Ford Bronco, 1975 Texas license AAR539.
CAMPBELL advised that during the period June 7 through June
15, 1975, a three man field crew from Exploration Surveys,
Incorporated was involved in a surveying project on the
Indian reservation at Farmington, New Mexico, contracted by
Earth Science, Incorporated, located in Amarillo, Texas. The
three men sent to represent the company in this survey were
ROBERT NICOL, DEHNIS DWAYNE DUNGAN and BOB JENKINS. All
reside in the Dallas, Texas area.
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The following investigation was conducted by
SA GEORGE J. KIENY: .
Ow sogifaBuD wBbOh G
On July 1, 1975, BOB HARDWICK, Exploration
Surveys, Longview, Texas, advised that the main offices
of Exploration Surveys, Incorporated are located in
Dallas, Texas. Exploration Surveys, Incorporated'is
also a subsidiary of USI at Dallas, Texas.
On July 1, 1975, BOB CAMPBELL, Exploration
Surveys, Incorporated, Dallas, Texas, advised his
company owns a 1974 green Ford Bronco, 1975 Texas
license AAR539. CAMPBELL, advised that during the
period June 7 through June 15, 1975, a three man
field crew from Exploration Surveys, Incorporated
was involved in a surveying projection the Indian
reservation at Farmington, New Mexico, contracted by
Earth Science, Incorporated, located in Amarillo,
Texas. The three men sent to represent the.company
in this survey were ROBERT NICOL, DENNIS DWAYNE
DUNGAN and BOB JENKINS. All reside in.the Dallas,
Texas area.
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The following investigation was conducted by
SA JOHN L. SPURGERS, JR.:
Ow huBBwuOwBdG wBbOh
On July 2, 1975, R. E. HEADRICK, East Highway 80,
was contacted and advised that he received 40 cases of
Trojan (40) WR Dynamite. 1 1/4” X 8", showing a notation “26
Mar 74 U2" on April 30, 1974 from the Bridgeport, Texas,
Magazine. He displayed his current stock on hand of this
dynamite which amounted to 21 full cases plus 28 individual
sticks. He explained that each case of dynamite weighs 50
pounds and normally contains 108 to 110 individual sticks.
Along with the above described dynamite which was received
from Bridgeport, Texas, HEADRICK also has on hand other
brands of dynamite. HEADRICK advised he has had no thefts or
shortages of dynamite and has used or sold most of which he
ordered. HEADRICK stated that he has sold dynamite to the fol
lowing individuals since April 30, 1974:
DEWITT ELLISON, Ellison Dozer Company, Aspermont, Texas
(16 cases)
FARRIS THOMPSON, Pole Line Contractor, Sweetwater, Texas
(4 cases)
JAMES T. DUGAN, Box 292, Clyde, Texas
(19 sticks)
B.W. HRBACEK, Box 1033, Sweetwater, Texas
(4 cases)
H. N. THOMPSON, 104 Mohawk Street, Sweetwater, Texas
(50 sticks)
On July 2, 1975 and July 3, 1975, the above listed
individuals, who had purchased dynamite from R.E.
HEADRICK, were contacted, at which time each advised that
they had had no thefts of dynamite or unexplained;
shortages, and were able to account for all dynamite in
their possession.
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The following investigation was conducted by
SA JOHN L. SPURGERS, JR.:
AT SWEETWATER, TEXAS
On July 2, 1975, R. E. HEADRICK, East Highway 80,
was contacted and advised that he received 40 cases of Trojan
(40) WR Dynamite. 1 1/4” X 8", showing a notation “26 Mar 74
U2" on April 30, 1974 from the Bridgeport, Texas, Magazine. He
displayed his current stock on hand of this dynamite which
amounted to 21 full cases plus 28 individual sticks. He
explained that each case of dynamite weighs 50 pounds and
normally contains 108 to 110 individual sticks. Along with the
above described dynamite which was received from Bridgeport,
Texas, HEADRICK also has on hand other brands of dynamite.
HEADRICK advised he has had no thefts or shortages of dynamite
and has used or sold most of which he ordered. HEADRICK stated
that he has sold dynamite to the fol lowing individuals since
April 30, 1974:
DEWITT ELLISON, Ellison Dozer Company, Aspermont, Texas
(16 cases)
FARRIS THOMPSON, Pole Line Contractor, Sweetwater, Texas
(4 cases)
JAMES T. DUGAN, Box 292, Clyde, Texas
(19 sticks)
B.W. HRBACEK, Box 1033, Sweetwater, Texas
(4 cases)
H. N. THOMPSON, 104 Mohawk Street, Sweetwater, Texas
(50 sticks)
On July 2, 1975 and July 3, 1975, the above listed
individuals, who had purchased dynamite from R.E.
HEADRICK, were contacted, at which time each advised that
they had had no thefts of dynamite or unexplained;
shortages, and were able to account for all dynamite in
their possession.

Information/Interviews:
Erma N. Brewer
Willit T. Thomas
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On July 7, 1975, it was determined that
l975 Texas license HMQ 317 was issued to ERMA J.
BREWER, 91 South Windomere, Dallas, Texas, for a 1971
Oldsmobile Vehicle Identification Number ————————.
On that same date, BILL NANCE, acting Super- visor,
Dallas Department of Housing and Urban Rehabili tation,
advised ERMA BREWER, employed by the City of Dallas as a
stenographer with the above department, worked there for
approximately seven or eight months, until her
resignation in April, 1975. NANCE believed she was to
take a Federal GS-9 position at the Indian reservation
in Pine Ridge, South Dakota, possibly with a hospital or
infirmary. Her husband, according to NANCE, is ERNIE
BREWER, who was possibly going to take other Federal
employment on the reservation. NANCE advised that ERNIE
BREWER is a Sioux Indian from South Dakota and ERMA
BREWER is a Cherokee Indian from Oklahoma.
Computerized driver's license records for the
State of Texas indicate Texas driver's license #
was issued to ERMA NEUGIN BREWER, Indian female, born
January 24, 1941, five feet six inches tall, 160 pounds,
black hair and brown eyes. History of this license reveals that ERMA BREWER was issued a speeding ticket in
Kansas on April 22, 1975.
On July 8, 1975, a review of the office personnel folder located at the City of Dallas Record Center
indicates ERMA JEAN BREWER, described as an Indian female,
bom January 24, 1941 at Tahlequah, Oklahoma, Social
Security Account Number __________ residing at 918 South
Windomere, Dallas, Texas, was employed by the City of Dallas
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intermittently from July 21, 1961 until her most recent
resignation on March 21, 1975. The reason for resignation
as given by BREWER states "Family moving to Pine Ridge,
South Dakota." Forwarding address is in care of BILLY
BREWER, Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
Personal history section of the file indicates
parents of ERMA BREWER are BUCK and DOOLIE NEUGIN, residing at Route 1, Hulbert, Oklahoma. Her husband is
shown as ERNEST W. BREWER, employed as a barber at
Bennie’s Barber Shop, 8705 Lake June Road, Dallas, Texas.
lQ°§x■° °■_;■4 z• §x■ •;"■ ;”';YJ§■— FdBuBd
—Qy^;§§■' J "■§§■° §z §x■ M;_;" h■°_;Y■ FzJ°'D nJ""J—D
w■&J—D 'J§■' vQ”■ 01D 0/)-D ;” 4x;Yx —x■ J""■:■' §xJ§
';—Y;";”J°X JY§;z” §JV■” J:J;”—§ x■° •z° Q”JQ§xz°;’■'
Jy—■”Y■ 4J— 'Q■D ;” •JY§D §z °JY■ °■"J§■' °zy"■^—G
wx■ "J—§ ■_J"QJ§;z” z• FdBuBd ;”';YJ§■— J
—Q■°;z° °J§;”: ;” 4z°V °■"J§■' —V;""— J”' ■";:;y"■
•z° °■x;°■G wx■°■ 4J— ”z ;”';YJ§;z” z• J”X ■&§°■^;—§
JY§;_;§X ;” §x■ •;"■G
Computerized driver's license records for the
State of Texas indicate Texas driver's license #————
was issued to ERNEST WALTER BREWER, described as a white
male, born November 29, 1931, five feet six inches tall,
160 pounds, brown hair, brown eyes, residing at 918
South Windomere, Dallas, Texas.
Dallas FBI, indices J”' nJ""J— Kz";Y■ n■J°§^■”§
Intelligence Unit files were yz§x ”■:J§;_■ 4;§x °■•■°■”Y■
to ERMA and ERNIE BREWER.
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The following investigation was conducted by
SA THOMAS D. YANNESSA: .
AT DALLAS, TEXAS
On July 7, 1975, it was determined that
l975 Texas license HMQ 317 was issued to ERMA J.
BREWER, 91 South Windomere, Dallas, Texas, for a 1971
Oldsmobile Vehicle Identification Number ————————.
On that same date, BILL NANCE, acting Supervisor, Dallas
Department of Housing and Urban Rehabili tation, advised
ERMA BREWER, employed by the City of Dallas as a
stenographer with the above department, worked there for
approximately seven or eight months, until her resignation
in April, 1975. NANCE believed she was to take a Federal
GS-9 position at the Indian reservation in Pine Ridge,
South Dakota, possibly with a hospital or infirmary. Her
husband, according to NANCE, is ERNIE BREWER, who was
possibly going to take other Federal employment on the
reservation. NANCE advised that ERNIE BREWER is a Sioux
Indian from South Dakota and ERMA BREWER is a Cherokee
Indian from Oklahoma.
Computerized driver's license records for
the State of Texas indicate Texas driver's license
#4376154 was issued to ERMA NEUGIN BREWER, Indian
female, born January 24, 1941, five feet six inches
tall, 160 pounds, black hair and brown eyes. History of
this license reveals that ERMA BREWER was issued a
speeding ticket in Kansas on April 22, 1975.
On July 8, 1975, a review of the office personnel folder located at the City of Dallas Record Center
indicates ERMA JEAN BREWER, described as an Indian female,
bom January 24, 1941 at Tahlequah, Oklahoma, Social
Security Account Number —————— residing at 918 South
Windomere, Dallas, Texas, was employed by the City of Dallas
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intermittently from July 21, 1961 until her most recent
resignation on March 21, 1975. The reason for resignation
as given by BREWER states "Family moving to Pine Ridge,
South Dakota." Forwarding address is in care of BILLY
BREWER, Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
Personal history section of the file indicates
parents of ERMA BREWER are BUCK and DOOLIE NEUGIN, residing at Route 1, Hulbert, Oklahoma. Her husband is
shown as ERNEST W. BREWER, employed as a barber at
Bennie’s Barber Shop, 8705 Lake June Road, Dallas, Texas.
Further review of the file indicates BREWER
submitted a letter to the Civil Service Board, Dallas,
Texas, dated June 13, 1972, in which she alleged that
disciplinary action taken against her for unauthorized
absence was due, in fact, to race related problems.
The last evaluation of BREWER indicates a
superior rating in work related skills and eligible
for rehire. There was no indication of any extremist
activity in the file.
Computerized driver's license records for the
State of Texas indicate Texas driver's license #————
was issued to ERNEST WALTER BREWER, described as a white
male, born November 29, 1931, five feet six inches tall,
160 pounds, brown hair, brown eyes, residing at 918
South Windomere, Dallas, Texas.
Dallas FBI, indices and Dallas Police
Intelligence Unit files were both negative with
to ERMA and ERNIE BREWER.
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On July 9, 1975, an All Agents Memo was dis
tributed throughout the Dallas Division requesting
contact with logical informants, sources and police
agencies in reference to the murder of two Agents of
the FBI at Pine Ridge, South Dakota, As of August 5,
1975, no information of value has been developed from
these contacts.
All names of subjects, suspects and material
witnesses received to date in this matter have been
checked through Dallas Indices, Texas Crime Information
Center and computerized driver's license records with
negative results.
On July 24, 1975, WILLIT T. THOMAS, Assistant
Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Dallas, Texas,
advised there is no known chapter of the American
Indian Movement in the North Texas area. THOMAS did
advise that most Indians in the South Texas area are
located in Dallas, Texas, which now has an Indian
population of approximately 16,000. A Smaller Indian
community exists in Ft. Worth, Texas and numbers
approximately 3,500. Much smaller settlements are
located in Paris and Sherman, Texas.
wmotOh —§J§■' §x■°■ xJ— ”z§ y■■” J”X ^;";§J”§
§X■ JY§;_;§X ;” §x■ gz°§x w■&J— J°■J J”' •■■"— x■ 4zQ"'
xJ_■ V”z4"■':■ z• —J^■ —xzQ"' J”X ■&;—§G
THOMAS believes that contact with the following
leaders and counselors in the Indian community in Dallas, •
Texas, may be of some bit of benefit:
JUANITA ELDER, American Indian Center, 1314 Munger Street,
Dallas, Texas
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BERNICE JOHNSON, Dallas Intertribal Christian Center,
336 1/2 West Jefferson Boulevard, Dallas, Texas
Mrs. CHASE HARDY, Counsel House, 4401 Scurry, Dallas, Texas
Reverend LINDIE WATERS, Pastor, Indian Methodist Church,
1203 Hollywood Street, Dallas, Texas
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The following investigation was conducted by
SA THOMAS D. YANNESSA:
AT DALLAS,TEXAS
On July 9, 1975, an All Agents Memo was dis
tributed throughout the Dallas Division requesting
contact with logical informants, sources and police
agencies in reference to the murder of two Agents of
the FBI at Pine Ridge, South Dakota, As of August 5,
1975, no information of value has been developed from
these contacts.
All names of subjects, suspects and material
witnesses received to date in this matter have been
checked through Dallas Indices, Texas Crime Information
Center and computerized driver's license records with
negative results.
On July 24, 1975, WILLIT T. THOMAS, Assistant
Director, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Dallas, Texas,
advised there is no known chapter of the American
Indian Movement in the North Texas area. THOMAS did
advise that most Indians in the South Texas area are
located in Dallas, Texas, which now has an Indian
population of approximately 16,000. A Smaller Indian
community exists in Ft. Worth, Texas and numbers
approximately 3,500. Much smaller settlements are
located in Paris and Sherman, Texas.
THOMAS stated there has not been any militant
type activity in the North Texas area and feels he would
have knowledge of same should any exist.
THOMAS believes that contact with the following
leaders and counselors in the Indian community in Dallas, •
Texas, may be of some bit of benefit:
JUANITA ELDER, American Indian Center, 1314 Munger Street,
Dallas, Texas
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BERNICE JOHNSON, Dallas Intertribal Christian Center,
336 1/2 West Jefferson Boulevard, Dallas, Texas
Mrs. CHASE HARDY, Counsel House, 4401 Scurry, Dallas, Texas
Reverend LINDIE WATERS, Pastor, Indian Methodist Church,
1203 Hollywood Street, Dallas, Texas

Missing/Stolen Smokeless Powder:
Gibson Discount Store
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AT ABILENE, TEXAS
On July 15, 1375, L. C. SMITH, Manager, Gibson
Discount Center, Brookhollow Store.#2, 2550 Barrown, advised
his store records reveal that on August 24, 1973, his store
ordered and received from Alamo Explosives, Bridgeport, Texas,
five cases of Dupont smokeless powder, IMR-3031, Code Number
P73JY13B. SMITH said each of these cases contained twenty-five
one pound containers of this powder. SMITH advised that none of
the previously mentioned powder has been stolen. SMITH said he
could not identify the purchaser of any of the above-mentioned
Dupont smokeless powder, as his store is not required and does
not maintain such records by name.
AT MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS
On July 15, 1375, JIM ROMIG, Manager, Gibson Discount
Center, 2502 East Hubbard, advised that he was unable to locate
any record that would verify an order or receipt of Dupont
smokeless powder, IMR-3031, Code Number P73JY13B, from Alamo
Explosives, Bridgeport, Texas, on August 9, 1973. ROMIG said
his inability to locate such records does not, however, mean
that this type powder was not ordered. ROMIG said that if
records of Alamo Explosives reflect a shipment of the powder
to his store, he feels relatively certain his store did receive
this shipment. ROMIG advised there has not been any theft of the
above-mentioned type Dupont smokeless powder from his store and he
is unable to identify anyone as a purchaser of this type powder
because there are no records maintained as to the identities of
the purchasers of this type powder.
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AT ABILENE, TEXAS
On July 15, 1375, L. C. SMITH, Manager, Gibson
Discount Center, Brookhollow Store.#2, 2550 Barrown, advised
his store records reveal that on August 24, 1973, his store
ordered and received from Alamo Explosives, Bridgeport, Texas,
five cases of Dupont smokeless powder, IMR-3031, Code Number
P73JY13B. SMITH said each of these cases contained twenty-five
one pound containers of this powder. SMITH advised that none of
the previously mentioned powder has been stolen. SMITH said he
could not identify the purchaser of any of the above-mentioned
Dupont smokeless powder, as his store is not required and does
not maintain such records by name.
AT MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS
On July 15, 1375, JIM ROMIG, Manager, Gibson Discount
Center, 2502 East Hubbard, advised that he was unable to locate
any record that would verify an order or receipt of Dupont
smokeless powder, IMR-3031, Code Number P73JY13B, from Alamo
Explosives, Bridgeport, Texas, on August 9, 1973. ROMIG said
his inability to locate such records does not, however, mean
that this type powder was not ordered. ROMIG said that if
records of Alamo Explosives reflect a shipment of the powder
to his store, he feels relatively certain his store did receive
this shipment. ROMIG advised there has not been any theft of the
above-mentioned type Dupont smokeless powder from his store and he
is unable to identify anyone as a purchaser of this type powder
because there are no records maintained as to the identities of
the purchasers of this type powder.
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The following investigation was conducted by
JAY T. MILLER:
AT FT. WORTH, TEXAS

f

On July 15, 1975, ROGER SANDISON, Ewell Cross
Gun Shop, 4101 East Rosedale, Ft. Worth, Texas, advised
that his records do not reflect lot numbers as to individual sales of Dupont Smokeless Powder IMR-3031. This
product is purchased on a continuing basis and its sales
are not recorded. No thefts of this powder have occurred.
The following investigation was conducted by
SA STEPHEN G. RAND:
AT GRAPEVINE, TEXAS
On July 15, 1975, DON HIMES, Manager, Jess Stocktill
Shooters Supply, 2536 Arlington Road, Grapevine, Texas,
advised that no records are maintained re the sale
of Dupont Smokeless Powder IMR-3031 which is used exclusively
for rifle cartridge reloading. HIMES stated his company has
suffered no thefts, losses or shortages of gun powder. He
advised that the Gun Control Act does not require that rec
ords regarding the sale of rifle powder be maintained.
AT DALLAS, TEXAS
On July 15, 1975, Mrs. BILLIE GRAVES, Graves Gun
Shop, 7121 Lake June, Dallas, Texas advised the Government
does not require that records be kept regarding the sale of
Dupont Smokeless powder #3031 and therefore, none are avail
able. Mrs. GRAVES stated their gun shop has never had any
theft or loss of gun powder.
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AT FT. WORTH, TEXAS
On July 15, 1975, ROGER SANDISON, Ewell Cross
Gun Shop, 4101 East Rosedale, Ft. Worth, Texas, advised
that his records do not reflect lot numbers as to individual sales of Dupont Smokeless Powder IMR-3031. This
product is purchased on a continuing basis and its sales
are not recorded. No thefts of this powder have occurred.
wx■ •z""z4;”: ;”_■—§;:J§;z” 4J— Yz”'QY§■' yX
hO hwBKmBg iG dOgn5
Ow idOKBfagBD wBbOh
On July 15, 1975, DON HIMES, Manager, Jess Stocktill
Shooters Supply, 2536 Arlington Road, Grapevine, Texas,
advised that no records are maintained re the sale
of Dupont Smokeless Powder IMR-3031 which is used exclusively
for rifle cartridge reloading. HIMES stated his company has
suffered no thefts, losses or shortages of gun powder. He
advised that the Gun Control Act does not require that rec
ords regarding the sale of rifle powder be maintained.
AT DALLAS, TEXAS
On July 15, 1975, Mrs. BILLIE GRAVES, Graves Gun
Shop, 7121 Lake June, Dallas, Texas advised the Government
does not require that records be kept regarding the sale of
Dupont Smokeless powder #3031 and therefore, none are avail
able. Mrs. GRAVES stated their gun shop has never had any
theft or loss of gun powder.
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Re San Antonio teletype to Director, 7/1/75;
Minneapolis teletype to Director, 7/1/75; Dallas teletype
to Director, 7/2/75; Dallas teletype to Director,7/3/75;
San Antonio airtel to Dallas, 7/7/75; Dallas teletype to
Rapid City, 7/7/75; Dallas teletype to Rapid City, 7/8/75;
Rapid City teletype to Dallas and New Orleans, 7/13/75;
Rapid City teletype to Butte, et al, 7/13/75; Dallas
teletype to Denver, et al 7/14/75 and Dallas teletype to
Rapid City, 7/15/75.
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AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA. Will forward photographs of subjects,suspects and material witnesses for
display to leaders of the Indian communities located at
Dallas, Ft, Worth, Paris and Sherman, Texas.
OdtBn Ogn nOgiBdoch

2-Rapid City (Enc. 20)
2-Dallas
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Identification record requests:
Michael Stevenson Smith
Craig Camp
Stephanie Patricia Autumn
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Investigation into Edward Montoya (also
known as Eddie)
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Sergeant JOSEPH MOONEY, Law Enforcement Division,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, was contacted on 7/24/75, in an effort
to identify EDDIE (LNU), a Pueblo Indian from Albuquerque, whose
name is possibly EDDIE MONTOYA. Sergeant MOONEY advised that
this individual was unknown to him but he would make contact
with all the Northern Pueblo Tribal Police in an effort to
identify EDDIE.
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On July 21, 1975, JUAN JOJOLA, Police Officer,
Isleta Pueblo, advised that he is acquainted with an EDDIE
MONTOYA. He stated that MONTOYA is a Sandia Indian and has
been in several difficulties with law enforcement agencies
before adding that he is well known to the law enforcement
agencies in Bernalillo.
He stated that EDDIE MONTOYA is 30-35 years old, has
a brother named MANUEL, and his father is EMILIANO, all of
whom reside in Sandia Pueblo.
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The following investigation was conducted by SA
KENNETH M. ROMMEL, JR., at Santa Fe, New Mexico:
Sergeant JOSEPH MOONEY, Law Enforcement Division,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, was contacted on 7/24/75, in an effort
to identify EDDIE (LNU), a Pueblo Indian from Albuquerque, whose
name is possibly EDDIE MONTOYA. Sergeant MOONEY advised that this
individual was unknown to him but he would make contact with all
the Northern Pueblo Tribal Police in an effort to identify EDDIE.
On July 29, 1975, Sergeant MOONEY advised that the
above effort was unproductive.
Logical sources in the Santa Fe area were contacted
and to date EDDIE has not been identified.
The following investigation was conducted by SA
LEOPOLDO E. ARMIJO at Isleta Pueblo, New Mexico:
On July 21, 1975, JUAN JOJOLA, Police Officer,
Isleta Pueblo, advised that he is acquainted with an EDDIE
MONTOYA. He stated that MONTOYA is a Sandia Indian and has
been in several difficulties with law enforcement agencies
before adding that he is well known to the law enforcement
agencies in Bernalillo.
He stated that EDDIE MONTOYA is 30-35 years old, has
a brother named MANUEL, and his father is EMILIANO, all of whom
reside in Sandia Pueblo.
He stated that he does not know MONTOYA's current
whereabouts but he may possibly be at Sandia Pueblo.
The following investigation was conducted by SA
GREGORY R. RAMPTON at Bernalillo, New Mexico, on August 6,
1975:
LIE LUJAN, Secretary, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
Law and Order, Southern Pueblos Agency, Bernalillo, advised
that a review of her arrest records reflects the following:

70-10239-1909
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Name
Date of Birth
Social Security
Account #
Race
Sex
Arrest Record

EDWARD MONTOYA

Sandia Pueblo Indian
Male
Numerous arrests, including
from February, 1963, until March,
1972, for drunk and disorderly
conduct, assault and battery,
driving while intoxicated,
drunkenness, etc.
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Sergeant JOSEPH MOONEY, Law Enforcement Division,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, was contacted on 7/24/75, in an effort
to identify EDDIE (LNU), a Pueblo Indian from Albuquerque, whose
name is possibly EDDIE MONTOYA. Sergeant MOONEY advised that this
individual was unknown to him but he would make contact with all
the Northern Pueblo Tribal Police in an effort to identify EDDIE.
On July 29, 1975, Sergeant MOONEY advised that the
above effort was unproductive.
Logical sources in the Santa Fe area were contacted
and to date EDDIE has not been identified.
The following investigation was conducted by SA
LEOPOLDO E. ARMIJO at Isleta Pueblo, New Mexico:
On July 21, 1975, JUAN JOJOLA, Police Officer,
Isleta Pueblo, advised that he is acquainted with an EDDIE
MONTOYA. He stated that MONTOYA is a Sandia Indian and has
been in several difficulties with law enforcement agencies
before adding that he is well known to the law enforcement
agencies in Bernalillo.
He stated that EDDIE MONTOYA is 30-35 years old, has
a brother named MANUEL, and his father is EMILIANO, all of whom
reside in Sandia Pueblo.
He stated that he does not know MONTOYA's current
whereabouts but he may possibly be at Sandia Pueblo.
The following investigation was conducted by SA
GREGORY R. RAMPTON at Bernalillo, New Mexico, on August 6,
1975:
LIE LUJAN, Secretary, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
Law and Order, Southern Pueblos Agency, Bernalillo, advised
that a review of her arrest records reflects the following:
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Sandia Pueblo Indian
Male
Numerous arrests, including
from February, 1963, until March,
1972, for drunk and disorderly
conduct, assault and battery,
driving while intoxicated,
drunkenness, etc.
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Sandia Pueblo, New Mexico
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8/6/75

EDWARD (NMN) MONTOYA, also known as EDDIE, Sandia
Pueblo, New Mexico, was interviewed and furnished the following
information:
MONTOYA stated that he has never travelled to South
Dakota, and generally stays in the area of the Sandia Pueblo.
MONTOYA advised that on June 26, 1975, he was at the Sandia
Pueblo.
MONTOYA permitted four Polaroid photographs to be
taken of himself.
The following description was obtained through inter
view and observation:
Name
Race
Sex
Date of Birth
Place of Birth
Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Scars and Marks

Interviewed on

by

8/6/75

at

EDWARD (NMN) MONTOYA
Sandia Pueblo Indian
Male
Sandia Pueblo, New Mexico
5’5”
169 lbs.
Black
Brown
Numerous tattoos on both forearms

Sandia Pueblo, New Mexico

SA GREGORY R. RAMPTON/ rag

Date dictated

File #

AO 89-105
8/6/75

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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70-10239-1910

FBI

Date: 8(9()3
Transmit the following in------------------------------------------ -------------- —------------------------------(Type in plaintext or code)

Via

AIRTEL ________________________________________________________________
oiL(SL(H}r

TO

:

D I R E C T O R , F B I (89-3229)

FROM : S A C , A L B U Q U E R Q U E (89-105) P
SUBJECT :

RESMURS

Re Albuquerque teletype to Bureau,7/12/75, and
Honolulu teletype to Bureau, 7/14/75.
Re: EDDIE (LNU), possibly MONTOYA, mentioned as
possibly attending a party 6/25/75, at Porcupine, South
Dakota.
Enclosed for Rapid City are seven copies each
of an investigative insert dated 8/6/75, reflecting
investigation at Sandia Pueblo, New Mexico, and an FD-302
with EDWARD (NMN) MONTOYA.
Enclosed for Honolulu is one copy each
FD-302 and insert.

of

above

Also enclosed for Honolulu is one copy of photo
of EDWARD (NMN) MONTOYA, DOB
For information of receiving offices, LAURA J. MENOR
of Hawaii advised that she travelled to Pine Ridge, South
Dakota, area in June, 1975, and associated with EDGAR BEAR
RUNNER, while there. MENOR indicated she attended a drinking
party at BEAR RUNNER's sister’s residence,LEOLA (LNU0, the
night prior to Agents' murders. MENOR stated this party
attended by several AIM members, including EDDIE (LNU), a Pueblo
Indian, from Albuquerque, New Mexico.MENOR also indicated her
friend, WENDY SILVA, also of Hawaii, attended this party.
2- Bureau (RAM)
2- Honolulu (Enc 3) (RAM)
2- Rapid City (70-10239) (Enc 14) (RAM)
3- Albuquerque
GRR:rag (9)

Approved:__________________ _
5HjF9s— pkj2m 92 c3s(kj

Sent ________________. Per_____________

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 0-348-090
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1. Will display photograph of MONTOYA to WENDY SILVA.
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FBI

Date: 8/6/75
Transmit the following in------------------------------------------ -------------- —------------------------------(Type in plaintext or code)

Via

AIRTEL ________________________________________________________________
(Priority)

:

D I R E C T O R , F B I (89-3229)

FROM : S A C , A L B U Q U E R Q U E (89-105) P
SUBJECT :

RESMURS

Re Albuquerque teletype to Bureau,7/12/75, and
Honolulu teletype to Bureau, 7/14/75.
Re: EDDIE (LNU), possibly MONTOYA, mentioned as
possibly attending a party 6/25/75, at Porcupine, South
of above
Dakota.
Enclosed for Rapid City are seven copies each
of an investigative insert dated 8/6/75, reflecting
investigation at Sandia Pueblo, New Mexico, and an FD-302
with EDWARD (NMN) MONTOYA.
Enclosed for Honolulu is one copy each
FD-302 and insert.
Also enclosed for Honolulu is one copy of photo
of EDWARD (NMN) MONTOYA, DOB
For information of receiving offices, LAURA J. MENOR
of Hawaii advised that she travelled to Pine Ridge, South
Dakota, area in June, 1975, and associated with EDGAR BEAR
RUNNER, while there. MENOR indicated she attended a drinking
party at BEAR RUNNER's sister’s residence,LEOLA (LNU0, the
night prior to Agents' murders. MENOR stated this party
attended by several AIM members, including EDDIE (LNU), a Pueblo
Indian, from Albuquerque, New Mexico.MENOR also indicated her
friend, WENDY SILVA, also of Hawaii, attended this party.
2- Bureau (RAM)
2- Honolulu (Enc 3) (RAM)
2- Rapid City (70-10239) (Enc 14) (RAM)
3- Albuquerque
GRR:rag (9)

Approved:__________________ _
Special Agent in Charge

Sent ________________. Per_____________

U.S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE : 1969 0-348-090

AQ 89-105
It was determined that LAURA J. MENOR left Farmington,
New Mexico, to return to her residence in Honolulu, Hawaii.
SILVA also interviewed in Hawaii and stated that
among those attending the above party was EDDIE MONTOYA (not
further described). Albuquerque has initiated investigation
to identify EDDIE (LNU), possibly MONTOYA, and to date EDWARD
(NMN) MONTOYA, DOB
, is the only individual who has
been developed as possibly being identical to the EDDIE attend
ing the party.
,
MONTOYA has stated that he did not attend party
and has never travelled to South Dakota.
LEADS
HONOLULU DIVISION
AT KANEOKE,- HAWAII
1. Will display photograph of MONTOYA to WENDY SILVA.
MENOR.

2. Will display photograph of MONTOYA to LAURA J.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

Investigation into Bennett Vogelman

X

FD-302 (REV.' 11-27-70)

Date of transcription.

8/5/75

BENNETT VOGELMAN,
Rego Park, Queens, New York
(NY), advised that during June 1975, he was touring the southwestern
part of the United States (US), in particular, New Mexico, with a friend
MOLLY CARNESS. He stated that thet were travelling through this part of
the country in a red chevrolet van, NY license plate
. He stated
that to his recollection, in the middle of June 1975, he had stopped at
Navaho Lake, in New Mexico where he was visiting a Doctor FAHY, In
addition, he stated that they had stopped in Santa Fe and Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
VOGELMAN stated that he is a medical student at Buffalo
University in Buffalo, NY. He advised that at no time during his
travels had he noticed any activities in the American Indian
Movement or any Indian activity of suspicious nature. He states
that should he recall anything which would be of value to the
FBI, he would notify the New York Office.
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BENNETT VOGELMAN,
Rego Park, Queens, New York (NY),
advised that during June 1975, he was touring the southwestern part of the
United States (US), in particular, New Mexico, with a friend MOLLY CARNESS.
He stated that thet were travelling through this part of the country in a
red chevrolet van, NY license plate
. He stated that to his
recollection, in the middle of June 1975, he had stopped at Navaho Lake, in
New Mexico where he was visiting a Doctor FAHY, In addition, he stated that
they had stopped in Santa Fe and Albuquerque, New Mexico.
VOGELMAN stated that he is a medical student at Buffalo
University in Buffalo, NY. He advised that at no time during his
travels had he noticed any activities in the American Indian
Movement or any Indian activity of suspicious nature. He states
that should he recall anything which would be of value to the
FBI, he would notify the New York Office.
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at

New York, New York

SA JOHN J. SYRON

File #

Date dictated
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Re AQ teletype to Bu and other offices, 7/1/75;
NY teletype to Bu and AQ, 7/9/75; and NY teletype AQ,
to 7/15/75.
Enclosed to AQ and Pine Ridge are 2 copies each of an
FD-302 of BENNETT VOGELMAN, relating to activities in Farmington
New Mexico, 6/9-10/75.

2-Albuquerque (Encls. 2)
1-Pine Ridge (Encls. 2)
1-New York
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7/23/75

BERNARD PEOPLES was interviewed at his place of incarceration
the Pennington County Jail, Rapid City, South Dakota, and at the outset
of the interview was advised of the identity of SA MAX M. MARR of the FBI.
PEOPLES was asked if he had attempted to or had purchased ammunition in
various calibers and amounts on or about July 9, 1975 from the Arrow Pawn
Shop, Bapid City, South Dakota.

PEOPLES said he purchased $90 worth of ammunition in
various calibers for a girl he did not know, who was sent to his
residence from the American Indian Movement (AIM) House. He said
the only caliber of ammunition he could remember was one box of
eight millimeter shells. PEOPLES said he had never seen the girl
before nor has he seen her since. She picked up the ammunition
from him.
PEOPLES was asked by Agent MARR if it would appear
from the story he was telling that he might be fabricating at
least part of it. At this time PEOPLES said he would purchase
ammunition for any Indian who asked him, no questions asked.
At that time PEOPLES got up, left the interview area and
terminated his contact with SA MARR..
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7/23/75

at

Rapid City, South Dakota

SA MAX M. MARR/jar
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Invesitgations into:
FRANK STEPPING WOLF
ROBERT SIERRA
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Date of transcription
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Patrolman ALAN STRICKLER, Shield Number 3, Winner,
South Dakota, Police Department, was contacted and requested
to furnish information regarding the arrest of FRANK_
STEPPING WOLF. STRICKLER furnished the following information:
STRICKLER stated that at approximately 8:30 PM on
August 9, 1975, he and Officer RICHARD VOLK, Winner, South
Dakota, who resides

b7c

ge~
According to STRICKLER.______stated that_______
rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr WYDFF4Bc 2U?, ZP'
encountered by STRICKLER and VOLK on the steps of the
employment office where he was ordered to stand up and was
requested to furnish his identification. STEPPING WOLF
was then searched and two .45 caliber magazines loaded were
found on his person.
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STRICKLER advised that at the time of STEPPING WOLF's
arrest, he made a statement to the effect that "at least
you didn't get my Thompson.

Interviewed on

8/9/75

at

2xG<

WI*$w ~PqI$P

SA LYNN JAY FERRIN,
SA DANNY O. COULSON and
SA THOMAS F. LAGATOL, TFL:mas
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.#______________ *
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August 10, 1975

From observation of a semi-automatic pistol
observed at the Winner Police Department, the following
description was obtained. This weapon was seized by Police
Officer ALAN STRICKLER, Shielf Number 3, Winner Police
Department, from a vehicle reportedly used by FRANK STEPPING
WOLF, arrested during the evening of August 9, 1975, at 8:30 PM:
CPqG
—PkxgG<
Yz’G
WG<xPk B*;gG<
,xx'w

Remington Ran.
.45 (ACP)
Government model, 1911, A1
1037644
Parkerized
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Memorandum
TO

FROM

Wj—

:

:

SUBJECT:

C4BBDjFU?4WoF

U.

S

8/11/75

SA DAVID F. PRICE
RESMURS (70-10239)
ROBERT SIERRA FUGITIVE;
UFAP-GRAND LARCENY (88-

)

SIERRA is subject of MP 70-9896. He was charged
with CIR-MISDEMEAN0R LARCENY, Title 18, Section 1153. He
appeared in USDC, Rapid City, SD, on 6/2/75; pled not guilty
and was released on $1,000 bond.
j ZP<<P$ vI< W4DNNj ZP' Ig$PxG\ gz Wj 2j~D
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6-Minneapolis
(3-70-10239)
7LDiiD

(1-70-9896)
DFP:dea
(6)

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (P)

8/11/75

Wj ~j94~ ,V FN4—D
RESMBRS (70-10239)
ROBERT SIERRA- FUGITIVE
UFAP -GRAND LARCENY (88SIERRA is subject of MP 70-9896. He was charged
with CIR-MISDEMEANOR LARCENY, Title I8, Section 1153. He
appeared in USDC, Rapid Cty, SD, on 6/2/75; pled not
guilty and was released on $1,000 bond.
A warrant for SIERRA was obtained by SA WADE
SHIRLEY on 8/7/75.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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6-Minneapolis
(3-70-10239)

(2-88(1-70-9896)
DFP:dea
(6)

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (P)

iQEEQes

Wj ~j94~ ,V FN4—D
RESMuRS (70-10239)
ROBERT SIERRA - FUGITIVE;
UFAP - GRAND LARCENY (88-7030)
SIERRA ia subject of MP 70-9896. He was charged
with CIS-MISDEMEANOR LARCENY* Title 18, Section 1153. He
appeared in USBC, Rapid City, SD, on 6/2/75; pled not
guilty and was released on §1,000 bond.
A warrant for SIERRA was obtained by SA WADE
SHIRLEY on 8/7/75.
jNCD~ jB~ ~jBcDNU(WV
LEAD
C4BBDjFU?4W
jY NjF4~ —4YJV W~
Contact uSA’s Office and attempt to determine
SIERRA’s whereabouts through bond conditions.

6-Minneapolis
(3-70-10239)
(2-88- )

(1-70-9896)
DFP:dea
(6)
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
TO :

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239)
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SUBJECT :
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S

8/11/75

Wj XUtB NV :jWWDYY
RESMURS
Attached herewith is an FD-302 of _______________
_________________________Pine Ridge, South Dakota.

?Dj~
AT PINE RIDGE. SOUTH DAKOTA

SA BASSETT will maintain contact with|
____________________ in an attempt to further develop
information which he has furnished on a confidential basis.
All information furnished by Reverend RANDELL should
be kept on a confidential basis inasmuch as he is
_________________________________________________

3-Pine Ridge
JRB:sks
(3)
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SA JOHN R. BASSETT
•>

RESMURS
Attached herewith is an FD-302 of _________
______________________ South Dakota.

ge~
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?Dj~
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
SA BASSETT will maintain contact with____________
__________in an attempt to further develop information
which he has furnished on a confidential basis.
All Information furnished by ____________ ________
should be kept on a confidential basis Inasmuch as he is
_________________________________________________________

3- Pine Ridge

jRB:sks
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FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70)
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8/ 11/75

_______________________________________ Pine Ridge, South Dakota,
furnished the following information on a confidential basis:

p—k#:x}#!#j „—/

8/9/75________

at

ge~
ge—

___Pine Ridge, South Dakota

This document contains neither recommendations nor P„—P\HJ}„—J „* k£# sopV pk }J k£# Y:„Y#:k? „* k£# sop 9—j is loaned to your
it and Its contents are not to be distributed.outside your agency.
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MP 70-10239

_________________________________________He stated that he is
extremely willing to help utilize his knowledge to bring about
a solution to the shooting of the two FBI Agents.
___________ _
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MP 70-10239
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8/11/75

______________________________________________ Pine
Ridge, South Dakota, furnished the following information on a
confidential basis:

8/9/75____ at Pine Ridge, South Dakota

Interviewed on ________

by

SA JOHN R. BASSETT:skc

This document contains neither
be distributed outside your agency.

recommendations

nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to you agency; it and its contents are not to

(

tF eOSEOLKa
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He stated that he is
extremely willing to help utilize his knowledge to bring about a
solution to the shooting of the two FBI Agents.
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MP 70-10239

ne stated that he is
extremely willing to help utilize his knowledge to bring about
a solution to the shooting of the two FBI Agents.
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Date of transcription

8/11/75

______________________________________________________________
___________ advised that he had been furnished the following
conifdential informatioon and desired that his source remain
conifdential. He stated that ____________________________
p

8/8/75____________ at ___Pine Ridge, South Dakota_________. File #. MP 70-10239

Interviewed on ______

SA JOHN R. BASSETT:sks ________________

by ____________

Date dictated

___8/9/75__________
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: SA JOHN R. BASSETT
(

)

S

RESMURS
________Attached hereto is an FD-302 of
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AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA

SA BASSETT will maintain contact with __________
concerning future developments connected with RESMURS.

3- Pine Ridge
JRB:sks
(3)
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FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70)
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8/11/75

___________________ advised that he had been furnished the
following confidential information and desired that his source
remain confidential. He stated that_____________________________________________
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by

8/8/75

at

Pine Ridge, So

S 93(=N

SA JOHN R. BASSETT: sks

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of'the FBI. II" is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

SAC, PIKE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)
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SA JOHN R. BASSETT
RESMURS
Attached hereto is an FD-302 of ___________
________________________
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AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
SA BASSETT will maintain contact with_______________
_____concerning future developments connected with RESMURS.

3-Pine Ridge
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SA JOHN R. BASSETT
NDWC(NW
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Attached hereto is an FD-302 of_______________________
____________________________________________________
LEAD

V

AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA

V
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connected with RESMURS.
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8/11/75

______________________________________________________
____________, advised that he had been furnished the following
confidential information and desired that his source remain
confidential. He stated that_________________
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by

8/8/75------------------------------------ —at Pine Ridge, South Dako

-—SA JOHN R. BASSETT: sks
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Interviews with:
VINCENT BLACK FEATHER
ROBERT P. BURNETEE
STEVE BALIUS
FRANCIS THOMPSON

8/10/75

AIRMAIL

AIRTEL
TO:

SAC, PHOENIX (89-179)

FROM:

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

SUBJECT: RESMURRS
Re St. Louis nitel to Bureau, 8/5/75
Enclosed for Phoenix and Cleveland is one copy each of
FD-302 reflecting interview of VINCENT BLACK FEATHER.
Referenced nitel advised that on 8/4/75, conversation
was overheard among unknown Indians that MIKE or MATT YELLOW
EAGLE was one of those with a bunch of Indians who killed the
two FBI agents in SD.
It has been determined that a MICHAEL YELLOW EAGLE is
possibly enrolled on the Rosebud Indian Reservation.
It should be noted that MIKE YELLOW EAGLE, DOB
/56. _______________ was a passenger in a 1970 black over green
Buick bearing 1974 ND license 48092 at the time it was stopped
by Ohio Highway Patrol on 7/5/75,
near Delaware, DN. This
vehicle was driven by a TOM J. BOYCE, DOB 4/12/48. SSAN
and BOYCE was arrested
and charged with speeding and driving
while intoxicated (DWI). The other passengers were idetified as
follows:
DARRYL BRINES TREM, DOB
53
SSAN _____________ resides Fort Yates, ND
RAYMOND BEN——, DOB
47, SSAN
__________ resides Window Rock, AZ
ELSIE BAL——, DOB
56, SSAN
___________ resides Window Rock, AZ
3-Phoenix (Enc. 1)
4-Cleveland (Enc. 1)
4-Pine Ridge
(9)

MP 70-10239
On 6/25/75, SA RONALD A. WILLIAMS transported three
Indian males from Oglala, SD, to the Pine Ridge, SD, Jail, where
Jailer VINCENT BLACK FEATHER was asked to attempt to identify the
three individuals. BLACK FEATHER advised that he did not recognize
any of the individuals, although one of the three did resemble JIMMY
EAGLE, who was being sought on a Federal warrant. BLACK FEATHER
further advised that one of the Individuals gave the name of WALKING
EAGLE and claimed to be from Rosebud, SD. The following description
of the person claiming to be WALKING EAGLE was obtained:
Indian
Race
Male
Sex
Approxinately 20-24
Age
Approximately 5’6”
height
Approximately 135-140
height
Black, worn in ponytail,
hair
which came below his shoulders
Thin face, hooked nose
Features
Brown (Buckskin) vest, overalls,
Clothing
(blue Jeans) pants
Characteristics
Slow talking
It should be further noted that & piece of paper(lined) was
found in SA WILLIAMS’ notebook during crime scene search. This paper
contained the following notations and apparently referred to the three
individuals transported to Pine Ridge on 6/25/75, by SA WILLIAMS:
JOHN BOYSE
6 mi from Oglala Small
Wash
_________________________
DAVID MANY HORSES
SSAN__________
Rosebud
________________________
MIKE YELLOW HORSE
Aunt

SSAN

0Rw

MP 70-10239
LEADS
CLEVELAND
AT CLEVELAND, OH
1. Will continue efforts to locate and interview
MICHAEL YELLOW EAGLE, bearing in mind information contained in
this communication.
2. If not already done, will obtain photo and
fingerprints of THOMAS JEFFREY BOYCE.
PHOENIX
AT PHOENIX, AZ
Conduct indices, credit end criminal checks re RAYMOND
BENALLIE and ELSIE BALDWIN.
AT WINDOW ROCK, AZ
If not already done, will conduct necessary
investigation to fully idenitfy RAYMOND BENALLIE, DOB_______.
SSN ____________ and ELSIE BALDWIN, DOB ________, SSN ________
both of whom claimed to reside in Window Rock.
MINNEAPOLIS
AT MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Conduct indices search re all names listed above,

7

AT ROSEBUD, SD
Will attempt to idenitfy and obtain photo and
fingerprints of MICHEAL YELLOW EAGLE, DOB________, SSN________

ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF

INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription

July 31, 1975

ROBERT P. BURNETTE, Tribal Chairman, Rosebud
Sioux Tribe, Rosebud, South Dakota, was interviewed
and provided the following information:
On the day Special Agents JACK R. COLER and RONALD
A. WILLIAMS, FBI, were killed at Oglala,
Pine Ridge, South Dakota, June 26, 1975, at approximately
2:30 PM, Central Daylight Time, he was telephonically
contacted by ROSALEEN (Last Name Unknown), nee
JUMPING BULL, daughter of HARRY JUMPING BULL, Oglala, Pine
Ridge, and advised that shooting was in progress
in the vicinity of the JUMPING BULL residence. He
stated that he could hear what seemed like shooting over the
telephone during this conversation. ROSALEEN
was extremely upset and asked him what she should do.
ROSALEEN advised BURNETTE that she had just called
NORM KNOX, Tribal Secretary, Sioux Tribe, Rosebud,South
Dakota, and KNOX told her to call him (BURNETTE).
BURNETTE ascertained from ROSALEEN that she was calling
him from the home of GERALD ONE FEATHER who lives in
close proximity to the JUMPING BULL residence. ROSALEEN
advised BURNETTE that also present in the ONE FEATHER
residence WAS IVIS LONG VISITOR and his wife, whose name he
could not recall. He stated that the LONG VISITORs also
witnessed the Shooting according to ROSALEEN.
BURNETTE related that ROSALEBN was extremely upset
and could not provide any details of the shooting she was
observing at that time. ROSALEEN asked him what she should do
and he instructed her to take as many photographs as she could
with a telephoto lense which she told BURNETTE she had at her
location at that time. BURNETTE advised ROSALEEN agreed to
take the photographs. He stated that to this date he
is not aware of whether of not ROSALEEN took these photographs.

Interviewed on_

0~6

7/30/75

at

Rosebud, South Dakota

SA LYNN JAY FERRIN and
SA ROBERT A. SCIMEME, RAS:mas
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
it and its contents are not to be distributed outside of your agency.
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FROM :

SA WILLIAM J. MURPHY, JR.

SUBJECT:

RESMURS

~jYDR
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Re memo of SA RUSSEL JAY NIELSEN dated 7/18/75.
On 8/11/75 NE State Trooper STEVE BALIUS,
Gordon, Nebraska, telephone number ———————,
was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent
at which time he advised that he was on duty on 6/26/75,
the day of the shooting of the FBI Agents at Oglala,
South Dakota. He advised that he was monitoring traffic
on Highway 87 between the South Dakota State line and
Rushville, Nebraska. He advised that he kept no notes
on vehicles that he may have seen that day and that
wG wP' I xvI<;P$xI Iv ■Pk*G <GmP<\xm 3P’$xIG\ ;P$$G<V
tG P\■x'G\ $wP$ wG ZI*k\ 3I$P3$ $wG ,:4 xv wG ZG<G
$I Ig$Px Pz xvI<;P$xI Iv ■Pk*GV

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)
Wj 24??4jC XV C(NFtJ

8/11/75
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RESMURS
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On 8/11/75 NE State Trooper STEVE BALIUS,
, Gordon, Nebraska, telephone number
,
was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent
at which time he advised that he was on duty on 6/26/75,
the day of the shooting of the FBI. Agents at Oglala,
South Dakota. He advised that he was monitoring traffic
on Highway 87 between the South Dakota State line and
Rushville, Nebraska. He advised that he kept no notes
on vehicles that he may have seen that day and that
he has no information of value regarding captioned matter.
He advised that he would contact the FBI if he were
to obtain, any information of value.

3-Pine Ridge
WJM:mas
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SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/11/75

SA WILLIAM J. MURPHY, JR.

RESMURS
Re memo of SA RUSSEL JAY NIELSEN dated 7/18/75.
On 8/11/75 NE State Trooper STEVE BALIUS,
, Gordon, Nebraska, telephone number
,
was advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent
at which time he advised that he was on duty on 6/26/75,
the day of the shooting of the FBI. Agents at Oglala,
South Dakota. He advised that he was monitoring traffic
on Highway 87 between the South Dakota State line and
Rushville, Nebraska. He advised that he kept no notes
on vehicles that he may have seen that day and that
he has no information of value regarding captioned matter.
He advised that he would contact the FBI if he were
to obtain, any information of value.

3- Pine Ridge
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Being sent by separate communication for Identifi
cation Division, Latent Fingerprint Section, are the major
case prints of FRANK STEPPING WOLF consisting of eight cards.
STEPPING WOLF was arrested, by the Winner,
South Dakota, Police Department on 8/9/75 for disorderly
conduct and illegal possession of a weapon. Prior to his
arrest, STEPPING WOLF made a statement that he wanted to
kill FBI Agents "like they did out there."
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STEPPING WOLF was arrested by the Winner,
South Dakota, Police Department on 8/9/75 for disorderly
conduct and illegal possession of a weapon. Prior to his
arrest, STEPPING WOLF made a statement that he wanted to
kill FBI Agents “like they did out there.”
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On July 22, 1975, FRANCIS THOMPSON, JR. was contacted at the Pt. Angeles Police Department Jail facility,
wherein he provided the following information:
THOMPSON related his activities prior to the
shooting incident as being in the Farmington, New Mexico
area to a pow wow and having met up with a fellow by the
name of RICHARD, CHOICE (phonetic), and MAZE (phonetic),
who were girls, at which time he travelled to the Denver,
Colorado area. In riding to the Denver, Colorado area,
THOMPSON advised he rode with BANKS and MEANS, the head
of the AIM Movement.
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THOMPSON advised he left the Pine Ridge and
Rosebud Indian Reservation prior to the shooting incident, and had travelled to an unknown park in Iowa, and
had returned after the incident, after which time he and
CHARLES NO HEART had volunteered to take IDA STUNTZ back
to Washington State.
THOMPSON advised they had picked up the blue
Ford in Denver, Colorado, and had taken it on up to the
Rosebud, Pine Ridge area, and then out to Washington.
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THOMPSON was asked if he had any knowledge concerning the alleged three weapons turned over to an indi
vidual on the Lower Elwah Indian Reservation at Pt. Angeles,
Washington, which were subsequently turned over to the BIA
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Upon additional interview, THOMPSON advised his
parents resided on the Lukauchka Indian Reservation in
Arizona, and they can be reached through a VICTOR BEGUAE (phonetic),
Box 21, Lukauchka Indian Reservation 86507.
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Re Rapid City teletype to Seattle, dated

Enclosed for Rapid City are two copies each
of an FD-302 of an interview of CHARLES J. NO HEART
and FRANCIS THOMPSON, JR.
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Enclosed for Rapid City are two copies each
of an FD-302 of an interview of CHARLES J. NO HEART
and FRANCIS THOMPSON, JR.
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PAM KIETER, Distributor-Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries,
Inc., Yankton, South Dakota, was contacted at telephone number
, at which time she provided the following information;
M-Tron Industries, Inc., does not manufacture crystals
that would fit into the Regency Radio Model CB 270. She was
unable to name a company which did manufacture crystals which
could be installed into the unit.
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This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Investigation into:
STANLEY MAXEY (aka FRANK STEPPENWOLF)
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SA ROBERT K. TAUBERT
RESMURS
RE: STANLEY MAXEY, AKA FRANK STEPPENWOLF
On the evening of 8/9/75, Clerk DAVID SMART, Rapid
City, SD, RA, advised he received a call from the /Winner,
SD, PD, telling him initially they had "CRAZY AL COOPER"
in custody on a concealed weapon charge
SMART later advised in a subsequent call that
the Winner PD actually had STANLEY MAXEY, aka, FRANK
STEPPENWOLF in custody and initially he was thought to be
COOPER, because he was in possession of COOPER's car, which
bore NM registration,.
The Winner PD advised MAXEY was brandishing a
U.S. Air Force sheath knife in the S & S Bar and was
bragging to the patrons about his knowledge of captioned
case.
The Winner PD advised he was arrested in the
automobile and in addition to the knife, he possessed a .45
caliber automatic pistol and two clips of ammunition,,
<

YwG 2xG< F~ P\■x'G\ Cj)DJ ;Pz gG <GkGP'G\ I
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At approximately 10:00 PM, same date, writer
telephonically advised SA ARTHUR C. FLYNN, J R ., who was
participating in a surveillance in Mission, SD, of above
information. SA FLYNN indicated he would make an attempt
to interview MAXEY while in custody.
RESMURS indices reveal two references to MAXEY.
One source in the past advised MAXEY was in Rapid City
when the two Agents were killed and that he wanted to go
to Pine Ridge, SD, to assist those involved in the shooting
in their escape. A second source advised MAXEY was

CF eOSEOLKa
observed on 7/5/75, in LEONARD CROW DOG’s Camp near
Rosebud, SD, in the company of another Indian male, Who was
carrying a .357 magnum revolver. This source also advised at
this time' that LEONARD PELTIER was observed in the area.
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RE: STANLEY MAXEY, AKA FRANK STEPPENWOLF
On the evening of 8/9/75, Clerk DAVID SMART, Rapid
City, SD, RA, advised he received a call from the Winner, SD,
PD, telling him initially they had "CRAZY AL COOPER"
in custody on a concealed weapon charge.
SMART later advised in a subsequent call that
the Winner PD actually had STANLEY MAXEY, aka, FRANK
STEPPENWOLF in custody and initially he was thought to be
COOPER, because he was in possession of COOPER’s car, which
bore NM registration.
The Winner PD advised MAXEY was brandishing a
U. S. Air Force sheath knife in the S & S Bar and was
bragging to the patrons about his knowledge of captioned
case.
The Winner PD advised he was arrested in the
automobile and in addition to the knife, he possessed a .45
caliber automatic pistol and two clips of ammunition.
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At approximately 10:00 PM, same date, writer
telephonically advised SA ARTHUR C. FLYNN, JR., who was
participating in a surveillance in Mission, SD, of above
information. SA FLYNN indicated he would make an attempt
to interview MAXEY while in custody.
RESMURS indices reveal two references to MAXEY.
One source in the past advised MAXEY was in Rapid City
when the two Agents were killed and that he wanted to go
to Pine Ridge, SD, to assist those involved in the shooting
in their escape. A second source advised MAXEY was
3-Pine Ridge
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observed on 7/5/75, in LEONARD CROW DOG's camp near Rosebud,
SD, in the company of another Indian male, who was carrying
a .357 magnum revolver. This source also advised at this
time that LEONARD PELTIER was observed in the area.
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STANLEY MAXEY, AKA FRANK STEPPENWOLF

On the evening of 8/9/75, Clerk DAVID SMART, Rapid
City, SD, RA, advised he received a call from the Winner,
SD, PD, telling him initially they had “CRAZY AL COOPER”
in custody on a concealed weapon charge.
SMART later advised in a subsequent call that the
Winner PD actually had STANLEY MAXEY, aka, PRANK
STEPPENWOLF in custody and initially he was thought to be
COOPER, because he was in possession of COOPER’s car, which
bore NM registration.
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The Winner PD advised MAXEY was brandishing a
U.S. Air Force sheath knife in the S & S Bar and was
bragging to the patrons about his knowledge of captioned
case.
The Winner PD advised he was arrested in the
automobile and in addition to the knife, he possessed a .45
caliber automatic pistol and two clips of ammunition.
The Winner PD advised MAXEY may be released on
bond before Monday morning.
At approximately 10:00 PM, same date, writer
telephonically advised SA ARTHUR C. FLYNN, JR., who was
participating in a surveillance in Mission, SD, of above
information. SA FLYNN indicated he would make an attempt
to interview MAXEY while in custody.
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observed on 7/5/75, in LEONARD CROW DOG’s camp near Rosebud, SD, in the
company of another Indian male, who was carrying a .357 magnum revolver.
This source also advised at this time that LEONARD PELTIER was observed
in the area.
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Interview of Mrs. David Kilby

RAPID CITY (70-10239) (P)

July 26, 1975

SA CHARLES G. VAIL
RESMURS
Reference Los Angeles nitel to Rapid City dated July 18,
1975, re gold 1972 Chevrolet Comaro, California licence
,
parked Rosebud, South Dakota, July 9, 1975.
d7
On July 20, 1975, investigation conducted at 12 East Hew York Street
revealed no tenants who had personal knowledge of CAROL JEAN HALL. However,
it was determined at this time that Mrs. DAVID KILBY is the landlady for
these apartments.
On July 20, 1975, Detective TOM HENNIE, Rapid City, South
Dakota, Police Department, advised he was familiar with CAROL JEAN HALL
and that HALL’s girlfriend, BORIS JEAN BOYER, had been involved in a
stabbing' by CHARLES POOR THUNDER. HENNIE farter advised that on June
28, 1975, POOR THUNDER murdered a man by the name of ARMAND FORBES, an
attorney in Albuquerque, New Mexico, and had subsequently taken the
body to Sheep’s Mountain and dumped it. Inaident to this murder,POOR
THUNDER had attempted to kill BOYER who he had forced to accompany him
to the mountain along with two other females, VERA MAE JANIS and
BARBARA LITTLE OWL, who, at this time, are material witnesses against
POOR THUNDER. HENNIE stated that at this time VERA JANIS could be
located at the residence of EMMA HAYLINS on the Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation and that the Pine Ridge Police Department is familiar with
this residence. Further, BARBARA LITTLE OWL is currently in Patial,
North Dakota, living with her mother, ELIZABETH, and LITTLE OWL can be
also located through the Police Department at Partial. BOYER is
currently secluded for her own protection and it is requested that she
not be interviewed unless determined extremely necessary
It should be noted that the following leads are being set forth
based on the possibility that CHARLES POOR THUNDER could have been involved
in the Oglala killings end may have made statements to this effect to VERA
MAE JANIS and BARBARA LITTLE OWL. Also during interview of JANIS and LITTLE
OWL any information they have as to weapons feeing in the apartment of CAROL
JEAN HALL and also any information they have as to CAROL JEAN HALL’s
possibly being involved in the Oglala killings should be pursued.

ARMED
4 4 Rapid City
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EXTREMELY DANGEROUS.

MP 70-10239
LEADS
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will locate and interview VERA MAE JANIS at residence of
EMMA WAYLINS at Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
AT PARTIAL, NORTH DAKOTA
Will locate and interview BARBARA LITTLE OWL through the
Partial, North Dakota, Police Department. .
AT RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will consider interviewing CHARLES POOR THUNDER
currently incarcerated at Pennington County Jail. However, POOR THUNDER
has failed to make any statements whatsoever to local authorities end
appears to he extremely militant in his attitude towards law
enforcement officers.
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Date of transcription

July 26, 1975

Mrs. DAVID KILBY,
, was interviewed and
advised, that CAROL JEAN HALL and her two small children had
resided at
from approximately February, 1975
until July 5 or 4, 1975, however, no receipts were available to confirm
this. Mrs. KILBY further advised that CAROL JEAN HALL rented the basement
apartment at 12 New York Street and there appeared to always be at least
seven to eight Indian males in the apartment or around the apartment
building while she was there and that CAROL’S boyfriend was CHARLES POOR
TH0NDER, who supposedly murdered a man and stabbed her roommate, DORIS
BOYER. Incident to this, Mrs. KILBY advised on June 29, 1975 she went to
the apartment of CAROL JEAN HALL and at this time was met by a young
Indian female who stated CAROL JEAN HALL was not home. Mrs. BUSY then
observed laying on the floor of the apartment a large orate containing
numerous weapons including a shotgun, two or three rifles and
approximately four handguns and at this time inquired as to who the
weapons belonged to and was told by the young female she did not know who
owned the weapons. Mrs. KILBY stated she returned to the apartment
approximately one and a half hours later and found CAROL JEAN HALL to be
home and subsequently told HALL she would have to move due to the fact
she did not allow tenants to have weapons in the apartments, and at this
time HALL stated she did not know what weapons KILBY was talking about
and there had never been any weapons in her apartment. KILBY told HALL
that she knew there had been weapons there and she was to move out
immediately or she would have the police evacuate her. KILBY stated that
subsequently CAROL JEAN HALL moved out of the apartment the following day
and she has had no contact with her since that time.
Mrs. KILBY stated that she believes CAROL JEAN HALL and her
friends were extreme supporters of the American Indian Movement (AIM) based
on the posters that had hung on the walls and that any time she would make a
complaint to CAROL JEAN HALL concerning noise or other things, HALL would
become enraged with her and tell her that she was just a prejudice white
bastard.
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DATE:

July 26, 1975

J{.IyJ.
Reference Los Angeles nitel to Rapid City dated July 18, 1975
re gold 1972 Chevrolet Comaro, California license —————— parked
Rosebud, South Dakota, July 9, 1975.
On July 20, 1975, investigation conducted at
East New York
Street revealed no tenants who had personal knowledge of CAROL JEAN HALL.
However, it was determined at this time that Mrs. David KILBY is the
landlady for these apartments.
On July 20, 1975, Detective TOM HENNIE, Rapid City, South Dakota,
Police Department, advised he was familiar with CAROL JEAN HALL and that
HALL's girlfriend, DORIS JEAN BOYER, had been involved in a stabbing by
CHARLES POOR THUNDER. HENNIE further advised that on June 28, 1975 POOR
THUNDER murdered a man by the name of ARMAND FORBES, an attorney in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and had subsequently taken the body to Sheep’s
Mountain and dumped it. Incident to this murder, POOR THUNDER had attempted
to kill BOYER who he had forced to accompany him to the mountain along with
two other females, VERA MAE JANIS and BARBARA LITTLE OWL who, at this time,
are material witnesses against POOR THUNDER. HENNIE stated that at tins time
VERA JANIS could be located at the residence of EMMA WAYLINS on the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation and that the Pine Ridge Police Department is
familiar with this residence. Further, BARBRA LITTLE OWL is currently in
Partial, North Dakota, living with her mother, ELIZABETH, and LITTLE OWL
can be also located through the Police Department at Partial. BOYER is
currently secluded for her own protection and it is requested that she
not be interviewed unless determined extremely necessary.
It should be noted that the following leads are being set forth
based on the possibility that CHARLES POOR THUNDER could have been involved
in the Oglala Killings and may have made statements to this effect to VERA
MAE JANIS and BARBARA LITTLE OWL. Also during interview of JANIS and LITTLE
OWL any information they have as to weapons being in the apartment of CAROL
JEAN HALL and also any information they have as to CAROL JEAN HALL's
possibly being involved in the Oglala killings should be pursued.
ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS.
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AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
.
Will locate and interview VERA MAE JANIS at residence of
EMMA WAYLINS at Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
AT

P A R T I A L , NO R T H DAKOTA

Will locate and interview BARBARA LITTLE OWL through the Partial,
North Dakota, Police Department.
AT RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will consider interviewing CHARLES POOR THUNDER
currently incarcerated at Pennington County Jail. However, POOR
THUNDER has failed to make any statements whatsoever to local
authorities and appears to be extremely militant in his attitude
towards law enforcement officers.
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Date of transcription

July 26, 1975

Mrs. DAVID KILBY,
, was interviewed and
advised, that CAROL JEAN HALL and her two small children had
resided at
from approximately February, 1975
until July 5 or 4, 1975, however, no receipts were available to confirm
this. Mrs. KILBY further advised that CAROL JEAN HALL rented the basement
apartment at 12 New York Street and there appeared to always be at least
seven to eight Indian males in the apartment or around the apartment
building while she was there and that CAROL’S boyfriend was CHARLES POOR
TH0NDER, who supposedly murdered a man and stabbed her roommate, DORIS
BOYER. Incident to this, Mrs. KILBY advised on June 29, 1975 she went to
the apartment of CAROL JEAN HALL and at this time was met by a young
Indian female who stated CAROL JEAN HALL was not home. Mrs. BUSY then
observed laying on the floor of the apartment a large orate containing
numerous weapons including a shotgun, two or three rifles and
approximately four handguns and at this time inquired as to who the
weapons belonged to and was told by the young female she did not know who
owned the weapons. Mrs. KILBY stated she returned to the apartment
approximately one and a half hours later and found CAROL JEAN HALL to be
home and subsequently told HALL she would have to move due to the fact she
did not allow tenants to have weapons in the apartments, and at this time
HALL stated she did not know what weapons KILBY was talking about and
there had never been any weapons in her apartment. KILBY told HALL that
she knew there had been weapons there and she was to move out immediately
or she would have the police evacuate her. KILBY stated that subsequently
CAROL JEAN HALL moved out of the apartment the following day and she has
had no contact with her since that time.
Mrs. KILBY stated that she believes CAROL JEAN HALL and her
friends were extreme supporters of the American Indian Movement (AIM) based
on the posters that had hung on the walls and that any time she would make a
complaint to CAROL JEAN HALL concerning noise or other things, HALL would
become enraged with her and tell her that she was just a prejudice white
bastard.
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RAPID CITY (70-10239)

FRO M:

SA CHARLES G. VAIL

D AT E:

July 26, 1975

SUBJECT: RESMURS
Reference Los Angeles nitel to Rapid City dated July 18,
1975 re gold 1972 Chevrolet Comaro, California license —————— parked
Rosebud, South Dakota, July 9, 1975.
On July 20, 1975, investigation conducted at
East New York
Street revealed no tenants who had personal knowledge of CAROL JEAN HALL.
However, it was determined at this time that Mrs. David KILBY is the
landlady for these apartments.
On July 20, 1975, Detective TOM HENNIE, Rapid City, South Dakota,
Police Department, advised he was familiar with CAROL JEAN HALL and that
HALL's girlfriend, DORIS JEAN BOYER, had been involved in a stabbing by
CHARLES POOR THUNDER. HENNIE further advised that on June 28, 1975 POOR
THUNDER murdered a man by the name of ARMAND FORBES, an attorney in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and had subsequently taken the body to Sheep’s
Mountain and dumped it. Incident to this murder, POOR THUNDER had attempted
to kill BOYER who he had forced to accompany him to the mountain along with
two other females, VERA MAE JANIS and BARBARA LITTLE OWL who, at this time,
are material witnesses against POOR THUNDER. HENNIE stated that at tins time
VERA JANIS could be located at the residence of EMMA WAYLINS on the Pine
Ridge Indian Reservation and that the Pine Ridge Police Department is
familiar with this residence. Further, BARBRA LITTLE OWL is currently in
Partial, North Dakota, living with her mother, ELIZABETH, and LITTLE OWL
can be also located through the Police Department at Partial. BOYER is
currently secluded for her own protection and it is requested that she
not be interviewed unless determined extremely necessary.
It should be noted that the following leads are being set forth
based on the possibility that CHARLES POOR THUNDER could have been involved
in the Oglala Killings and may have made statements to this effect to VERA
MAE JANIS and BARBARA LITTLE OWL. Also during interview of JANIS and LITTLE
OWL any information they have as to weapons being in the apartment of CAROL
JEAN HALL and also any information they have as to CAROL JEAN HALL's
possibly being involved in the Oglala killings should be pursued.

MP 70-10239
L E A DS
MINNESAPOLIS DIVISION
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
.
Will locate and interview VERA MAE JANIS at residence of
EMMA WAYLINS at Pine Ridge, South Dakota.
AT

P A R T I A L , NO R T H DAKOTA

Will locate and interview BARBARA LITTLE OWL through the Partial,
North Dakota, Police Department.
AT RAPID CITY, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will consider interviewing CHARLES POOR THUNDER
currently incarcerated at Pennington County Jail. However, POOR
THUNDER has failed to make any statements whatsoever to local
authorities and appears to be extremely militant in his attitude
towards law enforcement officers.
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Date of transcription

July 26, 1975

Mrs. DAVID KILBY,
, was interviewed and
advised, that CAROL JEAN HALL and her two small children had
resided at
from approximately February, 1975
until July 5 or 4, 1975, however, no receipts were available to confirm
this. Mrs. KILBY further advised that CAROL JEAN HALL rented the basement
apartment at 12 New York Street and there appeared to always be at least
seven to eight Indian males in the apartment or around the apartment
building while she was there and that CAROL’S boyfriend was CHARLES POOR
TH0NDER, who supposedly murdered a man and stabbed her roommate, DORIS
BOYER. Incident to this, Mrs. KILBY advised on June 29, 1975 she went to
the apartment of CAROL JEAN HALL and at this time was met by a young
Indian female who stated CAROL JEAN HALL was not home. Mrs. BUSY then
observed laying on the floor of the apartment a large orate containing
numerous weapons including a shotgun, two or three rifles and
approximately four handguns and at this time inquired as to who the
weapons belonged to and was told by the young female she did not know who
owned the weapons. Mrs. KILBY stated she returned to the apartment
approximately one and a half hours later and found CAROL JEAN HALL to be
home and subsequently told HALL she would have to move due to the fact she
did not allow tenants to have weapons in the apartments, and at this time
HALL stated she did not know what weapons KILBY was talking about and
there had never been any weapons in her apartment. KILBY told HALL that
she knew there had been weapons there and she was to move out immediately
or she would have the police evacuate her. KILBY stated that subsequently
CAROL JEAN HALL moved out of the apartment the following day and she has
had no contact with her since that time.
Mrs. KILBY stated that she believes CAROL JEAN HALL and her
friends were extreme supporters of the American Indian Movement (AIM) based
on the posters that had hung on the walls and that any time she would make a
complaint to CAROL JEAN HALL concerning noise or other things, HALL would
become enraged with her and tell her that she was just a prejudice white
bastard.
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Mrs. DAVID KILBY,
, was interviewed and
advised, that CAROL JEAN HALL and her two small children had
resided at
from approximately February, 1975
until July 5 or 4, 1975, however, no receipts were available to confirm
this. Mrs. KILBY further advised that CAROL JEAN HALL rented the basement
apartment at 12 New York Street and there appeared to always be at least
seven to eight Indian males in the apartment or around the apartment
building while she was there and that CAROL’S boyfriend was CHARLES POOR
TH0NDER, who supposedly murdered a man and stabbed her roommate, DORIS
BOYER. Incident to this, Mrs. KILBY advised on June 29, 1975 she went to
the apartment of CAROL JEAN HALL and at this time was met by a young
Indian female who stated CAROL JEAN HALL was not home. Mrs. BUSY then
observed laying on the floor of the apartment a large orate containing
numerous weapons including a shotgun, two or three rifles and
approximately four handguns and at this time inquired as to who the
weapons belonged to and was told by the young female she did not know who
owned the weapons. Mrs. KILBY stated she returned to the apartment
approximately one and a half hours later and found CAROL JEAN HALL to be
home and subsequently told HALL she would have to move due to the fact she
did not allow tenants to have weapons in the apartments, and at this time
HALL stated she did not know what weapons KILBY was talking about and
there had never been any weapons in her apartment. KILBY told HALL that
she knew there had been weapons there and she was to move out immediately
or she would have the police evacuate her. KILBY stated that subsequently
CAROL JEAN HALL moved out of the apartment the following day and she has
had no contact with her since that time.
Mrs. KILBY stated that she believes CAROL JEAN HALL and her
friends were extreme supporters of the American Indian Movement (AIM) based
on the posters that had hung on the walls and that any time she would make a
complaint to CAROL JEAN HALL concerning noise or other things, HALL would
become enraged with her and tell her that she was just a prejudice white
bastard.
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August 7, 1975

MICHAEL STEVEN SMITH was contacted at his parents’ home,
South Bend, Indiana, at which time the purpose of the interview
as well as the identity of the interviewing agent was made known
to him, SMITH voluntarily furnished the following information:
Sometime in April of 1975, SMITH with, ROBERT DUSTY RHODES
decided to hitchhike to Farmington, New Mexico to visit with
RHODES’ relatives. SMITH had met HRHODES in Naples, Florida.
Somehow while hitchhiking they ended up in Providence, Rhode
Island. In Providence, Rhode Island, they met DAVID BESS. All
three decided to travel to Farmington, New Mexico. SMITH decided
to come back to South Bend and pick up another friend GEORGE
BUYSSE. RHODES decided to go directly to Farmington from
Providence, Rhode Island. SMITH came back to South Bend and talked
BUYSSE into joining them. On the trip to Farmington, New Mexico,
all three traveled as far as Nashville, Tennessee, where they
split up because of the three of them having difficulty in
obtaining rides. BUYSSE and SMITH stayed together. BESS traveled
alone. All had agreed to meet at RHODES’ aunt’s house,
, Farmington, New Mexico. RHODES’ aunt’s name is
TREMBEL, All arrived in Farmington in perhaps early May of 1975.
They camped around the area. SMITH met KATHY AUGUESTINE a 19 year
old Navajo Indian girl in Farmington. They lived together as man
and wife. SMITH was unable to find steady employment in
Farmington. SMITH likes the outdoors and decided to stay in the
Farmington area. BUYSSE returned to South Bend, Indiana. RHODES
lived with his relatives and SMITH did not know what happened to
BESS. RHODES, BESS and BUYSSE are not Indian and know nothing
about American Indian Movement (AIM). AUGUESTINE is not a member
of AIM. AUGUESTINE and SMITH heard of the AIM convention and
decided out of curiosity to attend. The convention was located 7
or 8 miles south of Farmington, New Mexico on property owned by
the Bureau of Land Management.
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Information on FRANCIS THUNDER HAWK (aka Na Kano)

Complaint Report No. 76-1090
PRIA:

Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Thursday 8/7/75. 9:15 PM/IN PERS TELE Radio

(Police District) (Day & Date & Time Report Received) (How Received)
Complaint's Name & Address:

Robert Ecoffey Pine Ridge South Dakota____________

Victim's Name & Address Lois Cottier
.

Kathleen Spotted Horse

Bert Cottiers residense

Subject's Name, Identifying Data & Address: Francis Thunder Hawk aka Na Kano

Location of Incident: Thunder Hawk residence
Nature of Incident:

Thursday 8/7/75

Day, Date & Time of Insident

P/A Information

Details of Incident: The Victims advised the Complainant that the Subject has a
M-16 in his residense. The Victim stated that this gun looked liked the
Complaints A-R-15 Also the Subject hides the H-l6 in his house.

Recorded by: Rob Ecoffey

Prelim Invest. by: Robert Ecoffey

Typed & Carded by: Robbie Pond
Action_______

None_____

.!! ,zz¥KV!m J!4/'zP

See Arrest Nos. ____________________________

Aprrehension___ Yes__ No_
Referred to: CI Nate Merrick

Evidence & Disposition: ___________________________________________________
Remarks:________________________________________________________________

Evaluation______Unfounded______Founded_____Federal_____Tribal____ State______
Exceptional Clearance (Explain): ______________
Pinal Disposition of Complaint & Date:__________

Complaint Report No. 76-1090
PRIA:

Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Thursday 8/7/75. 9:15 PM/IN PERS TELE Radio

(Police District) (Day & Date & Time Report Received) (How Received)
Complaint's Name & Address:

Robert Ecoffey Pine Ridge South Dakota____________

Victim's Name & Address Lois Cottier
.

Kathleen Spotted Horse

Bert Cottiers residense

Subject's Name, Identifying Data & Address: Francis Thunder Hawk aka Na Kano

Location of Incident: Thunder Hawk residence
Nature of Incident:

Thursday 8/7/75

Day, Date & Time of Insident

P/A Information

Details of Incident: The Victims advised the Complainant that the Subject has a
M-16 in his residense. The Victim stated that this gun looked liked the
Complaints A-R-15 Also the Subject hides the H-l6 in his house.

Recorded by: Rob Ecoffey

Prelim Invest. by: Robert Ecoffey

Typed & Carded by: Robbie Pond
Action_______

None_____

See Attached Report:

See Arrest Nos. ____________________________

Aprrehension___ Yes__ No_
Referred to: CI Nate Merrick

Evidence & Disposition: ___________________________________________________
Remarks:________________________________________________________________

Evaluation______Unfounded______Founded_____Federal_____Tribal____ State______
Exceptional Clearance (Explain): ______________
Pinal Disposition of Complaint & Date:__________
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RESMURS
On 8/8/75 BIA Criminal Investigator NATE MERRICK
provided the writer with the attached complaint report
form number 76-1090 dated 8/7/75. MERRICK advised that the
subject, FRANCIS THUNDER HAWK, aka NA KANO or LA KANO, had
been chagred in January, 1975, with the assauly of two BIA
Police Officers. These officers were HOBART ECOFFEY and
DELBERT JPOURIER. MERRICK advised that THUNDER HAWK had
pointed a .22 rifle at these officers but he did not fire
this rifle.
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LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will maintain contact with MERRICK regarding his
interviews of victims.
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Complaint Report No. 76-1090
PRIA:

Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Thursday 8/7/75. 9:15 PM/IN PERS TELE Radio

(Police District) (Day & Date & Time Report Received) (How Received)
Complaint's Name & Address:

Robert Ecoffey Pine Ridge South Dakota____________

Victim's Name & Address Lois Cottier
.

Kathleen Spotted Horse

Bert Cottiers residense

Subject's Name, Identifying Data & Address: Francis Thunder Hawk aka Na Kano

Location of Incident: Thunder Hawk residence
Nature of Incident:

Thursday 8/7/75

Day, Date & Time of Insident

P/A Information

Details of Incident: The Victims advised the Complainant that the Subject has a
M-16 in his residense. The Victim stated that this gun looked liked the
Complaints A-R-15 Also the Subject hides the H-l6 in his house.

Recorded by: Rob Ecoffey

Prelim Invest. by: Robert Ecoffey

Typed & Carded by: Robbie Pond
Action_______

None_____

See Attached Report:

See Arrest Nos. ____________________________

Aprrehension___ Yes__ No_
Referred to: CI Nate Merrick

Evidence & Disposition: ___________________________________________________
Remarks:________________________________________________________________

Evaluation______Unfounded______Founded_____Federal_____Tribal____ State______
Exceptional Clearance (Explain): __________________
Pinal Disposition of Complaint & Date:______________

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/10/75

SA STUART R. SHOAFF
NDWC(NW
On 8/8/75 BIA Criminal Investigator NATE MERRICK
provided the writer with the attached complaint report form
number 76-1090 dated 8/7/75. MERRICK advised that the
subject, FRANCIS THUNDER HAWK, aka NA KANO or LA KANO, had
been chagred in January, 1975, with the assauly of two BIA
Police Officers. These officers were HOBART ECOFFEY and
DELBERT JPOURIER. MERRICK advised that THUNDER HAWK had
pointed a .22 rifle at these officers but he did not fire
this rifle.
THUNDER HAWK resides in the Igloo Housing
near the water tower in Pine Ridge.
Indices at the Chadron CP are negative regarding
THUNDER HAWK or any of his aliases.
MERRICK stated that he was going to interview
the victims listed on attached complaint report.

AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will maintain contact with MERRICK regarding his
interviews of victims.

4- Pine
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Interviews of
RAYMOND HENRY
RICHARD WILSON
ROB MORAN
DWAYNE STEELE
JOSEPH LITTLE DOG
GERALD L. HILL

FD.-302 (REV. 11-27-70)
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August 8, 1975

RAYMOND HENRY, rancher. Route 18, Oglala, South Dakota,
advised as follows:
He learned this wekk that some of his cattle were
loose on Tobacco turnoff which is located about four miles
north of Route 18. He stated that this is in the area of the JOE
POURIER residence. He stated he went to the area and was unable
to find any of his cattle. However, he noticed an individual
whom he had not seen before in the area on horseback riding a
horse bearing the brand SM. He described the Indian as
possessing a mustache, white hair, light build. He stated this
Indian, upon seeing him, departed without any greeting which is
unusual. He stated while in that area, he met an Indian friend
whose identity he did not care to disclose, who told him that
people have been butchering cattle on the JOE POURIER residence
and that the pond usually used by the children for swimming has
turned yellow from the cow gutting process. Be stated that the
Indian advised him that he knew positively that the butchered
cows are being taken from the JOE POURIER residence to the
MESTETH residence. He advised that this activty is unusual and
that he believes there must be a reason for the increase in beef
at the MESTETH residence.

HENRY further advised that this same Indian source
told him that TEDDY PAUL and DON POURIER positively stayed at
JOE POURIER’s residence for several days after the shooting at
the JUMPING BULL Hall. TEDDY PAUL is described as Indian, from
the Porcupine area, whom HENRY’s source believes was at the
scene of the shooting and most probably participated in the
shooting.
Regarding the recent story by the journalists
indicating that the reporter had seen a large cache of weapons in
the Pine Ridge area, HBURY stated that his Indian source advised
him that the two most probable locations were at the residence of
YELLOW H©RSE, who resides in Slim Buttes or
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most probably at a little known location called Grooms
Lease. He stated this place is located down old Route 18
straight east and about seven miles. He stated one of few
individuals who is aware of this location is an old Deputy
Sheriff called ART VITALIS. He advised that if not already
contacted, VITALIS is extremely knowledgeable concerning
most of the Indians in the Pine Ridge, Oglala and
Porcupine areas and that he should be contacted.
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l.Will attempt to develop through sources or
observation if, in fact, cattle being butchered at the
JOE POURIER residence are being transported to the BLACK JACK
MESTETH residence. Will thereafter determine if increase in
meat at MESTETH residence could possibly be a supply for
additional people in that area.
2.If not already done, will locate and interview
Deputy Sheriff ART VITALIS concerning the location of
Grooms Lease, which, according to RAYMOND HENRY, is
reportedly a location for a cache of weapons and any
other knowledge VITALIS may have concerning this situation.

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)
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1.
Will attempt to develop through sources or
observation if, in fact, cattle being butchered at the
JOE POURIER residence are being transported to the BLACK JACK
MESTETH residence. Will thereafter determine if increase
in meat at MESTETH residence could possibly be a supply
for additional people in that area.
2.
If not already done, will locate and interview
Deputy Sheriff ART VITALIS concerning the location of Grooms
Lease, which, according to RAYMOND HENRY, is reportedly a
location for a cache of weapons and any other knowledge VITALIS
may have concerning this situation.

FD.-302 (REV. 11-27-70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription.

August 8, 1975

RAYMOND HENRY, rancher. Route 18, Oglala, South Dakota,
advised as follows:
He learned this wekk that some of his cattle were
loose on Tobacco turnoff which is located about four miles north
of Route 18. He stated that this is in the area of the JOE POURIER
residence. He stated he went to the area and was unable to find any
of his cattle. However, he noticed an individual whom he had not
seen before in the area on horseback riding a horse bearing the
brand SM. He described the Indian as possessing a mustache, white
hair, light build. He stated this Indian, upon seeing him, departed
without any greeting which is unusual. He stated while in that area,
he met an Indian friend whose identity he did not care to disclose,
who told him that people have been butchering cattle on the JOE
POURIER residence and that the pond usually used by the children
for swimming has turned yellow from the cow gutting process. Be
stated that the Indian advised him that he knew positively that the
butchered cows are being taken from the JOE POURIER residence to
the MESTETH residence. He advised that this activty is unusual and
that he believes there must be a reason for the increase in beef at
the MESTETH residence.

HENRY further advised that this same Indian source
told him that TEDDY PAUL and DON POURIER positively stayed at
JOE POURIER’s residence for several days after the shooting at
the JUMPING BULL Hall. TEDDY PAUL is described as Indian, from
the Porcupine area, whom HENRY’s source believes was at the
scene of the shooting and most probably participated in the
shooting.
Regarding the recent story by the journalists
indicating that the reporter had seen a large cache of weapons in
the Pine Ridge area, HBURY stated that his Indian source advised
him that the two most probable locations were at the residence of
YELLOW H©RSE, who resides in Slim Buttes or
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most probably at a little known location called Grooms
Lease. He stated this place is located down old Route 18
straight east and about seven miles. He stated one of few
individuals who is aware of this location is an old Deputy
Sheriff called ART VITALIS. He advised that if not already
contacted, VITALIS is extremely knowledgeable concerning
most of the Indians in the Pine Ridge, Oglala and
Porcupine areas and that he should be contacted.

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/8/75

SA JOHN R. BASSETT
RESMURS
Attached is an FD-302 interview with RAYMOND HENRY
and the following are suggested leads.
LEADS

-

MINNEAPOLIS
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AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
1.
Will attempt to develop through sources or
observation if, in fact, cattle being butchered at the
JOE POURIER residence are being transported to the BLACK JACK
MESTETH residence. Will thereafter determine if increase
in meat at MESTETH residence could possibly be a supply
for additional people in that area.
2.
If not already done, will locate and interview
Deputy Sheriff ART VITALIS concerning the location of Grooms
Lease, which, according to RAYMOND HENRY, is reportedly a
location for a cache of weapons and any other knowledge VITALIS
may have concerning this situation.

4 - Pine Ridge
(1 - 88-7030)
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Date of transcription.

August 8, 1975

RAYMOND HENRY, rancher. Route 18, Oglala, South Dakota,
advised as follows:
He learned this wekk that some of his cattle were
loose on Tobacco turnoff which is located about four miles north
of Route 18. He stated that this is in the area of the JOE
POURIER residence. He stated he went to the area and was unable to
find any of his cattle. However, he noticed an individual whom he
had not seen before in the area on horseback riding a horse bearing
the brand SM. He described the Indian as possessing a mustache,
white hair, light build. He stated this Indian, upon seeing him,
departed without any greeting which is unusual. He stated while in
that area, he met an Indian friend whose identity he did not care
to disclose, who told him that people have been butchering cattle
on the JOE POURIER residence and that the pond usually used by the
children for swimming has turned yellow from the cow gutting
process. Be stated that the Indian advised him that he knew
positively that the butchered cows are being taken from the JOE
POURIER residence to the MESTETH residence. He advised that this
activty is unusual and that he believes there must be a reason for
the increase in beef at the MESTETH residence.

HENRY further advised that this same Indian source
told him that TEDDY PAUL and DON POURIER positively stayed at
JOE POURIER’s residence for several days after the shooting at
the JUMPING BULL Hall. TEDDY PAUL is described as Indian, from
the Porcupine area, whom HENRY’s source believes was at the
scene of the shooting and most probably participated in the
shooting.
Regarding the recent story by the journalists
indicating that the reporter had seen a large cache of weapons in
the Pine Ridge area, HBURY stated that his Indian source advised
him that the two most probable locations were at the residence of
YELLOW H©RSE, who resides in Slim Buttes or
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most probably at a little known location called Grooms
Lease. He stated this place is located down old Route 18
straight east and about seven miles. He stated one of few
individuals who is aware of this location is an old Deputy
Sheriff called ART VITALIS. He advised that if not already
contacted, VITALIS is extremely knowledgeable concerning
most of the Indians in the Pine Ridge, Oglala and
Porcupine areas and that he should be contacted.
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RICHARD WILSON, Sioux Tribal Chairman, advised
as follows:
He stated that RUSSELL LOUD HAWK is employed by the
Sioux Tribal Council with THE range corps. He advised that
sources chose to him have abated that RUSSELL and his two
sons, ,KENNETH and LARRY LOUD HAWK are extremely knowledgeable
concerning the killings of the two FBI Agents June 26, 1975,
and probably know as much as anybody about the entire
operation.
WILSON further advised that although he is not
sure of the significance of the situation, at approximately
11:00 Am, August 8, 1975, he was driving through his
property on which his range is located which is about eight
miles north of Route 18, when he came upon a 1967 or 1968
light blue Ford sedan containing JIMMY LITTLE and about six
other Indians parked by the fence which is one of the
entrances to his ranch. He stated that LITTLE and his group,
who are never seen on his property, departed in a hurry and he
felt that they were up to something and were out of place in
that area.
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SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (70-2772)

iQaQes

SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)
NDWC(NW
Re Indianapolis nitel to Rapid City dated 7/25/75.
Efforts at Rapid City, South Dakota to determine
identity of HARVEY WEBER, telephone number ————, have been
unsuccessful.
A check of the appropriate authorities of Northwestern
Bell at Rapid City, South Dakota, determined that the 325
telephone exchange was not assigned to the immediate or
surrounding vicinity of Rapid City, South Dakota.
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2 - Indianapolis (RM)
2- Rapid city
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SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (70-2772)

8/9/75

SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)
RESMURS
Re Indianapolis nitel to Rapid City dated 7/25/75.
Efforts at Rapid City, South Dakota to determine
identity of HARVEY WEBER, telephone number ————, have been
unsuccessful.
A check of the appropriate authorities of Northwestern
Bell at Rapid City, South Dakota, determined that the 325
telephone exchange was not assigned to the immediate or
surrounding vicinity of Rapid City, South Dakota.
Appropriate review of City Directory of Rapid City
and surrounding areas did not disclose a HARVEY WEBER in the area.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

2 - Indianapolis (HM)
2 - Rapid City
DEC/Jar
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RESMURS
HAROLD EDWARD GOGGLEYE, JR., aka FUGITIVE
CIR- BURGLARY: BOND DEFAULT
OO: Minneapolis
Be Albuquerque teletype, 8/5/75.
Enclosed for Minneapolis are three copies of
photograph of subject GOGGLEEYE taken 7/17/75
Farnington, New Mexico.
Enclosed for other receiving offices is one
copy each of this same photograph.
ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS
2- Minneapolis (Enc 3) (RM)
2- Chicago (Ene 1(RM)
2- Los Angeles (Enc 1) (RM)
2- Rapid City (70-10239) (enc 1) (RM)
2- Albuquerque
(1- 85-105)
(1- 70-6064 (GOGGLEEYE))
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RESMURS
HAROLD EDWARD GOGGLEYE, JR., aka FUGITIVE
CIR- BURGLARY: BOND DEFAULT
OO: Minneapolis
Be Albuquerque teletype, 8/5/75.
Enclosed for Minneapolis are three copies of
photograph of subject GOGGLEEYE taken 7/17/75
Farnington, New Mexico.
Enclosed for other receiving offices is one
copy each of this same photograph.
ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS
2- Minneapolis (Enc 3) (RM)
2- Chicago (Ene 1(RM)
2- Los Angeles (Enc 1) (RM)
2- Rapid City (70-10239) (enc 1) (RM)
2- Albuquerque
(1- 85-105)
(1- 70-6064 (GOGGLEEYE))
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Will telephonically contact MORAN through
ASO KEN SAYRES for information concerning ROSEMARY
DECKER.
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8, 1975

On August 6, 1975, ROB MORAN, Agency Special
Officer, Owyhee, Nevada, was contacted telephonically at
the Office of Agency Special Officer KEN SAYRES, Pine
Ridge, South Dakota, and asked about any knowledge he may
have concerning DELMAR and KELMAR ONE FEATHER, whom had
been observed in his area previously. MORAN advised that
he did not have any information to furnish at the present
time and the ONE FEATHERS had apparently left the area,
however, a sister of ROSEMARY DECKER was employed by him
and he is going to interview her concerning any
information she might have received from DECKER. MORAN
advised that American Indian Movement (AIM) leader JOHN
TRUDELL (phonetic) Is to be indicted on August 7, 1975,
and that in view of the indictment he expects many AIM
people to come to the area to give support to TRUDELL.
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Attached is an FD-302 reflecting as interview
with ROB MORAN, Agency Special Officer, Owyhee,
Nevada.
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On August 6, 1975, ROB MORAN, Agency Special
Officer, Owyhee, Nevada, was contacted telephonically at
the Office of Agency Special Officer KEN SAYRES, Pine
Ridge, South Dakota, and asked about any knowledge he may
have concerning DELMAR and KELMAR ONE FEATHER, whom had
been observed in his area previously. MORAN advised that
he did not have any information to furnish at the present
time and the ONE FEATHERS had apparently left the area,
however, a sister of ROSEMARY DECKER was employed by him
and he is going to interview her concerning any
information she might have received from DECKER. MORAN
advised that American Indian Movement (AIM) leader JOHN
TRUDELL (phonetic) Is to be indicted on August 7, 1975,
and that in view of the indictment he expects many AIM
people to come to the area to give support to TRUDELL.
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SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10230) (P)

8/8/75

SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE
BESMURS
Attached is an FD-302 reflecting as interview
with ROB MORAN, Agency Special Officer, Owyhee,
Nevada.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS .
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will telephonically contact MORAN through
ASO KEN SAYRES for information concerning ROSEMARY
DECKER.
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Attached are two FD-302s reflecting interviews
with DWAYNE STEELE and JOSEPH LITTLE DOG.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
?Dj~
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT MANDERSON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will locate and interview ROBERT LITTLE DOG and
FRANK STEELE concerning AIM activities in the Manderson
area and RESMURS.
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On August 1, 1975, DWAYNE STEELE, Indian male,
25 years of age, was interviewed in Manderson, South
Dakota, concerning any knowledge he might have about
American Indian Movement (AIM) activities in the
Manderson area and the murder of two FBI Agents
which occurred on June 26, 1975. He furnished the
following information:
STEELE advised that he knows nothing about the
shooting which occurred on June 26, 1975, however, is
truly against the activities of AIM and will help the FBI
in its investigation in any way that he can. STEELE
advised that he heard a rumor that approximately one half
mile south of the water tower in Manderson there is a
shack where AIM members store firearms. STEELE advised
that he has never been to the shack and does not know if
this is really true or not. LA VERNE YANKTON has AIM
individuals around his house and uses
a white outhouse on the hill as an observation point.
N

Photographs of suspects concerning the killing
of Special Agents JACK R. COLER and RONALD A. WILLIAMS
were shown to STEELE and he advised that he saw FRANK
BLACK HORSE with ROMAN BEAR RUNNER at the Sioux Nation
Store in Pine Ridge, South Dakota, about two months ago.
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On August 2, 1975, JOSEPH LITTLE DOG was
contacted in Manderson, South Dakota, and asked if he
could furnish information concerning American Indian
Movement (AIM) activities in the area or the murder
of two FBI Agents which occurred on June 26, 1975,
LITTLE DOG advised that he is not an AIM supporter and
would cooperate with the FBI fully, however, he does not
have any information concerning the above except for
the fact that many AIM individuals hang out at
LAVERNE YANKTON’S in Manderson, South Dakota,
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NDWC(NW

Re SAC memo of SA BEN R. PATTY, JR. dated
7/21/75 Serial Number 1308.
Attached are two FD-302s reflecting interviews
with DWAYNE STEELE and JOSEPH LITTLE DOG.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT MANDERSON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will locate and interview ROBERT LITTLE DOG and
FRANK STEELE concerning AIM activities in the Manderson
area and RESMURS.
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On August 1, 1975, DWAYNE STEELE, Indian male,
25 years of age, was interviewed in Manderson, South
Dakota, concerning any knowledge he might have about
American Indian Movement (AIM) activities in the
Manderson area and the murder of two FBI Agents
which occurred on June 26, 1975. He furnished the
following information:
STEELE advised that he knows nothing about the
shooting which occurred on June 26, 1975, however, is
truly against the activities of AIM and will help the FBI
in its investigation in any way that he can. STEELE
advised that he heard a rumor that approximately one half
mile south of the water tower in Manderson there is a
shack where AIM members store firearms. STEELE advised
that he has never been to the shack and does not know if
this is really true or not. LA VERNE YANKTON has AIM
individuals around his house and uses
a white outhouse on the hill as an observation point.
Photographs of suspects concerning the killing
of Special Agents JACK R. COLER and RONALD A. WILLIAMS
were shown to STEELE and he advised that he saw FRANK
BLACK HORSE with ROMAN BEAR RUNNER at the Sioux Nation
Store in Pine Ridge, South Dakota, about two months ago.
STEELE advised that his father had been murdered
previously and that he believes the FBI has the wrong suspect
concerning the murder because JIMMY DEAN MOVES CAMP is the one he
thinks murdered his father.
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On August 2, 1975, JOSEPH LITTLE DOG was
contacted in Manderson, South Dakota, and asked if he
could furnish information concerning American Indian
Movement (AIM) activities in the area or the murder
of two FBI Agents which occurred on June 26, 1975,
LITTLE DOG advised that he is not an AIM supporter and
would cooperate with the FBI fully, however, he does not
have any information concerning the above except for
the fact that many AIM individuals hang out at
LAVERNE YANKTON’S in Manderson, South Dakota.
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8/2/75_________

at

Manderson,South Dakota

SA HARRY THOMAS EVANS
SA MICHAEL B, NEVILLE:MBN:arw _______________ _Date
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8/8/75

SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE
RESMURS

Re SAC memo of SA BEN R. PATTY, JR. dated
7/21/75 Serial Number 1308.
Attached are two FD-302s reflecting interviews
with DWAYNE STEELE and JOSEPH LITTLE DOG.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT MANDERSON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will locate and interview ROBERT LITTLE DOG and
FRANK STEELE concerning AIM activities in the Manderson
area and RESMURS.
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On August 1, 1975, DWAYNE STEELE, Indian male,
25 years of age, was interviewed in Manderson, South
Dakota, concerning any knowledge he might have about
American Indian Movement (AIM) activities in the
Manderson area and the murder of two FBI Agents
which occurred on June 26, 1975. He furnished the
following information:
STEELE advised that he knows nothing about the
shooting which occurred on June 26, 1975, however, is
truly against the activities of AIM and will help the FBI
in its investigation in any way that he can. STEELE
advised that he heard a rumor that approximately one half
mile south of the water tower in Manderson there is a
shack where AIM members store firearms. STEELE advised
that he has never been to the shack and does not know if
this is really true or not. LA VERNE YANKTON has AIM
individuals around his house and uses a white outhouse
on the hill as an observation point.
Photographs of suspects concerning the killing
of Special Agents JACK R. COLER and RONALD A. WILLIAMS
were shown to STEELE and he advised that he saw FRANK
BLACK HORSE with ROMAN BEAR RUNNER at the Sioux Nation
Store in Pine Ridge, South Dakota, about two months ago.
STEELE advised that his father had been murdered
previously and that he believes the FBI has the wrong suspect
concerning the murder because JIMMY DEAN MOVES CAMP is the one he
thinks murdered his father.
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at
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On August 2, 1975, JOSEPH LITTLE DOG was
contacted in Manderson, South Dakota, and asked if he
could furnish information concerning American Indian
Movement (AIM) activities in the area or the murder
of two FBI Agents which occurred on June 26, 1975,
LITTLE DOG advised that he is not an AIM supporter and
would cooperate with the FBI fully, however, he does not
have any information concerning the above except for
the fact that many AIM individuals hang out at
LAVERNE YANKTON’S in Manderson, South Dakota.
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at

Manderson,South Dakota

SA HARRY THOMAS EVANS
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GERALD L. HILL, Chief of Police, Pine Ridge, South
Dakota, Police Department was interviewed in his office.
HILL was apprised of the identity of the Interviewing Agent,
was told he was being interviewed concerning his participation
in investigation in the vicinity of JUMPING BULL Hall on
June 26, 1975.
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Acting Agency Special Officer and DEL EASTMAN, former Agency
Special Officer.
EASTMAN organized a group consisting of SAs DAVID F.
PRICE and another Agent of the FBI and included Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) Officers PAT MILLS, RAY VANCE BULL BEAR,
TERRY MILLS, CHARLES TWISS, HOBERT ECOFFEY, FRANCIS BIG CROW
and ROBERT ECOFFEY. This group entered the creek area to the
north of the crime scene and proceeded south in an attempt to
determine where SAs RONALD A. WILLIAMS and JACK R. COLER were
located.
One inside the creek area they started taking
sporadic fire from the west side and all the way along the
creek and continued to take fire from the wooded area. After
traveling through the creek area and as they approached an
open area south of the JUMPING BULL residence, they started
taking fire from the JUMPING BULL residence.
HILL advised that he had his .38 caliber service
revolver and a .30 caliber Carbine with him during this sweep.
HILL related that he fired approximately 23 rounds at indivi
duals in the vicinity of a house which he knows to be the
residence of HARRY JUMPING BULL. At about 3 p.m. he fired
at an Indian male individual which he described as short in
stature, 5’7-8” tall, slender build, wearing a white tank top.
Interviewed on

by___

7/28/75_______

at

Pine Ridge, South Dakota

SA J. GARY ADAMS:arw____________________________________________________

File #

MP 70-10239

Date dictated

8/1/75______

This document Contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
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This individual was carrying a rifle. After firing at this
individual the individual went down appearing to be hit.
A second individual came out of a nearby building and HILL
described him as stocky, dark clothing, long hair, carrying
a shoulder type rifle which appeared to be semi-automatic.
This individual was shooting at HILL and the shots continued
one after another. HILL advised that he shot at this individual and saw him go down as if he was hit.
HILL advised that the first individual came out of
a green house and went to the vicinity of a blue station wagon
on the west end of this building. This individual fired about
four times at HILL and at this time HILL returned fire. The
individual went back into the building.
After this fire fight Patrolman TWISS came and got
HILL and other officers near his location and told them to go
back to the north. HILL learned that these instructions were
given by an FBI Agent possibly DAVID PRICE. HILL did not
agree with these instructions as they felt they had the south
end of the area surrounding the houses sealed off and could
prevent anyone escaping: from these houses.
HILL recalled that at another time while he was on
the south end of the area to the west of the JUMPING BULL
residence, an individual shot at him from the top of the
enbankment due east of his location. HILL advised due to the
close proximity of the fire he had to stay down but eventually
got some shots off toward this individual. This was the last
time he received or returned any fire from that location.
HILL and other individuals at his location returned
to the vicinity of DELMAR EASTMAN and another Agent. They
were in an area approximately due west of the JUMPING BULL
residence. They sat at this location for about an hour and
after additional individuals arrived they formulated three.
teams and planned to assault the buildings. One team was on
the south end, one in the middle and HILL Was with a team, on
the north end of this area.
As the houses were being assaulted, HILL and BILLIE
ALLEN started up over the enbankment toward the houses when
they received heavy fire in their direction. They dove back
over the bank and continued to receive fire from that location.
HILL said it appeared to be automatic type fire and appeared to
come from the second house in the vicinity of the JUMPING BULL
residence. HILL advised he returned fire but after the location
was secured no one was identified or recovered from these
buildings.
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After securing the buildings, HILL assisted in
a sweep of the creek area to the south of the JUMPING BULL
residence. He came out on the old road on the south end
of the crime scene and he could see six or seven individuals
fleeing up a bluff to the south of his location. These
individuals were about two miles away. HILL then drove to
the back side of this bluff but did not encounter anyone.
HILL advised the search was called Off after dark for the
individuals involved in the murder of SAs JACK R. COLER
and RONALD A. WILLIAMS.

Information from
PAM KIETER
BILLIE W. ALLEN

TO
FRO M

SUBJECT:

RAPID CITY (70-10239) (P)

DATE:

August 8,1975

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER
RESMURS
RE: REGENCY RADIO, MODEL CB270,
SERIAL NUMBER 75-0-1433
Reference Indianapolis airtel to Minneapolis dated
July 28, 1975.
Attached hereto is a copy of an FD 302 PAM KIETER
Distributor - Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries, Inc., Yankton, South
Dakota.
Referenced, airtel advised two crystals in the Regency
Radio, Model CB 270, recovered at the RESMURS crime scene, may
have been manufactured by M-Tron Industries, Inc.
Mrs. KIETER advised M-Tron Industries, Inc., did not
manufacture a crystal compatible with the radio.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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Date of transcription.
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PAM KIETER, Distributor-Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries,
Inc., Yankton, South Dakota, was contacted at telephone number
, at
which time she provided the following information:
CSY<I 4\*'$<xG' 43V \IG' I$ ;P*vP3$*<G 3<z'$Pk' $wP$ ZI*k\
vx$ x$I $wG NGmG3z NP\xI CI\Gk —: LeOV WwG ZP' *PgkG $I P;G P 3I;’Pz
Zwx3w \x\ ;P*vP3$*<G 3<z'$Pk' Zwx3w 3I*k\ gG x'$PkkG\ x$I $wG *x$V

Interviewed on

by

August 5, 1975_________
at Sioux Falls,South Dako

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER

REB:mjf ____________ _
a:ZP?S

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of Ihe FBI. If Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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August 8,1975

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER
RESMURS
RE: REGENCY RADIO, MODEL CB270,
SERIAL NUMBER 75-0-1433
Reference Indianapolis airtel to Minneapolis dated
July 28, 1975.
Attached hereto is a copy of an FD 302 PAM KIETER
Distributor - Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries, Inc., Yankton, South
Dakota.
Referenced, airtel advised two crystals in the Regency
Radio, Model CB 270, recovered at the RESMURS crime scene, may
have been manufactured by M-Tron Industries, Inc.
Mrs. KIETER advised M-Tron Industries, Inc., did not
manufacture a crystal compatible with the radio.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription.

August 8, 1975

PAM KIETER, Distributor-Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries,
Inc., Yankton, South Dakota, was contacted at telephone number
, at
which time she provided the following information:
M-Tron Industries, Inc., does not manufacture crystals that would
fit into the Regency Radio Model CB 270. She was unable to name a company
which did manufacture crystals which could be installed into the unit.
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by

August 5, 1975_________
at Sioux Falls,South Dako

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER

REB:mjf ____________ _
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, at
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Re Rapid City airtel to Seattle, 7/17/75.
BILLIE W. ALLEN, Special Officer, Yakima Indian
Reservation, advised on 8/4/75, that his SOS Unit observed
the funeral procession of JOSEPH STUNTZ, from one-half mile
distance. He stated that KEN SAYERS, and two tribal police
department officers were much closer to the participants than
was any of the members of his unit.
?Dj~WR

V

RAPID CITY DIVISION
At Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
Contact KEN SAYERS, Special Officer, to determine
who the two tribal police officers were at the gate of the
cemetary for further information on this matter.
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Rapid City (70-10239)
2 - Seattle (89-119)
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BILLIE W. ALLEN, Special Officer, Yakima Indian
Reservation, advised on 8/4/75, that his SOS Unit observed
the funeral procession of JOSEPH STUNTZ, from one-half mile
distance. He stated that KEN SAYERS, and two tribal police
department officers were much closer to the participants than
was any of the members of his unit.
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Information from:
ASAC NORMAN A. ZIGROSSI
GARRY CUNY
AUSA LARRY M. VON WALD

:

RAPID CITY (70-10239) (P)

)

8/11/75

SA BRUCE G. ERICKSON

R
(

DATE:

S

RESMURS
Re memo of ASAC NORMAN A. ZIGROSSI to SAC
dated 8/7/75 concerning the telephone call made from
ROSALEEN to ROBERT BURNETT, President, Rosebud Tribe.
This was listed as serial 70-10239-1799.
GARRY CUNY, Business Manager, Bison State
Telephone Company, Custer, South Dakota, advised that
a subpoena would be necessary before the company could
produce the telephone records of GERALD ONE FEATHER
or any other person.
AUSA LARRY M. VON WALD was contacted concerning this matter and he advised that subpoena could be
obtained at almost any time, however, the information
learned from the subpoena could only be returned to the
Grand Jury when it convenes and then later a court
order could be obtained so that this information could
be reviewed by the FBI. However, he stated that unless
ROSALEEN admitted to making the telephone call(s) and
if GERALD ONE FEATHER admitted that ROSALEEN made the
calls from the house, there would be little or no legal
value for court action.
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GARRY CUNY, Business Manager, Bison State
Telephone Company, Custer, South Dakota, advised that
a subpoena would be necessary before the company could
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or any other person.
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SUBJECT:

FRANK STEPPENWOLF
o$<*G P;G WYjB?DJ Cj)DJ
4vI<;P$xI —I3G<xm

On 8/9/75, RUSS REARICK, Dispatcher State Radio, 394-2221,
telephonically contacted office and advised Winner, P.D. arrested
ALLEN COOPER and Winner, P.D. made inquiry as to any FBI warrants
oudstanding re COOPER.
At approximately 10:30 P.M. Officer RICHARD VOLK, Winner,
P.D. 842-3324, was telephonically contacted by writer and Officer
VOLK advised as follows:
WILMA ROUSE came to the Winner P.D. and stated there is a man
at the S & S Bar with a knife and is bragging about the FBI murders.
OFFICERS VOLK and STRUCKLER arrested unsub and charged unsub with
weapon violation. It was determined unsub was in possession of
1963 Dodge, 2 door, white, New Mexico 19J5 license
. Vehicle
registered to ALLEN F. COOPER. 1106 Qrand, N.E., Albuquerque, New
Mexico. VOLK believed COOPER was who he had in custody until
Winner P.D. received Telephone call from MINI LUNDERMAN_asking if
FRANK STEPPENWOLF was in custody. LUNDERMAN was interviewed
and identity of unsub was determined to be STEPPENWOLF.
Officer VOLK advised his Department recovered a .45 automatic
Colt pistol, ser #1037644 and M1911A1 USA, from STEPPENWOLF’s
car, and STEPPENWOLF has his possession 2 clips for above pistol.
CxGP’Ikx' ~x■x'xI ;P\G B—4— 3wG3q I WYDFFDB2U?,
P\ ZGP’I Zx$w GmP$x■G <G'*k$'V
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STEPPENWOLF is described as; Indian male, 5'8", 230 lbs,
, SOC

Recrods of photographs of people of interest and Crow Dog’
Paradise

8/11/75

A I R TEL
T O:

DIRECTOR, FBI (89-3229)
(ATTENTION: JOHN C. GORDON, GID)

F RO M:

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

SUBJECT:

RESMURS

RE: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF CROW DOG'S
PARADISE AND COPIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF
INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED WITH RESMURS
INVESTIGATION.
Enclosed are ten (10) colored photographs of Crow
Dog's Paradise located in the Crazy Horse Canyon area which
is in the vicinity of Rosebud and St. Francis, South Dakota.
Each photograph is appropriately labeled on the back.
Also enclosed is one (1) copy each of black and
white photographs of the following listed Individuals:
MIKE ANDERSON
ROBERT LEWIS ANDERSON
ANNA MAE AQUASH
DARLENE PEARL BANKS
EDGAR BEAR RUNNER
JERRY BEAR SHIELD
FRANK BLACK HORSE
JEAN MARIE BORDEAU
DARRELL DEAN BUTLER
NORMAN CHARLES
JEAN ANN DAY
JIMMY THEODORE EAGLE
LEON CARL EAGLE

CF eOSEOLKa
.

DAVID JOHN EDWARDS
LENA FUNSTON
HOBERT KENNETH HORSE
MELVIN LEE HOUSTON
THEODORE LAME
LINDON BRUCE LITTLE
RICHARD T. LITTLE
WALLACE GENE LITTLE
DONALD MATTHEW LOUD HAWK

'

KELLY JEAN MC CORMICK
GERALD MOUSSEAU
KILMAR HARMIN ONE FEATHER
LEONARD PELTIER
DONALD GENE POURIER
DALE CYRUS RED BOY
LAWRENCE VINE RED SHIRT
DAVID SKY
JOSEPH BEDELL STUNTZ (Deceased)
JAMES WAR BONNET
LAWRENCE DOLEY WHITE EYES
JOHN STAR YELLOW WOOD

Each of the above Individuals has some connection
with the RESMURS investigation. Photographs enclosed are
being utilized only for investigative purposes and are not
being displayed to witnesses in photo spreads since a
separate album is being maintained for that purpose. In some
instances, more current photographs of these individuals are
being utilized in the RESMURS investigation, however, copies
of these photographs are not available at this time.
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Enclosed for the New York Office is one photograph
of FRED GRIG aka, Salinas County Sheriff's Office Number
752952.
RE MISCELLANEOUS SUSPECTS PROGRAM
RE: FRED GRIG
San Francisrco files contain no photograph of
RAYMOND ANGEL, also known as Michael Rigg, Fred Apodaca,
Indian male born
.
New York Office compare enclosed photograph of
FRED GRIG with photograph RAYMOND ANGEL and, if feasible,
exhibit enclosed photograph to New York source mentioned in
referenced teletype to determine if GRIG identical with
ANGEL.
jNCD~ jB~ ~jBcDNU(W
4 - Bureau
2 - New York (Enc. 1)
1- Rapid City (70-10239) (Info)
1- San Francisco
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San Juan, 7/28/75.
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Little Rock indices are negative for any information of value
regarding all names and aliases contained in referenced communication.
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Interview of CAROL BROOKS
Information from TERRY WESTON
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The following investigation was conducted by
Special Agents DALE EDGAR FARMER and JOHN S. MC CARTHY:
j$ c<GG :Pz
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On July 24, 1975 the following individual
was contacted and interviewed by Bureau Agents in
regards to telephone call which she may have received,
from the takeover of the Fairchild Plant at Shiprock,
New Mexico. It is noted that LEONARD PELTIER had been
at the Fairchild Plant.
CAROL M. BROOKS, Indian female, 1243 Elmore
Street, Green Bay, Wisconsin advised she belongs to the
Oneida Indian Tribe and does not recall receiving any
telephone call from Shiprock, New Mexico. BROOKS
advised that her brother-in-law is JOHN PEROTE, one
of five individuals currently facing Wisconsin state
charges for the takeover of the Alexian Brothers
Novitiate during January, 1975, and could possibly
have been at Shiprock and could have possibly telephoned
her residence; however, she does not recall receiving
any telephone call or having any knowledge of it being
from Shiprock, New Mexico. BROOKS advised that during
this time period they were having religious meetings
at her home and if one of the other people would have
answered the telephone or if one of her small children
would have answered the phone she would have no way of
knowing.
BROOKS advised she is married to JOHN PEROTE’s
brother, first name not given; however, the family is
very split over the fact her brother-in-law JOHN PEROTE
is involved with the Menominee Warrior Society and her
husband is not connected with them nor does he condone any
of their actions. BROOKS was unable to furnish any
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TO

: SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)

FROM

: SAC, MILWAUKEE (89-83) (P)

SUBJECT: RESMURS
00:

MINNEAPOLIS

Enclosed for Rapid City and Albuquerque is one copy each
two inserts regarding investigation conducted by the Milwaukee
Division regarding toll calls made from Fair- child Plant during
takeover, Shiprock, New Mexico.

of

- Rapid City (Enc. 2) (AM-RM)
2 - Albuquerque (Enc. 2) (Fairchild Plant Takeover) (AM-RM)
1 - Milwaukee
KMP:lrh
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TERRY WESTON, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Police
Officer, Pine Ridge, South Dakota, furnished for evidence a
30-30 caliber rifle Model 94 lever action, with the serial
number filed off.
2DWYUB P\■x'G\ $wx' <xvkG kIIqG\ kxqG P '$IkG
:4j x''*G <xvkGV
He advised on August 2, 1975, an unidentified Indian
female gave him this weapon in Manderson, South Dakota, and told
him she found this rifle laying on a car in Manderson, South
Dakota.

Interviewed on

by

8/2/75____

at

Pine Ridge, South Da

SA DEAN HOWARD HUGHES: sks

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of Ihe FBI. If Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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August 7, 1975

MICHAEL STEVEN SMITH was contacted at his parents’ home,
, South Bend, Indiana, at which time the
purpose of the interview as well as the identity of the
interviewing agent was made known to him, SMITH voluntarily
furnished the following information:
Sometime in April of 1975, SMITH with ROBERT DUSTY RHODES
decided to hitchhike to Farmington, New Mexico to visit with
RHODES’ relatives. SMITH had met RHODES in Naples, Florida.
Somehow while hitchhiking they ended up in Providence, Rhode
Island. In Providence, Rhode Island, they met DAVID BESS.
All three decided to travel to Farmington, New Mexico. SMITH
decided to come back to South Bend and pick up another
friend, GEORGE BUYSSE. RHODES decided to go directly to
Farmington from Providence, Rhode Island, SMITH came back to
South Bend and talked BUYSSE into joining them. On the trip
to Farmington, New Mexico, all three traveled as far as
Nashville, Tennessee, where they split up because of the
three of them having difficulty in obtaining rides. BUYSSE and
SMITH stayed together. BESS traveled alone. All had agreed to
meet at RHODES’ aunt’s house,
, Farmington,New Mexico. RHODES’ aunt’s name is TREMBEL,
All arrived in Farmington in perhaps early May of 1975. They
camped around the area. SMITH met KATHY AUGUESTINE, a 19 year
old Navajo Indian girl in Farmington.They lived together as
man and wife. SMITH was unable to find steady employment in
Farmington. SMITH likes the outdoors and decided to stay in
the Farmington area. BUYSSE returned to South Bend,Indiana.
RHODES lived with his relatives and SMITH did not know what
happened to BESS, RHODES, BESS and BUYSSE are not Indian and
know nothing about American Indian Movement(AIM). AUGUESTINE
is not a member of AIM. AUGUESTINE and SMITH heard of the AIM
convention and decided out of curiosity to attend. The
convention was located 7 or 8 miles south of Farmington, New
Mexico on property owned by the Bureau of Land Management.

Rapid City 70-10239
AQ 89-105
Interviewed on

by.

8/5/75

at

South Bend, Indiana

SA VIRGIL RAY PIPER
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This document contains neither recommendations nor cohclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI end .is loaned to your agency;
It and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Information on FRANCIS THUNDER HAWK

Complaint Report No. 76-1090
PRIA:

Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Thursday 8/7/75. 9:15 PM/IN PERS TELE Radio

(Police District) (Day & Date & Time Report Received) (How Received)
Complaint's Name & Address:

Robert Ecoffey Pine Ridge South Dakota____________

Victim's Name & Address Lois Cottier
.

Kathleen Spotted Horse

Bert Cottiers residense

Subject's Name, Identifying Data & Address: Francis Thunder Hawk aka Na Kano

Location of Incident: Thunder Hawk residence
Nature of Incident:

Thursday 8/7/75

Day, Date & Time of Insident

P/A Information

Details of Incident: The Victims advised the Complainant that the Subject has a
M-16 in his residense. The Victim stated that this gun looked liked the
Complaints A-R-15 Also the Subject hides the H-l6 in his house.

Recorded by: Rob Ecoffey

Prelim Invest. by: Robert Ecoffey

Typed & Carded by: Robbie Pond
Action_______

None_____

See Attached Report:

See Arrest Nos. ____________________________

Aprrehension___ Yes__ No_
Referred to: CI Nate Merrick

Evidence & Disposition: ___________________________________________________
Remarks:________________________________________________________________

Evaluation______Unfounded______Founded_____Federal_____Tribal____ State______
Exceptional Clearance (Explain): ______________
Pinal Disposition of Complaint & Date:__________

Complaint Report No. 76-1090
PRIA:

Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Thursday 8/7/75. 9:15 PM/IN PERS TELE Radio

(Police District) (Day & Date & Time Report Received) (How Received)
Complaint's Name & Address:

Robert Ecoffey Pine Ridge South Dakota____________

Victim's Name & Address Lois Cottier
.

Kathleen Spotted Horse

Bert Cottiers residense

Subject's Name, Identifying Data & Address: Francis Thunder Hawk aka Na Kano

Location of Incident: Thunder Hawk residence
Nature of Incident:

Thursday 8/7/75

Day, Date & Time of Insident

P/A Information

Details of Incident: The Victims advised the Complainant that the Subject has a
M-16 in his residense. The Victim stated that this gun looked liked the
Complaints A-R-15 Also the Subject hides the H-l6 in his house.

Prelim Invest. by: Robert Ecoffey

Recorded by: Rob Ecoffey
Typed & Carded by: Robbie Pond
Action_______

None_____

See Attached Report:

See Arrest Nos. ____________________________

Aprrehension___ Yes__ No_
Referred to: CI Nate Merrick

Evidence & Disposition: ___________________________________________________
Remarks:________________________________________________________________

Evaluation______Unfounded______Founded_____Federal_____Tribal____ State______
Exceptional Clearance (Explain): ______________
Pinal Disposition of Complaint & Date:__________
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RESMURS
On 8/8/75 BIA Criminal Investigator NATE MERRICK
provided the writer with the attached complaint report form
number 76-1090 dated 8/7/75. MERRICK advised that the subject,
FRANCIS THUNDER HAWK, aka NA KANO or LA KANO, had been charged
in January, 1975, with the assault of two BIA Police Officers.
These officers were HOBART ECOFFEY and DELBERT POURIER. MERRICK
advised that THUNDER HAWK had pointed a .22 rifle at these
officers but he did not fireathis rifle.
Yt(B~DN tj2T <G'x\G' x $wG 4mkII tI*'xm
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LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will maintain contact with MERRICK regarding his
interviews of victims.
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Complaint Report No. 76-1090
PRIA:

Pine Ridge, South Dakota. Thursday 8/7/75. 9:15 PM/IN PERS TELE Radio

(Police District) (Day & Date & Time Report Received) (How Received)
Complaint's Name & Address:

Robert Ecoffey Pine Ridge South Dakota____________

Victim's Name & Address Lois Cottier
.

Kathleen Spotted Horse

Bert Cottiers residense

Subject's Name, Identifying Data & Address: Francis Thunder Hawk aka Na Kano

Location of Incident: Thunder Hawk residence
Nature of Incident:

P/A Information

Details of Incident: The Victims advised the Complainant that the Subject has a
M-16 in his residense. The Victim stated that this gun
Complaints A-R-15 Also the Subject hides the H-l6 in his house.

Recorded by: Rob Ecoffey

Prelim Invest. by: Robert Ecoffey

Typed & Carded by: Robbie Pond
Action_______

None_____

See Attached Report:

See Arrest Nos. ____________________________
Evidence & Disposition: ___________________________________________________
Remarks:________________________________________________________________

Evaluation______Unfounded______Founded_____Federal_____Tribal____ State______
Exceptional Clearance (Explain): ______________
Pinal Disposition of Complaint & Date:__________

Interviews of
RAYMOND HENRY
RICHARD WILSON ROB
MORAN
DWAYNE STEELE
JOSEPH LITTLE DOG
GERALD L. HILL

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/10/75

SA STUART R. SHOAFF
RESMURS
On 8/8/75 BIA Criminal Investigator NATE MERRICK
provided the writer with the attached complaint report form
number 76-1090 dated 8/7/75. MERRICK advised that the subject,
FRANCIS THUNDER HAWK, aka NA KANO or LA KANO, had been charged
in January, 1975, with the assault of two BIA Police Officers.
These officers were HOBART ECOFFEY and DELBERT POURIER. MERRICK
advised that THUNDER HAWK had pointed a .22 rifle at these
officers but he did not fireathis rifle.
THUNDER HAWK resides in the Igloo Housing
near the water tower in Pine Ridge.
Indices at the Chadron CP are negative regarding
THUNDER HAWK or any of his aliases.
MERRICK stated that he was going to interview
the victims listed on attached complaint report.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will maintain contact with MERRICK regarding his
interviews of victims.

4- Pine Ridge (1-157-4489)
SRS:mas
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FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70),

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription,

August 8. 1975

RAYMOND HENRY, rancher, Route 18, Oglala, South Dakota,
advised as follows:
He learned this wekk that some of his cattle were loose on
Tobacco turnoff which is located about four miles north of Route 18. He
stated that this is in the area of the JOE POURIER residence. He stated he
went to the area and was unable to find any of his cattle. However, he
noticed an individual whom he had not seen before in the area on horseback
riding a horse bearing the brand SM. He described the Indian as possessing
a mustache, white hair, light build. He stated this Indian, upon seeing
him, departed without any greeting which is unusual. He stated while in
that area, he met an Indian friend whose identity he did not care to
disclose, who told him that people have been butchering cattle on the JOE
POURIER residence and that the pond usually used by the children for
swimming has turned yellow from the cow gutting process. Be stated that the
Indian advised him that he knew positively that the butchered cows are
being taken from the JOE POURIER residence to the MESTETH residence. He
advised that this activty is unusual and that he believes there must be a
reason for the increase in beef at the MESTETH residence.

HENRY further advised that this same Indian source told
him that TEDDY PAUL and DON POURIER positively stayed at JOE
POURIER’s residence for several days after the shooting at the
JUMPING BULL Hall. TEDDY PAUL is described as Indian, from the
Porcupine area, whom HENRY’s source believes was at the
scene of the shooting and most probably participated in the
shooting.
Regarding the recent story by the journalists
indicating that the reporter had seen a large cache of weapons in the Pine Ridge
area, HBURY stated that his Indian source advised him that the two most
probable locations were at the residence of YELLOW H©RSE, who resides in Slim
Buttes or

Interviewed on_

by-

8/8/75

at

Oglala, South Dakota

SA JOHH S. BASSETT, JRB;mas
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most probably at a little known location called Grooms
Lease. He stated this place is located down old Route 18
straight east and about seven miles. He stated one of few
individuals who is aware of this location is an old Deputy
Sheriff called ART VITALIS. He advised that if not already
contacted, VITALIS is extremely knowledgeable concerning
most of the Indians in the Pine Ridge, Oglala and
Porcupine areas and that he should be contacted.
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l.Will attempt to develop through sources or
observation if, in fact, cattle being butchered at the
JOE POURIER residence are being transported to the BLACK JACK
MESTETH residence. Will thereafter determine if increase in
meat at MESTETH residence could possibly be a supply for
additional people in that area.
2.If not already done, will locate and interview
Deputy Sheriff ART VITALIS concerning the location of
Grooms Lease, which, according to RAYMOND HENRY, is
reportedly a location for a cache of weapons and any
other knowledge VITALIS may have concerning this situation.

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)
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SA JOHN R. BASSETT
RESMURS
Attached is an FD-302 interview with RAYMOND HENRY
and the following are suggested leads.
LEADS
MINNEAPOLIS
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
l.Will attempt to develop through sources or
observation if, in fact, cattle being butchered at the
JOE POURIER residence are being transported to the BLACK JACK
MESTETH residence. Will thereafter determine if increase in
meat at MESTETH residence could possibly be a supply for
additional people in that area.
2.If not already done, will locate and interview
Deputy Sheriff ART VITALIS concerning the location of
Grooms Lease, which, according to RAYMOND HENRY, is
reportedly a location for a cache of weapons and any
other knowledge VITALIS may have concerning this situation.
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RAYMOND HENRY, rancher, Route 18, Oglala, South Dakota,
advised as follows:
He learned this wekk that some of his cattle were loose on
Tobacco turnoff which is located about four miles north of Route 18.
He stated that this is in the area of the JOE POURIER residence. He
stated he went to the area and was unable to find any of his cattle.
However, he noticed an individual whom he had not seen before in the
area on horseback riding a horse bearing the brand SM. He described
the Indian as possessing a mustache, white hair, light build. He
stated this Indian, upon seeing him, departed without any greeting
which is unusual. He stated while in that area, he met an Indian
friend whose identity he did not care to disclose, who told him that
people have been butchering cattle on the JOE POURIER residence and
that the pond usually used by the children for swimming has turned
yellow from the cow gutting process. Be stated that the Indian advised
him that he knew positively that the butchered cows are being taken
from the JOE POURIER residence to the MESTETH residence. He advised
that this activty is unusual and that he believes there must be a
reason for the increase in beef at the MESTETH residence.

HENRY further advised that this same Indian source told
him that TEDDY PAUL and DON POURIER positively stayed at JOE
POURIER’s residence for several days after the shooting at the
JUMPING BULL Hall. TEDDY PAUL is described as Indian, from the
Porcupine area, whom HENRY’s source believes was at the
scene of the shooting and most probably participated in the
shooting.
Regarding the recent story by the journalists
indicating that the reporter had seen a large cache of weapons in the
Pine Ridge area, HBURY stated that his Indian source advised him
that the two most probable locations were at the residence of
YELLOW H©RSE, who resides in Slim Buttes or
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at

Oglala, South Dakota
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most probably at a little known location called Grooms
Lease. He stated this place is located down old Route 18
straight east and about seven miles. He stated one of few
individuals who is aware of this location is an old Deputy
Sheriff called ART VITALIS. He advised that if not already
contacted, VITALIS is extremely knowledgeable concerning
most of the Indians in the Pine Ridge, Oglala and
Porcupine areas and that he should be contacted.

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/8/75

SA JOHN R. BASSETT
RESMURS
Attached is an FD-302 interview with RAYMOND HENRY
and the following are suggested leads.
LEADS
MINNEAPOLIS
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
l.Will attempt to develop through sources or
observation if, in fact, cattle being butchered at the
JOE POURIER residence are being transported to the BLACK JACK
MESTETH residence. Will thereafter determine if increase in
meat at MESTETH residence could possibly be a supply for
additional people in that area.
2.If not already done, will locate and interview
Deputy Sheriff ART VITALIS concerning the location of
Grooms Lease, which, according to RAYMOND HENRY, is
reportedly a location for a cache of weapons and any
other knowledge VITALIS may have concerning this situation.

4 - Pine Ridge
(1 - 88-7030)
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FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70),

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription,

August 8. 1975

RAYMOND HENRY, rancher, Route 18, Oglala, South Dakota,
advised as follows:
He learned this wekk that some of his cattle were loose
on Tobacco turnoff which is located about four miles north of Route
18. He stated that this is in the area of the JOE POURIER residence.
He stated he went to the area and was unable to find any of his
cattle. However, he noticed an individual whom he had not seen before
in the area on horseback riding a horse bearing the brand SM. He
described the Indian as possessing a mustache, white hair, light
build. He stated this Indian, upon seeing him, departed without any
greeting which is unusual. He stated while in that area, he met an
Indian friend whose identity he did not care to disclose, who told
him that people have been butchering cattle on the JOE POURIER
residence and that the pond usually used by the children for swimming
has turned yellow from the cow gutting process. Be stated that the
Indian advised him that he knew positively that the butchered cows
are being taken from the JOE POURIER residence to the MESTETH
residence. He advised that this activty is unusual and that he
believes there must be a reason for the increase in beef at the
MESTETH residence.

HENRY further advised that this same Indian source told
him that TEDDY PAUL and DON POURIER positively stayed at JOE
POURIER’s residence for several days after the shooting at the
JUMPING BULL Hall. TEDDY PAUL is described as Indian, from the
Porcupine area, whom HENRY’s source believes was at the
scene of the shooting and most probably participated in the
shooting.
Regarding the recent story by the journalists
indicating that the reporter had seen a large cache of weapons in the Pine
Ridge area, HBURY stated that his Indian source advised him that the two
most probable locations were at the residence of YELLOW H©RSE, who resides
in Slim Buttes or
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most probably at a little known location called Grooms
Lease. He stated this place is located down old Route 18
straight east and about seven miles. He stated one of few
individuals who is aware of this location is an old Deputy
Sheriff called ART VITALIS. He advised that if not already
contacted, VITALIS is extremely knowledgeable concerning
most of the Indians in the Pine Ridge, Oglala and
Porcupine areas and that he should be contacted.
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RICHARD WILSON, Sioux Tribal Chairman, advised
as follows:

He stated that RUSSELL LOUD HAWK is employed by the
Sioux Tribal Council with the range corps. He advised that
sources close to him have abated that RUSSELL and his two
sons, KENNETH and LARRY LOUD HAWK are extremely knowledgeable
concerning the killings of the two FBI Agents June 26, 1975,
and probably know as much as anybody about the entire
operation.
WILSON further advised that although he is not
sure of the significance of the situation, at approximately
11:00 Am, August 8, 1975, he was driving through his
property on which his range is located which is about eight
miles north of Route 18, when he came upon a 1967 or 1968
light blue Ford sedan containin JIMMY LITTLE and about six
other Indians parked by the fence which is one of the
entrances to his ranch. He stated that LITTLE and his group,
who are never seen on his property, departed in a hurry and he
felt that they were up to something and were out of place in
that area.
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SAC, INDIANAPOLIS (70-2772)

8/9/75

SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)
RESMURS
Re Indianapolis nitel to Rapid City dated 7/25/75.
Efforts at Rapid City, South Dakota to determine
identity of HARVEY WEBER, telephone number ————, have been
unsuccessful.
A check of the appropriate authorities of Northwestern
Bell at Rapid City, South Dakota, determined that the 325
telephone exchange was not assigned to the immediate or
surrounding vicinity of Rapid City, South Dakota.
Appropriate review of City Directory of Rapid City
and surrounding areas did not disclose a HARVEY WEBER in the area.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

2 - Indianapolis (RM)
2 - Rapid City
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SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)
RESMURS
Re Indianapolis nitel to Rapid City dated 7/25/75.
Efforts at Rapid City, South Dakota to determine
identity of HARVEY WEBER, telephone number ————, have been
unsuccessful.
A check of the appropriate authorities of Northwestern
Bell at Rapid City, South Dakota, determined that the 325
telephone exchange was not assigned to the immediate or
surrounding vicinity of Rapid City, South Dakota.
Appropriate review of City Directory of Rapid City
and surrounding areas did not disclose a HARVEY WEBER in the area.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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AIRTEL

TO

:

FROM :

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (70-10239)
SAC, ALBUQUERQUE (89-105) (P)

RESMURS
HAROLD EDWARD GOGGLEYE, JR., aka FUGITIVE
CIR- BURGLARY: BOND DEFAULT
OO: Minneapolis
Be Albuquerque teletype, 8/5/75.
Enclosed for Minneapolis are three copies of
photograph of subject GOGGLEEYE taken 7/17/75
Farnington, New Mexico.
Enclosed for other receiving offices is one
copy each of this same photograph.
ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS
2- Minneapolis (Enc 3) (RM)
2- Chicago (Ene 1(RM)
2- Los Angeles (Enc 1) (RM)
2- Rapid City (70-10239) (enc 1) (RM)
2- Albuquerque
(1- 85-105)
(1- 70-6064 (GOGGLEEYE))
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Farnington, New Mexico.
Enclosed for other receiving offices is one
copy each of this same photograph.
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Date of transcription August

(1)

8, 1975

On August 6, 1975, ROB MORAN, Agency Special
Officer, Owyhee, Nevada, was contacted telephonically at
the Office of Agency Special Officer KEN SAYRES, Pine
Ridge, South Dakota, and asked about any knowledge he may
have concerning DELMAR and KELMAR ONE FEATHER, whom had
been observed in his area previously. MORAN advised that
he did not have any information to furnish at the present
time and the ONE FEATHERS had apparently left the area,
however, a sister of ROSEMARY DECKER was employed by him
and he is going to interview her concerning any
information she might have received from DECKER. MORAN
advised that American Indian Movement (AIM) leader JOHN
TRUDELL (phonetic) Is to be indicted on August 7, 1975,
and that in view of the indictment he expects many AIM
people to come to the area to give support to TRUDELL.

Interviewed on

bY

8/6/75

at

Pine Ridge, South Dakota

_____ SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE:arw_______.

Date dictated,,

File # MP

70-10239

8/8/75___

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
it and its-contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

iQiQes

SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE
RESMURS
Attached is an FD-302 reflecting an interview
with ROB MORAN, Agency Special Officer, Owyhee, Nevada.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will telephonically contact MORAN through
ASO KEN SAYRES for information concerning ROSEMARY
DECKER.

5 - Pine Ridge
(1 - 70-10239 Sub H-15)
(1 - 70-10239 Sub H—16)
MBN:arw
(5)
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On August 6, 1975, ROB MORAN, Agency Special
Officer, Owyhee, Nevada, was contacted telephonically at
the Office of Agency Special Officer KEN SAYRES, Pine
Ridge, South Dakota, and asked about any knowledge he may
have concerning DELMAR and KELMAR ONE FEATHER, whom had
been observed in his area previously. MORAN advised that
he did not have any information to furnish at the present
time and the ONE FEATHERS had apparently left the area,
however, a sister of ROSEMARY DECKER was employed by him
and he is going to interview her concerning any
information she might have received from DECKER. MORAN
advised that American Indian Movement (AIM) leader JOHN
TRUDELL (phonetic) Is to be indicted on August 7, 1975,
and that in view of the indictment he expects many AIM
people to come to the area to give support to TRUDELL.

Interviewed on

bY

8/6/75

at

Pine Ridge, South Dakota

_____ SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE:arw_______.

Date
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SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE
RESMURS
Attached is an FD-302 reflecting an interview
with ROB MORAN, Agency Special Officer, Owyhee, Nevada.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT PINE RIDGE, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will telephonically contact MORAN through
ASO KEN SAYRES for information concerning ROSEMARY
DECKER.
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Attached are two FD-302s reflecting interviews
with DWAYNE STEELE and JOSEPH LITTLE DOG.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
?Dj~
C4BBDjFU?4W ~494W4UB
AT MANDERSON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will locate and interview ROBERT LITTLE DOG
and FRANK STEELE concerning AIM activties in the
Manderson area and RESMURS.
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August 8, 1975

On August 1, 1975, DWAYNE STEELE, Indian male,
25 years of age, was interviewed in Manderson, South
Dakota, concerning any knowledge he might have about
American Indian Movement (AIM) activities in the
Manderson area and the murder of two FBI Agents
which occurred on June 26, 1975. He furnished the
following information:
STEELE advised that he knows nothing about
the shooting which occurred on June 26, 1975, however, is
truly against the activities of AIM and will help the FBI in
its investigation in any way that he can. STEELE advised that
he heard a rumor that approximately one half mile south of the
water tower in Manderson there is a shack where AIM members
store firearms. STEELE advised that he has never been to the
shack and does not know if this is really true or not. LA
VERNE YANKTON has AIM individuals around his house and uses
a white outhouse on 'the hill as an observation point.
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8/1/75__________

at

Manderson, South Dakota

SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE:arw_______________ _

Date dictated
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Date of Iranscription

.
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8, 1 9 75

On August 2, 1975, JOSEPH LITTLE DOG was
contacted in Manderson, South Dakota, and asked if he
could furnish information concerning American Indian
Movement (AIM) activities in the area or the murder
of two FBI Agents which occurred on June 26, 1975,
LITTLE DOG advised that he is not an AIM supporter and
would cooperate with the FBI fully, however, he does not
have any information concerning the above except for
the fact that many AIM individuals hang out at
LAVERNE YANKTON’S in Manderson, South Dakota,

Interviewed on

by

8/2/75_________

at

Manderson,South Dakota

SA HARRY THOMAS EVANS
SA MICHAEL B, NEVILLE:MBN:arw _______________ _Date

File #

dictated

MP 70-10239
8/6/75______

Thfs document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of Ihe FBI. If Is the property of the FBI and is'loaned to your agency;
it and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/8/75

SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE
RESMURS

Re SAC memo of SA BEN R. PATTY, JR. dated
7/21/75 Serial Number 1308.
Attached are two FD-302s reflecting interviews
with DWAYNE STEELE and JOSEPH LITTLE DOG.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT MANDERSON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will locate and interview ROBERT LITTLE DOG and
FRANK STEELE concerning AIM activities in the Manderson
area and RESMURS.

3_- Pine Ridge
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On August 1, 1975, DWAYNE STEELE, Indian male,
25 years of age, was interviewed in Manderson, South
Dakota, concerning any knowledge he might have about
American Indian Movement (AIM) activities in the
Manderson area and the murder of two FBI Agents
which occurred on June 26, 1975. He furnished the
following information:
STEELE advised that he knows nothing about
the shooting which occurred on June 26, 1975, however, is truly
against the activities of AIM and will help the FBI in its
investigation in any way that he can. STEELE advised that he
heard a rumor that approximately one half mile south of the
water tower in Manderson there is a shack where AIM members
store firearms. STEELE advised that he has never been to the
shack and does not know if this is really true or not. LA
VERNE YANKTON has AIM individuals around his house and uses
a white outhouse on 0the hill as an observation point.

Photographs of suspects concerning the killing
of Special Agents JACK R. COLER and BONALD A. WILLIAMS
were shown to STEELE and he advised that he saw FRANK
BLACK HORSE with ROMAN BEAR RUNNER at the Sioux Nation
Store in Pine Ridge, South Dakota, about two months ago.
STEELE advised that his father had been murdered
previously and that he believes the FBI has the wrong suspect
concerning the murder because JIMMY DEAN MOVES CAMP is the one he
thinks murdered his father.

Interviewed on

by

8/1/75__________

at

Manderson, South Dakota

SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE:arw_______________ _

Date dictated

File #

MP 70-10239

8/5/75__________
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On August 2, 1975, JOSEPH LITTLE DOG was
contacted in Manderson, South Dakota, and asked if he
could furnish information concerning American Indian
Movement (AIM) activities in the area or the murder
of two FBI Agents which occurred on June 26, 1975,
LITTLE DOG advised that he is not an AIM supporter and
would cooperate with the FBI fully, however, he does not
have any information concerning the above except for
the fact that many AIM individuals hang out at
LAVERNE YANKTON’S in Manderson, South Dakota,

Interviewed on

by

8/2/75_________

at

Manderson,South Dakota

SA HARRY THOMAS EVANS
SA MICHAEL B, NEVILLE:MBN:arw _______________ _Date

File #

dictated

MP 70-10239
8/6/75______

Thfs document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of Ihe FBI. If Is the property of the FBI and is'loaned to your agency;
it and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/8/75

SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE
RESMURS

Re SAC memo of SA BEN R. PATTY, JR. dated
7/21/75 Serial Number 1308.
Attached are two FD-302s reflecting interviews
with DWAYNE STEELE and JOSEPH LITTLE DOG.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT MANDERSON, SOUTH DAKOTA
Will locate and interview ROBERT LITTLE DOG and
FRANK STEELE concerning AIM activities in the Manderson
area and RESMURS.
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On August 1, 1975, DWAYNE STEELE, Indian male,
25 years of age, was interviewed in Manderson, South
Dakota, concerning any knowledge he might have about
American Indian Movement (AIM) activities in the
Manderson area and the murder of two FBI Agents
which occurred on June 26, 1975. He furnished the
following information:
STEELE advised that he knows nothing about
the shooting which occurred on June 26, 1975, however, is
truly against the activities of AIM and will help the FBI in
its investigation in any way that he can. STEELE advised that
he heard a rumor that approximately one half mile south of the
water tower in Manderson there is a shack where AIM members
store firearms. STEELE advised that he has never been to the
shack and does not know if this is really true or not. LA
VERNE YANKTON has AIM individuals around his house and uses
a white outhouse on 0the hill as an observation point.

Photographs of suspects concerning the killing
of Special Agents JACK R. COLER and BONALD A. WILLIAMS
were shown to STEELE and he advised that he saw FRANK
BLACK HORSE with ROMAN BEAR RUNNER at the Sioux Nation
Store in Pine Ridge, South Dakota, about two months ago.
STEELE advised that his father had been murdered
previously and that he believes the FBI has the wrong suspect
concerning the murder because JIMMY DEAN MOVES CAMP is the one he
thinks murdered his father.

Interviewed on

by

8/1/75__________

at

Manderson, South Dakota

SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE:arw_______________ _
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On August 2, 1975, JOSEPH LITTLE DOG was
contacted in Manderson, South Dakota, and asked if he
could furnish information concerning American Indian
Movement (AIM) activities in the area or the murder
of two FBI Agents which occurred on June 26, 1975,
LITTLE DOG advised that he is not an AIM supporter and
would cooperate with the FBI fully, however, he does not
have any information concerning the above except for
the fact that many AIM individuals hang out at
LAVERNE YANKTON’S in Manderson, South Dakota,

Interviewed on

by

8/2/75_________

at

Manderson,South Dakota

SA HARRY THOMAS EVANS
SA MICHAEL B, NEVILLE:MBN:arw _______________ _Date

File #

dictated

MP 70-10239
8/6/75______
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GERALD L. HILL, Chief of Police, Pine Ridge, South
Dakota, Police Department was interviewed in his office.
HILL was apprised of the identity of the Interviewing Agent,
was told he was being interviewed concerning his participation
in investigation in the vicinity of JUMPING BULL Hall on
June 26, 1975.
HILL advised that on June 26, 1975, he was at hone
for lunch when he was called by the Pine Ridge Police
Department dispatcher. He was advised that there were Agents
of the FBI under fire north of Pine Ridge.
HILL responded to the vicinity of JUMPING BULL Hall
in his patrol car and stopped in the vicinity of a Pine Ridge
Police Department car and the FBI car of Special Agent (SA)

J. GARY ADAMS. At this location he met with NEIL MOORE,

Acting Agency Special Officer and DEL EASTMAN, former Agency
Special Officer.
EASTMAN organized a group consisting of SAs DAVID F.
PRICE and another Agent of the FBI and included Bureau of
Indian Affairs (BIA) Officers PAT MILLS, RAY VANCE BULL BEAR,
TERRY MILLS, CHARLES TWISS, HOBERT ECOFFEY, FRANCIS BIG CROW
and ROBERT ECOFFEY. This group entered the creek area to the
north of the crime scene and proceeded south in an attempt to
determine where SAs RONALD A. WILLIAMS and JACK R. COLER were
located.
One inside the creek area they started taking
sporadic fire from the west side and all the way along the
creek and continued to take fire from the wooded area. After
traveling through the creek area and as they approached an
open area south of the JUMPING BULL residence, they started
taking fire from the JUMPING BULL residence.
HILL advised that he had his .38 caliber service
revolver and a .30 caliber Carbine with him during this sweep.
HILL related that he fired approximately 23 rounds at indivi
duals in the vicinity of a house which he knows to be the
residence of HARRY JUMPING BULL. At about 3 p.m. he fired
at an Indian male individual which he described as short in
stature, 5’7-8” tall, slender build, wearing a white tank top.
Interviewed on

by___

7/28/75_______

at

Pine Ridge, South Dakota

SA J. GARY ADAMS:arw____________________________________________________

File #

MP 70-10239

Date dictated

8/1/75______
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This individual was carrying a rifle. After firing at this
individual the individual went down appearing to be hit.
A second individual came out of a nearby building and HILL
described him as stocky, dark clothing, long hair, carrying
a shoulder type rifle which appeared to be semi-automatic.
This individual was shooting at HILL and the shots continued
one after another. HILL advised that he shot at this individual and saw him go down as if he was hit.
HILL advised that the first individual came out of
a green house and went to the vicinity of a blue station wagon
on the west end of this building. This individual fired about
four times at HILL and at this time HILL returned fire. The
individual went back into the building.
After this fire fight Patrolman TWISS came and got
HILL and other officers near his location and told them to go
back to the north. HILL learned that these instructions were
given by an FBI Agent possibly DAVID PRICE. HILL did not
agree with these instructions as they felt they had the south
end of the area surrounding the houses sealed off and could
prevent anyone escaping: from these houses.
HILL recalled that at another time while he was on
the south end of the area to the west of the JUMPING BULL
residence, an individual shot at him from the top of the
enbankment due east of his location. HILL advised due to the
close proximity of the fire he had to stay down but eventually
got some shots off toward this individual. This was the last
time he received or returned any fire from that location.
HILL and other individuals at his location returned
to the vicinity of DELMAR EASTMAN and another Agent. They
were in an area approximately due west of the JUMPING BULL
residence. They sat at this location for about an hour and
after additional individuals arrived they formulated three.
teams and planned to assault the buildings. One team was on
the south end, one in the middle and HILL Was with a team, on
the north end of this area.
As the houses were being assaulted, HILL and BILLIE
ALLEN started up over the enbankment toward the houses when
they received heavy fire in their direction. They dove back
over the bank and continued to receive fire from that location.
HILL said it appeared to be automatic type fire and appeared to
come from the second house in the vicinity of the JUMPING BULL
residence. HILL advised he returned fire but after the location
was secured no one was identified or recovered from these
buildings.

MP 70-10239
.

After securing the buildings, HILL assisted in
a sweep of the creek area to the south of the JUMPING BULL
residence. He came out on the old road on the south end
of the crime scene and he could see six or seven individuals
fleeing up a bluff to the south of his location. These
individuals were about two miles away. HILL then drove to
the back side of this bluff but did not encounter anyone.
HILL advised the search was called Off after dark for the
individuals involved in the murder of SAs JACK R. COLER
and RONALD A. WILLIAMS.

Information from:
PAM KIETER
BILLIE W. ALLEN
ASAC NORMAN A. ZIGROSSI
GARRY CUNY
AUSA LARRY M. VON WALD

TO
FRO M

SUBJECT:

RAPID CITY (70-10239) (P)

DATE:

August 8,1975

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER
RESMURS
RE: REGENCY RADIO, MODEL CB270,
SERIAL NUMBER 75-0-1433
Reference Indianapolis airtel to Minneapolis dated
July 28, 1975.
Attached hereto is a copy of an FD 302 PAM KIETER
Distributor - Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries, Inc., Yankton, South
Dakota.
Referenced, airtel advised two crystals in the Regency
Radio, Model CB 270, recovered at the RESMURS crime scene, may
have been manufactured by M-Tron Industries, Inc.
Mrs. KIETER advised M-Tron Industries, Inc., did not
manufacture a crystal compatible with the radio.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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PAM KIETER, Distributor-Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries,
Inc., Yankton, South Dakota, was contacted at telephone number
, at
which time she provided the following information:
M-Tron Industries, Inc., does not manufacture crystals that would
fit into the Regency Radio Model CB 270. She was unable to name a company
which did manufacture crystals which could be installed into the unit.

Interviewed on

by

August 5, 1975_________
at Sioux Falls,South Dako

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER

REB:mjf ____________ _
>r»cy;
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SA RONALD E. BRUGGER
RESMURS
RE: REGENCY RADIO, MODEL CB270,
SERIAL NUMBER 75-0-1433
Reference Indianapolis airtel to Minneapolis dated
July 28, 1975.
Attached hereto is a copy of an FD 302 PAM KIETER
Distributor - Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries, Inc., Yankton, South
Dakota.
Referenced, airtel advised two crystals in the Regency
Radio, Model CB 270, recovered at the RESMURS crime scene, may
have been manufactured by M-Tron Industries, Inc.
Mrs. KIETER advised M-Tron Industries, Inc., did not
manufacture a crystal compatible with the radio.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of transcription.

August 8, 1975

PAM KIETER, Distributor-Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries,
Inc., Yankton, South Dakota, was contacted at telephone number
, at
which time she provided the following information:
M-Tron Industries, Inc., does not manufacture crystals that would
fit into the Regency Radio Model CB 270. She was unable to name a company
which did manufacture crystals which could be installed into the unit.

Interviewed on

by

August 5, 1975_________
at Sioux Falls,South Dako

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER

REB:mjf ____________
_
F
>r»cy;

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of Ihe FBI. If Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Distributor - Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries, Inc., Yankton, South
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have been manufactured by M-Tron Industries, Inc.
Mrs. KIETER advised M-Tron Industries, Inc., did not
manufacture a crystal compatible with the radio.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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PAM KIETER, Distributor-Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries,
Inc., Yankton, South Dakota, was contacted at telephone number
, at
which time she provided the following information:
M-Tron Industries, Inc., does not manufacture crystals that would
fit into the Regency Radio Model CB 270. She was unable to name a company
which did manufacture crystals which could be installed into the unit.

Interviewed on

August 5, 1975_________
at Sioux Falls,South Dakota

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER

REB:mjf

by_________________________________________________________________________

MP 70-10239

File #_________________________
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Date dictated____________________________________
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PAM KIETER, Distributor-Sales Manager, M-Tron Industries,
Inc., Yankton, South Dakota, was contacted at telephone number
, at
which time she provided the following information:
M-Tron Industries, Inc., does not manufacture crystals that would
fit into the Regency Radio Model CB 270. She was unable to name a company
which did manufacture crystals which could be installed into the unit.

Interviewed on

August 5, 1975_________
at Sioux Falls,South Dakota

SA RONALD E. BRUGGER

REB:mjf

by_________________________________________________________________________

MP 70-10239

File #_________________________

August 8, 1975

Date dictated____________________________________

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of Ihe FBI. If Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
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SAC, RAPID CITY (17-10239)
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7p0$:$70
Re Rapid City airtel to Seattle, 7/17/75.

BILLIE W. ALLEN, Special Officer, Yakima Indian
Reservation, advised on 8/4/75, that his SOS Unit observed
the funeral procession of JOSEPH STUNTZ, from one-half mile
distance. He stated that KEN SAYERS and two tribal police
department officers were much closer to the participants than
was any of the members of his unit.
fpYw0n

i

RAPID CITY DIVISION
At Pine Ridge Indian Reservation
Contact KEN SAYERS, Special Officer, to determine
who the two tribal police officers were at the gate of the
cemetary for further information on this matter.
Y7:pw YTw p~87p:pfj wYT5p7y$0i
2 - Rapid City (70-10239)
2 - Seattle (89-119)
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BILLIE W. ALLEN, Special Officer, Yakima Indian
Reservation, advised on 8/4/75, that his SOS Unit observed
the funeral procession of JOSEPH STUNTZ, from one-half mile
distance. He stated that KEN SAYERS, and two tribal police
department officers were much closer to the participants than
was any of the members of his unit.
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DATE:
TO

:

RAPID CITY (70-10239) (P)
n

8/11/75

SA BRUCE G. ERICKSON
RESMURS
Re memo of ASAC NORMAN A. ZIGROSSI to SAC
dated 8/7/75 concerning the telephone call made from
ROSALEEN to ROBERT BURNETT, President, Rosebud Tribe.
This was listed as serial 70-10239-1799.
GARRY CUNY, Business Manager, Bison State
Telephone Company, Custer, South Dakota, advised that a
subpoena would be necessary before the company could
produce the telephone records of GERALD ONE FEATHER
or any other person.
AUSA LARRY M. VON WALD was contacted concerning this matter and he advised that subpoena could be
obtained at almost any time, however, the information
learned from the subpoena could only be returned to the
Grand Jury when it convenes and then later a court order
could be obtained so that this information could be
reviewed by the FBI. However, he stated that unless
ROSALEEN admitted to making the telephone call(s) and
if GERALD ONE FEATHER admitted that ROSALEEN made the
calls from the house, there would be little or no legal
value for court action.

RAPID CITY (70-10239) (P)

8/l1/75

SA BRUCE G. ERICKSON
RESMURS

Re memo of ASAC NORMAN A. ZIGROSSI to SAC
dated 8/7/75 concerning the telephone call made from
ROSALEEN to ROBERT BURNETT, President, Rosebud Tribe.
This was listed as serial 70-10239-1799.
GARRY CUNY, Business Manager, Bison State
Telephone Company, Custer, South Dakota, advised that a
subpoena would be necessary before the company could
produce the telephone records of GERALD ONE FEATHER
or any other person.
AUSA LARRY M. VON WALD was contacted concerning this matter and he advised that subpoena could be
obtained at almost any time, however, the information
learned from the subpoena could only be returned to the
Grand Jury when it convenes and then later a court order
could be obtained so that this information could be
reviewed by the FBI. However, he stated that unless
ROSALEEN admitted to making the telephone call(s) and
if GERALD ONE FEATHER admitted that ROSALEEN made the
calls from the house, there would be little or no legal
value for court action.

RAPID CITY (70-10239) (P)

8/l1/75

SA BRUCE G. ERICKSON
RESMURS

Re memo of ASAC NORMAN A. ZIGROSSI to SAC
dated 8/7/75 concerning the telephone call made from
ROSALEEN to ROBERT BURNETT, President, Rosebud Tribe.
This was listed as serial 70-10239-1799.
GARRY CUNY, Business Manager, Bison State
Telephone Company, Custer, South Dakota, advised that a
subpoena would be necessary before the company could
produce the telephone records of GERALD ONE FEATHER
or any other person.
AUSA LARRY M. VON WALD was contacted concerning this matter and he advised that subpoena could be
obtained at almost any time, however, the information
learned from the subpoena could only be returned to the
Grand Jury when it convenes and then later a court order
could be obtained so that this information could be
reviewed by the FBI. However, he stated that unless
ROSALEEN admitted to making the telephone call(s) and
if GERALD ONE FEATHER admitted that ROSALEEN made the
calls from the house, there would be little or no legal
value for court action.

to

: SAC, MINNEAPOLIS

FROM :

date:

8/9/75

NIGHT CLERK DAVID A. SMART

SUBJECT:

FRANK STEPPENWOLF
(true name STANLEY MAXEY)
Information Concerning

On 8/9/75, RUSS REARICK, Dispatcher State Radio, 394-2221,
telephonically contacted office and advised Winner, P.D. arrested
ALLEN COOPER and Winner, P.D. made inquiry as to any FBI warrants
oudstanding re COOPER.
At approximately 10:30 P.M. Officer RICHARD VOLK, Winner,
P.D. 842-3324, was telephonically contacted by writer and Officer
VOLK advised as follows:
WILMA ROUSE came to the Winner P.D. and stated there is a man
at the S & S Bar with a knife and is bragging about the FBI murders.
OFFICERS VOLK and STRUCKLER arrested unsub and charged unsub with
weapon violation. It was determined unsub was in possession of
1963 Dodge, 2 door, white, New Mexico 19J5 license
. Vehicle
registered to ALLEN F. COOPER. 1106 Qrand, N.E., Albuquerque, New
Mexico. VOLK believed COOPER was who he had in custody until
Winner P.D. received Telephone call from MINI LUNDERMAN_asking if
FRANK STEPPENWOLF was in custody. LUNDERMAN was interviewed
and identity of unsub was determined to be STEPPENWOLF.
Officer VOLK advised his Department recovered a .45 automatic
Colt pistol, ser #1037644 and M1911A1 USA, from STEPPENWOLF’s
car, and STEPPENWOLF has his possession 2 clips for above pistol.
Minneapolis Division made NCIC check on STEPPENWOLF, vehicle,
and weapon with negative results.
SA TAUBERT, Chadron C.P. telephonically advised of above and
advised he would have the Pierre, RA handle matter.
DOB

STEPPENWOLF is described as; Indian male, 5'8", 230 lbs,
, SOC

8/11/75

A I R TEL
T O:

DIRECTOR, FBI (89-3229)
(ATTENTION: JOHN C. GORDON, GID)

F RO M:

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

SUBJECT:

RESMURS

RE: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF CROW DOG'S
PARADISE AND COPIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS
OF INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED WITH RESMURS
INVESTIGATION.
Enclosed are ten (10) colored photographs of Crow
Dog's Paradise located in the Crazy Horse Canyon area which
is in the vicinity of Rosebud and St. Francis, South Dakota.
Each photograph is appropriately labeled on the back.
Also enclosed is one (1) copy each of black and
white photographs of the following listed Individuals:
MIKE ANDERSON
ROBERT LEWIS ANDERSON
ANNA MAE AQUASH
DARLENE PEARL BANKS
EDGAR BEAR RUNNER
JERRY BEAR SHIELD
FRANK BLACK HORSE
JEAN MARIE BORDEAU
DARRELL DEAN BUTLER
NORMAN CHARLES
JEAN ANN DAY
JIMMY THEODORE EAGLE
LEON CARL EAGLE

MP 70-10239
.

DAVID JOHN EDWARDS
LENA FUNSTON
HOBERT KENNETH HORSE
MELVIN LEE HOUSTON
THEODORE LAME
LINDON BRUCE LITTLE
RICHARD T. LITTLE
WALLACE GENE LITTLE
DONALD MATTHEW LOUD HAWK

'

KELLY JEAN MC CORMICK
GERALD MOUSSEAU
KILMAR HARMIN ONE FEATHER
LEONARD PELTIER
DONALD GENE POURIER
DALE CYRUS RED BOY
LAWRENCE VINE RED SHIRT
DAVID SKY
JOSEPH BEDELL STUNTZ (Deceased)
JAMES WAR BONNET
LAWRENCE DOLEY WHITE EYES
JOHN STAR YELLOW WOOD

Each of the above Individuals has some connection
with the RESMURS investigation. Photographs enclosed are
being utilized only for investigative purposes and are not
being displayed to witnesses in photo spreads since a
separate album is being maintained for that purpose. In some
instances, more current photographs of these individuals are
being utilized in the RESMURS investigation, however, copies
of these photographs are not available at this time.

P 1r P
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A I R TEL
T O:

DIRECTOR, FBI (89-3229)
(ATTENTION: JOHN C. GORDON, GID)

F RO M:

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

SUBJECT:

RESMURS

RE: AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OF CROW DOG'S
PARADISE AND COPIES OF PHOTOGRAPHS OF
INDIVIDUALS CONNECTED WITH RESMURS
INVESTIGATION.
Enclosed are ten (10) colored photographs of Crow
Dog's Paradise located in the Crazy Horse Canyon area which
is in the vicinity of Rosebud and St. Francis, South Dakota.
Each photograph is appropriately labeled on the back.
Also enclosed is one (1) copy each of black and
white photographs of the following listed Individuals:
MIKE ANDERSON
ROBERT LEWIS ANDERSON
ANNA MAE AQUASH
DARLENE PEARL BANKS
EDGAR BEAR RUNNER
JERRY BEAR SHIELD
FRANK BLACK HORSE
JEAN MARIE BORDEAU
DARRELL DEAN BUTLER
NORMAN CHARLES
JEAN ANN DAY
JIMMY THEODORE EAGLE
LEON CARL EAGLE
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KELLY JEAN MC CORMICK
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KILMAR HARMIN ONE FEATHER
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DONALD GENE POURIER
DALE CYRUS RED BOY
LAWRENCE VINE RED SHIRT
DAVID SKY
JOSEPH BEDELL STUNTZ (Deceased)
JAMES WAR BONNET
LAWRENCE DOLEY WHITE EYES
JOHN STAR YELLOW WOOD

Each of the above Individuals has some connection
with the RESMURS investigation. Photographs enclosed are
being utilized only for investigative purposes and are not
being displayed to witnesses in photo spreads since a
separate album is being maintained for that purpose. In some
instances, more current photographs of these individuals are
being utilized in the RESMURS investigation, however, copies
of these photographs are not available at this time.
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(Type in plaintext or code)

AIRTEL

AIRMAIL
(Priority)

TO:

DIRECTOR, FBI (89-3229)
(ATTN: GID AND INTD)

FROM: .

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (89-183)(P)

SUBJECT:

RESMURS

Re Albuquerque teletype to Bureau and receiving
offices, 8/1/75.
Enclosed for the New York Office is one photograph
of FRED GRIG aka, Salinas County Sheriff's Office Number
752952.
RE MISCELLANEOUS SUSPECTS PROGRAM
RE: FRED GRIG
San Francisrco files contain no photograph of
RAYMOND ANGEL, also known as Michael Rigg, Fred Apodaca,
Indian male born
.
New York Office compare enclosed photograph of
FRED GRIG with photograph RAYMOND ANGEL and, if feasible,
exhibit enclosed photograph to New York source mentioned in
referenced teletype to determine if GRIG identical with
ANGEL.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS
4 - Bureau
2 - New York (Enc. 1)
1- Rapid City (70-10239) (Info)
1- San Francisco
AFK/kdn
(8)

556

______________________
Special Agent in Charge

8

__________

6
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FBI

Date: 8/4/75
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL_____________________________________________ _
(Priority)

TO:

SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)

FROM:

SAC, LITTLE ROCK (70-1757)(P)
RESMURS

Re Rapid City teletype to Director and all SAC's except
San Juan, 7/28/75.
ADMINISTRATIVE
Little Rock indices are negative for any information of val ue
regarding all names and aliases contained in referenced communication
On July 29, 1975, a check of the film file at the Motor
Vehicle Bureau, Little Rock, Arkansas, the state computer for driver's
licenses and the Bureau of Vital Statistics was negative concerning
any positive information regarding names listed in referenced teletype.
It is noted the film file for motor vehicles only goes through May 4,
1975. There is no way to check current registrations by name only.
ARMED AMI EXTREMELY DANGEROUS

•

2-Rapid City
2-Bureau (89-3229)
2-Little Rock
JRG/dlg
( 6)

p
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FBI

Date: 8/4/75
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL_____________________________________________ _
TO:

SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)

FROM:

SAC, LITTLE ROCK (70-1757)(P)
RESMURS

Re Rapid City teletype to Director and all SAC's except
San Juan, 7/28/75.
ADMINISTRATIVE
Little Rock indices are negative for any information of
value regarding all names and aliases contained in referenced
communication

On July 29, 1975, a check of the film file at the Motor Vehicle
Bureau, Little Rock, Arkansas, the state computer for driver's
licenses and the Bureau of Vital Statistics was negative concerning any
positive information regarding names listed in referenced teletype. It is
noted the film file for motor vehicles only goes through May 4,
1975. There is no way to check current registrations by name only.

ARMED AMI EXTREMELY DANGEROUS

•

2-Rapid City
2-Bureau (89-3229)
2-Little Rock
JRG/dlg
( 6)

MI 89-33
DSF/nma
1
The following investigation was conducted by
Special Agents DALE EDGAR FARMER and JOHN S. MC CARTHY:
At Green Bay, Wisconsin
On July 24, 1975 the following individual
was contacted and interviewed by Bureau Agents in
regards to telephone call which she may have received,
from the takeover of the Fairchild Plant at Shiprock,
New Mexico. It is noted that LEONARD PELTIER had been
at the Fairchild Plant.
CAROL M. BROOKS, Indian female, 1243 Elmore
Street, Green Bay, Wisconsin advised she belongs to the
Oneida Indian Tribe and does not recall receiving any
telephone call from Shiprock, New Mexico. BROOKS
advised that her brother-in-law is JOHN PEROTE, one
of five individuals currently facing Wisconsin state
charges for the takeover of the Alexian Brothers
Novitiate during January, 1975, and could possibly
have been at Shiprock and could have possibly telephoned
her residence; however, she does not recall receiving
any telephone call or having any knowledge of it being
from Shiprock, New Mexico. BROOKS advised that during
this time period they were having religious meetings
at her home and if one of the other people would have
answered the telephone or if one of her small children
would have answered the phone she would have no way of
knowing.
BROOKS advised she is married to JOHN PEROTE’s
brother, first name not given; however, the family is very split
over the fact her brother-in-law JOHN PEROTE
is involved with the Menominee Warrior Society and her
husband is not connected with them nor does he condone any of
their actions. BROOKS was unable to furnish any

MI 89-83
DEF/nma

2

other information of value and stated that Bureau Agents
may be placing them in danger merely by their presence
at their residence and their talking with Bureau Agents.

FD-36 (Rev. 2-14-74)

FBI

Date:

8/7/75

Transmit the following in________________________________________________________________________
(Type in plaintext or code)

.

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED
AIRTEL
Via_____________________________
_____________________________________
_______________________
(Precedence)

TO

: SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)

FROM

: SAC, MILWAUKEE (89-83) (P)

SUBJECT: RESMURS
00:

MINNEAPOLIS

Enclosed for Rapid City and Albuquerque is one copy each
two inserts regarding investigation conducted by the Milwaukee
Division regarding toll calls made from Fair- child Plant during
takeover, Shiprock, New Mexico.

of

2

- Rapid City (Enc. 2) (AM-RM)
2 - Albuquerque (Enc. 2) (Fairchild Plant Takeover) (AM-RM)
1 - Milwaukee
KMP:lrh
(5)

8/7/75

AIRMAIL - REGISTERED

AIRTEL

TO

: SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)

FROM

: SAC, MILWAUKEE (89-83) (P)

SUBJECT: RESMURS
00:

MINNEAPOLIS

Enclosed for Rapid City and Albuquerque is one copy
each o f two inserts regarding investigation conducted by the
Milwaukee Division regarding toll calls made from Fair- child Plant
during takeover, Shiprock, New Mexico.

- Rapid City (Enc. 2) (AM-RM)
2 - Albuquerque (Enc. 2) (Fairchild Plant Takeover) (AM-RM)
1 - Milwaukee
KMP:lrh
(5)

2
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FD-302 (REVLl.1-27-70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

1

Dat« of transcription

8/8/75

TERRY WESTON, Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) Police
Officer, Pine Ridge, South Dakota, furnished for evidence a
30-30 caliber rifle Model 94 lever action, with the serial
number filed off.
WESTON advised this rifle looked like a stolen
BIA issue rifle.
He advised on August 2, 1975, an unidentified Indian
female gave him this weapon in Manderson, South Dakota, and told
him she found this rifle laying on a car in Manderson, South
Dakota.

Interviewed on

by

8/2/75____

at

Pine Ridge, South Da

SA DEAN HOWARD HUGHES: sks

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of Ihe FBI. If Is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency:
it and Its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
'

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/8/75

SA MICAHEL B. NEVILLE
7p0:$70
Re SAC memo of SA MICHAEL T. DYER dates
7/17/75 and SAC memo of SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE dated
7/28/75 Serial Number 1611.
On 8/8/75 the above Special Agent discussed
the possibility of interview of ELLEN MOVES CAMP with
Supervisor RAY GAMMON and it was brought to Supervisor
GAMMON’s attention that ELLEN MOVES CAMP is one of the
main AIM leaders. SA GAMMON advised that he feels
that interviewing ELLEN MOVES CAMP would be useless
at this time and a waste of the Bureau’s time.
LEAD
:9TTpYCyf90 w9L909yT
AT ROSEBUD, SOUTH DAKOTA (Lead assigned to
SA ARTHUR C. FLYNN, JR. - Pierre RA)
Will attempt to locate and interview GREG
ZEPHIER as set forth in referenced memo.

3 - Pine Ridge
MBN:arw
(3)

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

8/8/75

SA MICAHEL B. NEVILLE
RESMURS
Re SAC memo of SA MICHAEL T. DYER dates
7/17/75 and SAC memo of SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE dated
7/28/75 Serial Number 1611.
On 8/8/75 the above Special Agent discussed
the possibility of interview of ELLEN MOVES CAMP with
Supervisor RAY GAMMON and it was brought to Supervisor
GAMMON’s attention that ELLEN MOVES CAMP is one of the
main AIM leaders. SA GAMMON advised that he feels
that interviewing ELLEN MOVES CAMP would be useless
at this time and a waste of the Bureau’s time.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT ROSEBUD, SOUTH DAKOTA (Lead assigned to
SA ARTHUR C. FLYNN, JR. - Pierre RA)
Will attempt to locate and interview GREG
ZEPHIER as set forth in referenced memo.

SAC, PINE RIDGE (70-10239) (P)

n
n
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SA MICAHEL B. NEVILLE
RESMURS

Re SAC memo of SA MICHAEL T. DYER dates
7/17/75 and SAC memo of SA MICHAEL B. NEVILLE dated
7/28/75 Serial Number 1611.
On 8/8/75 the above Special Agent discussed
the possibility of interview of ELLEN MOVES CAMP with
Supervisor RAY GAMMON and it was brought to Supervisor
GAMMON’s attention that ELLEN MOVES CAMP is one of the
main AIM leaders. SA GAMMON advised that he feels
that interviewing ELLEN MOVES CAMP would be useless
at this time and a waste of the Bureau’s time.
LEAD
MINNEAPOLIS DIVISION
AT ROSEBUD, SOUTH DAKOTA (Lead assigned to
SA ARTHUR C. FLYNN, JR. - Pierre RA)
Will attempt to locate and interview GREG
ZEPHIER as set forth in referenced memo.
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FBI

Date: 8/4/75
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL_______________________AIRMAL______________________ _

8yn
67y:n
:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (89-3229)
0Yh

fy0 YT5pfp0 FesDbbt

PFC

7p0:$70

Re Xerox Box Containing Numerous Materials and Address
Book with Name FRANK POOLHECO, 4550 Sant "Ana, Cudahy,
California, telephone number (213) 773-9008 Subsequent to Crime
Scene Search 6/26/75
Re Los Angeles teletype to the Bureau dated 7/17/75
and Portlands teletype to the Bureau dated 7/30/75.
Enclosed for receiving offices are two photographs each
of GERRI EASTMAN and one photograph each of DAVID EASTMAN as
provided by FRANK POOLHECO, mentioned in referenced teletype.
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FBI

Date: 8/4/75
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via AIRTEL_______________________AIRMAL______________________ _

TO:
FROM:
:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (89-3229)
SAC, LOS ANGELES (89-330) "(P)
RESMURS

Re Xerox Box Containing Numerous Materials and Address
Book with Name FRANK POOLHECO, 4550 Santa Ana,Cudahy,
California, telephone number (213) 773-9008 Subsequent to
Crime Scene Search 6/26/75
Re Los Angeles teletype to the Bureau dated 7/17/75
and Portlands teletype to the Bureau dated 7/30/75.
Enclosed for receiving offices are two photographs each
of GERRI EASTMAN and one photograph each of DAVID EASTMAN as
provided by FRANK POOLHECO, mentioned in referenced teletype.

2 - Bureau (Enc. 3) (RM)
2 - Denver (Enc. 3) (RM)
2- Portland (Enc. 3; (RM)
2- Rapid City (Enc. 3; (RM)
2 - Los Angeles
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Identification Record Request
FD (Rev. 4-28-65)

(Sheldon G. Peters)

Records relating to

GERALD ONE FEATHER
HAROLD EDWARD GOGGLEYE
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GERALD ONE FEATHER, Oglala, South Dakota, was
contacted at his residence, advised of the official
identities of the interviewing agents, and of the purpose
of the interview at which time ONE FEATHER provided the
following information:
ONE FEATHER advised that on June 26, 1975, his
residence was locked and secure and to his knowledge there
was no wav anyone could have entered his residence and used
his telephone to place any calls on that date. ONE FEATHER
further advised that he was at work on June 26, 1975, and
that his wife and children were at school and neither his
brothers nor his mother possess keys to his residence.
ONE FEATHER advised that his mother’s residence
does not have a telephone in it. ONE FEATHER appeared very
nervous and requested that the interview be terminated at
this time.
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SA LAWRENCE J. PAVLICEK and
SA ROBERT E. SMASHEY:sks
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to

:

from

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (70-10239)
:

subject:

date:

8/7/75

SA JOHN D. HOFHERR
RESMURS

Indices negative on all license numbers and all individuals
listed below except VELMA SMITH. Also negative VIN numbers.
Montana
321964
Oklahoma
PW1256
Illinoia
UR 8978
STERLING THOMPSON
L.D. Habener
ANDREW J. KLEYA, JR.
MRS. David LLOYD GEORGE
On 5/10/73, Oklahoma City advised VELMA SMITH one of
approximately 39 Indians departed from Rapid City, South Dakota
for Yale, Oklahoma. VELMA SMITH is from Pawnee, Oklahoma.
No other information available.

JDH:sr
(2)

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (70-10239)

8/7/75

SA JOHN D. HOFHERR
RESMURS
Indices negative on all license numbers and all individuals
listed below except VELMA SMITH. Also negative VIN numbers.
Montana
321964
Oklahoma
PW1256
Illinoia
UR 8978
STERLING THOMPASON
L.D. Habener
ANDREW J. KLEYA, JR.
MRS. David LLOYD GEORGE
On 5/10/73, Oklahoma City advised VELMA SMITH one of
approximately 39 Indians departed from Rapid City, South Dakota
for Yale, Oklahoma. VELMA SMITH is from Pawnee, Oklahoma.
No other information available.

JDH:sr
(2)

to

:

from

subject:

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (70-10239) (P)
:

date:

8/5/75

SA ROBERT V. BENDER
RESMURS
"EXTREME CAUTION SHOULD BE USED IN CONTACTING
OR INTERVIEWING ANY PERSON CONNECTED WITH THIS
INVESTIGATION.
July 18, 1975.

Re Los Angeles Airtel to the Director, dated

Attached is a Hennepin: County Sheriff’s Office
photograph number 09325 of HAROLD EDWARD GOGGLEYE taken May
20, 1973 to be included in the 1-A section of this f i l e .
Also attached insert revealing investigation in Minneapolis.

SAC, MINNEAPOLIS (70-10239) (P)

8/5/75

SA ROBERT V. BENDER
RESMURS
"EXTREME CAUTION SHOULD BE USED IN CONTACTING
OR INTERVIEWING ANY PERSON CONNECTED WITH THIS
INVESTIGATION.
July 18, 1975.

Re Los Angeles Airtel to the Director, dated

Attached is a Hennepin: County Sheriff’s Office
photograph number 09325 of HAROLD EDWARD GOGGLEYE taken May
20, 1973 to be included in the 1-A section of this f i l e .
Also attached insert revealing investigation in Minneapolis.

3- Minneapolis
(1-70-8709)
RVB:cac
(3)
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Information provided by
TOM HENDERSON
DORIS CATTANEO
Interviews of
WILLIAM SCOTT
TOM JOHNSON
JESSIE JOHNSON
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On July 2, 1975 TOM HENDERSON, P. 0. Box 1332,
Shiprock, New Mexico, residence near Highway 666, 1/4 mile
off main road, near the WILSON HARRY’s residence, was
contacted regarding a 1963 Chevrolet Belair. He stated that
he had no knowledge of how that vehicle was seen at the
American Indian Movement (AIM) Convention. He stated he
and his family go into Farmington, New Mexico but they did
not go to the AIM Convention. He stated he assumes that his
license must have been taken from his vehicle by mistake.

AQ 89-105
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AT SHIPROCK, NEW MEXICO;

On July 2, 1975 TOM HENDERSON, P. 0. Box 1332,
Shiprock, New Mexico, residence near Highway 666, 1/4 mile
off main road, near the WILSON HARRY’s residence, was
contacted regarding a 1963 Chevrolet Belair. He stated that
he had no knowledge of how that vehicle was seen at the
American Indian Movement (AIM) Convention. He stated he
and his family go into Farmington, New Mexico but they did
not go to the AIM Convention. He stated he assumes that his
license must have been taken from his vehicle by mistake.
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The following investigation was conducted by
SA ALEXANDER C. JOHNSON:
On July 7, 1975, DORIS CATTANEO, Records Clerk,
Farmington City, Police Department, Farmington, New,Mexico,
advised she received a telephone call from VERNON BELLECOUBRT who requested copies of his accident report be
forwarded to him. She stated that he inquired as to
circumstances regarding accident and local warrants in
the area. She stated that she advised him she did not
know if she could forward the accident report, but
would need his address. She stated that BELLECOURT
advised he resided at
, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55404.

AQ 89-105
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AT FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO

The following investigation was conducted by
SA ALEXANDER C. JOHNSON:
On July 7, 1975, DORIS CATTANEO, Records Clerk,
Farmington City, Police Department, Farmington, New,Mexico,
advised she received a telephone call from VERNON BELLECOUBRT who requested copies of his accident report be
forwarded to him. She stated that he inquired as to
circumstances regarding accident and local warrants in
the area. She stated that she advised him she did not
know if she could forward the accident report, but
would need his address. She stated that BELLECOURT
advised he resided at
, Minneapolis,
Minnesota 55404.
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WILLIAM SCOTT, SR., Indian Village, Shiprock, New
Mexico, was contacted and advised of the interviewing Agent's
identity and of the nature of the interview, and he then
furnished the following information:
0hy88 ®QWQZN QVWQ QVZ Q• ;VQ"&W;V® ! fyfpp
O-98p09T5p7 W'N wpT90p 89CC9hyT9p W&Z XNZ'QX+W\ Q VX®
NW<"VQZ&® 7y0p YTT 0hy88 W'N kp7T9hp 0hy88i -Z ®QWQZN QVWQ
7y0p YTT X® rs *ZW&® \N W'N kp7T9hp X® rSi -Z ®QWQZN QVWQ
VZ •W® X' QVZ 4<'QWX'® N<&X'" QVZ Y9: h'£Z'QX' W'N QVWQ VX®
NW<"VQZ&® •Z&Z ®QW*X'" WQ VX® V<®Zi -Z ®QWQZN •VZ' VZ &ZQ<&'ZN
QVZ* VWN HQV \Z!Q W'N VZ •W® Q\N QVZ* •Z'Q Q QVZ Y9:
h'£Z'QX' X' 6W&4X'"Q' TZ• :Z■X+i -Z ®QWQZN QVWQ QVZ*
VW£Z 'Q &ZQ<&'ZN Q QVX® NWQZi
0hy88 !<&QVZ& WN£X®ZN QVWQ VZ VW® &Z+ZX£ZN QV&ZZ
\ZQQZ&® !&4 VX® NW<"VQZ&® ®X'+Z QVZ* VWN \Z!Q W'N QVZ !X&®Q
\ZQQZ& +W4Z !&4 h\&WN N<&X'" QVZ !X&®Q ;W&Q ! 3<\*i -Z
®QWQZN QVZ QVZ& Q• \ZQQZ&® HQV +W4Z !&4 9•Wi -Z ®QWQZN
QVWQ VZ VW® 'Z \ZQQZ& X' VX® ;®®Z®®X' •VX+V X® ;®Q4W&zZN
3<\* b rsSo WQ :X'NZ' 9•Wi
SCOTT advised that the letter indicates his daughters
are traveling with AIM people and moving from one location to
another. He stated his daughters indicate that they are also
traveling with a girl friend, VEDEE JOHNSON. He stated that
VEDEE JOHNSON is JESSIE JOHNSON'S daughter.
0hy88
NW<"VQZ&® ®X'+Z
+'QW+Q QVZ 6k9
&Z"W&NX'" Q\Z\&
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WN£X®ZN QVWQ VZ VW® HZZ' \zX'" !& VX®
QVZ* VWN \Z!Q VX® V<®Z W'N QVWQ VZ •<\N
X' QVZ Z£Z'Q VZ &Z+ZX£Z® !<&QVZ& X'!&4WQX'
\+WQX'i
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7/29/75

WILLIAM SCOTT, SR., Indian Village, Shiprock, New
Mexico, was contacted and advised of the interviewing Agent's
identity and of the nature of the interview, and he then
furnished the following information:
SCOTT stated that the two photographs of LOLEE
WHITESINGER and DENISE TIPPICONIE are identical to his daughters,
ROSE ANN SCOTT and BERNICE SCOTT. He stated that ROSE ANN is 19
years old and BERNICE is 17. He stated that
he was in the mountains during the AIM Convention and that his
daughters were staying at his house. He stated when he returned
they had both left and he was told they went to the AIM Convention
in Farmington, New Mexico. He stated that they
have not returned to this date.
SCOTT further advised that he has received three
letters from his daughters since they had left, and the first
letter came from Colorado during the first part of July. He
stated the other two letters both came from Iowa. He stated
that he has one letter in his possession which is postmarked
July 3, 1975, at Minden, Iowa.
SCOTT advised that the letter indicates his daughters
are traveling with AIM people and moving from one location to
another. He stated his daughters indicate that they are also
traveling with a girl friend, VEDEE JOHNSON. He stated that
VEDEE JOHNSON is JESSIE JOHNSON'S daughter.
SCOTT
daughters since
contact the FBI
regarding tlelr

advised that he has been looking for his
they had left his house, and that he would
in the event he receives further information
location.

Interviewed on

7/18/75

by___________

SA ALEXANDER C. JOHNSON :jj

at

Shiprock, New Mexico

File #

Date dictated

AQ 89-105

7/24/75
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TOM JOHNSON, P. 0. Box 213, Shiprock, New Mexico,
was contacted and advised of the nature of the interview
and of the interviewing Agent's identity, and he furnished
the following information:
3y-T0yT ®QWQZN QVWQ VZ VW® W NW<"VQZ& 'W4ZN Lpwpp
3y-T0yT •V X® rv *ZW&® \Ni -Z ®QWQZN QVWQ Lpwpp NXN &Z®XNZ
WQ VX® V<®Z X' 0VX;&+z H<Q QVWQ ®VZ \Z!Q N<&X'" QVZ Y9:
h'£Z'QX' W'N VW® 'Q *ZQ &ZQ<&'ZNi -Z ®QWQZN QVWQ Lpwpp
VW® •&XQQZ' Q• \ZQQZ&® •VX+V X'NX+WQZN ®VZ •W® X' QVZ 0;<QV
wWzQW W&ZWi
3y-T0yT HQWX'ZN W \ZQQZ& •VX+V Lpwpp •&QZ ;®QD
4W&zZN 3<\* b rsSo WQ :X'NZ' 9•Wi -Z W\\•ZN QVZ X'QZ&£XZ•X'"
Y"Z'Q Q &ZWN QVZ \ZQQZ& WQ •VX+V QX4Z QVZ !\\•X'" X'!&4WQX'
•W® HQWX'ZNn
VEDEE stated in the letter that they were in South
Dakota at the present time and traveling to Iowa to see CROW DOG.
She said there were eight of us traveling together, four boys and
four girls, in a blue Gran Torino. She stated her boyfriend is
RICHARD STARBLANKET, a Cree Indian. She stated they may all travel
to Alaska at a later date. She said the other females traveling
with her are GRISILDA, BERNICE, and ROSE ANN.
3y-T0yT W\® ®QWQZN QVWQ VZ &Z+ZX£ZN W \ZQQZ& !&4
Lpwpp ;®Q4W&zZN 3<\* rt rsSo WQ :X'NZ' 9•Wi -Z ®QWQZN VZ
+<\N 'Q \+WQZ QVWQ \ZQQZ&i -Z W\® WN£X®ZN QVWQ VZ •<\N
+'QW+Q QVZ 6k9 X! VZ VW® W'* !<&QVZ& X'!&4WQX' &Z"W&NX'"
VX® NW<"VQZ&E® \+WQX'i

Interviewed on

7/18/75

by___________

SA ALEXANDER C. JOHNSON :jj

at

Shiprock, New Mexico

File #

Date dictated

AQ 89-105

7/24/75

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency;
II ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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FD-302 {REV. 11-27-70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Data of tronicrlpllon.

7/29/75

TOM JOHNSON, P. 0. Box 213, Shiprock, New Mexico,
was contacted and advised of the nature of the interview
and of the interviewing Agent's identity, and he furnished
the following information:
JOHNSON stated that he has a daughter named VEDEE
JOHNSON who is 16 years old. He stated that VEDEE did reside
at his house in Shiprock but that she left during the AIM
Convention and has not yet returned. He stated that VEDEE has
written two letters which indicated she was in the Sputh
Dakota area.
JOHNSON obtained a letter which VEDEE wrote post
marked July 3, 1975, at Minden, Iowa. He allowed the interviewing
Agent to read the letter, at which time the following information
was obtained:
VEDEE stated in the letter that they were in South
Dakota at the present time and traveling to Iowa to see CROW DOG.
She said there were eight of us traveling together, four boys and
four girls, in a blue Gran Torino. She stated her boyfriend is
RICHARD STARBLANKET, a Cree Indian. She stated they may all travel
to Alaska at a later date. She said the other females traveling
with her are GRISILDA, BERNICE, and ROSE ANN.
JOHNSON also stated that
VEDEE postmarked July 10, 1975, at
he could not locate that letter. He
would contact the FBI if he has any
regarding his daughter's location.

he received a letter from
Minden, Iowa. He stated
also advised that he
further information

Interviewed on

7/18/75

by___________

SA ALEXANDER C. JOHNSON :jj

at

Shiprock, New Mexico

File #

Date dictated

AQ 89-105

7/24/75

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the properly of the FBI ond is loaned to your agency;
II ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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On July 18, 1975, photographs of nine persons involved
in stealing American flags at Farmington, New Mexico, during the
American Indian Movement (AIM) Convention were displayed to
RUSSELL LEWIS, Officer, Navajo Police Department. LEWIS stated
that he recognized one of the photographs as being identical to
a ROSE ANN SCOTT who resides at Indian Village in Shiprock, New
Mexico. He stated that the name she gave as LOLEE WHITESINGER
is a false name and that she is a Navajo female.
y' 3<\* re rsSo Cp8p7 W'N Yf9hp -y$5p 9'NXW' LX\\W"Z
0VX;&+z •Z&Z +'QW+QZN W'N NX®;\W*ZN ;VQ"&W;V® ! QVZ 'X'Z
X'NX£XN<W\® X'£\£ZN X' QVZ ®QZW\X'" ! Y4Z&X+W' !\W"® WQ
6W&4X'"Q' TZ• :Z■X+i Yf9hp W'N Cp8p7 -y$5p XNZ'QX!XZN QVZ
;VQ"&W;V ! 5fy79Y 09T5p7 W® 57909fwY kpjYfp •V X® QVZ
NW<"VQZ& ! -p7kp78 kpjYfp H<Q &Z®XNZ® WQ QVZX& &Z®XNZ'+Zi
0VZ ®QWQZN QVWQ 57909fwY \Z!Q Q WQQZ'N QVZ Y9: h'£Z'QX' X'
6W&4X'"Q' W'N VW® 'Q &ZQ<&'ZNi 0VZ ®QWQZN QVWQ VZ& !WQVZ& X®
W ®VZZ;VZ&NZ& W'N QVWQ QVWQ X® QVZ &ZW®' ®VZ &Z®XNZ® WQ QVZX&
V<®Zi Yf9hp -y$5p ®QWQZN QVWQ 57909fwY X® rs *ZW&® \Ni 0VZ
®QWQZN ®VZ •<\N +'QW+Q QVX® !!X+Z X! ®VZ VW® W'* X'!&4WQX'
&Z"W&NX'" 57909fwYi
On July 18, 1975, LOUISE SCOTT LEVI, Indian Village,
Shiprock, was contacted regarding the above-described photographs
She advised that the photographs of DENEISE TIPPICONIE and
LOLEE WHITESINGER are identical to her sisters, BERNICE SCOTT
and ROSE ANN SCOTT respectively. She stated that her sisters
left Shiprock to attend the AIM Convention and have not returned.
She stated that she understands they associated with some
Indians from South Dakota and left Farmington, New Mexico, with,
them. She stated that her parents received a letter from
Iowa dated sometime in July, 1975. She stated the letter
indicated they were traveling with the AIM members and were not
staying in one particular place. She stated they just wanted
to let their parents know they were all right. LEVI further
advised that her father, WILLIAM SCOTT, Sr., has been looking
for his daughters and may have further information.

YB esDrto
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X' W' 6wDbtli -Z WN£X®ZN QVWQ W 3p009p 3y-T0yTE0 NW<"VQZ& •W®
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AT SHIPROCK, NEW MEXICO
On July 18, 1975, photographs of nine persons involved
in stealing American flags at Farmington, New Mexico, during the
American Indian Movement (AIM) Convention were displayed to
RUSSELL LEWIS, Officer, Navajo Police Department. LEWIS stated
that he recognized one of the photographs as being identical to
a ROSE ANN SCOTT who resides at Indian Village in Shiprock, New
Mexico. He stated that the name she gave as LOLEE WHITESINGER
is a false name and that she is a Navajo female.
On July 18, 1975, PETER and ALICE HOUGE, Indian Village
Shiprock, were contacted and displayed photographs of the nine
individuals involved in the stealing of American flags at
Farmington, New Mexico. ALICE and PETER HOUGE identified the
photograph of GLORIA SINGER as GRISILDA BEYALE who is the daughter
of HERBERT BEYALE but resides at their residence.
She stated that GRISILDA left to attend the AIM Convention in
Farmington and has not returned. She stated that her father is a
sheepherder and that that is the reason she resides at their
house. ALICE HOUGE stated that GRISILDA is 19 years old. She
stated she would contact this office if she has any information
regarding GRISILDA.
On July 18, 1975, LOUISE SCOTT LEVI, Indian Village,
Shiprock, was contacted regarding the above-described photographs
She advised that the photographs of DENEISE TIPPICONIE and
LOLEE WHITESINGER are identical to her sisters, BERNICE SCOTT
and ROSE ANN SCOTT respectively. She stated that her sisters
left Shiprock to attend the AIM Convention and have not returned.
She stated that she understands they associated with some
Indians from South Dakota and left Farmington, New Mexico, with,
them. She stated that her parents received a letter from
Iowa dated sometime in July, 1975. She stated the letter indicated
they were traveling with the AIM members and were not staying in
one particular place. She stated they just wanted
to let their parents know they were all right. LEVI further
advised that her father, WILLIAM SCOTT, Sr., has been looking
for his daughters and may have further information.

AQ 89-105
2

On July 18, 1975, WILLIAM SCOTT, SR., Indian Village,
Shiprock, was contacted and results of interview are contained
in an FD-302. He advised that a JESSIE JOHNSON'S daughter was
also traveling with his daughters.
On July 18, 1975, JESSIE JOHNSON, Indian Village,
was contacted and advised that her daughter, VEDEE JOHNSON,
Indian female, age 16, did not live at her residence but lived
with her father, TOM JOHNSON, in Shiprock, New Mexico. She
stated that she understands VEDEE wrote a letter to her father
which indicated she was in South Dakota traveling with some AIM
people. She stated that TOM JOHNSON would have more information
regarding that letter.
On July 18, 1975, TOM JOHNSON, Shiprock, was contacted
and results of interview are contained in an FD-302.

Interviews of

TROY POPE
JAMES POPE

FD-3O2 (REV. 11-27-70}
ER5R)A, yH)RAH -E :9.RNJ:LAJ:-9
Date of transcription____7/29/75____

TROY POPE, Employee, Maintenance Department, El Paso
Natural Gas Company, Farmington, New Mexico, was contacted,
advised of the nature of the interview and the interviewing
Agents' identities, and furnished the following information:
POPE stated that he cannot recall ever purchasing
a Savage shotgun in December of 1973 from White's Auto Store.
He stated that it could be his son, TROY L. POPE, who is
24 years old and also resides in Farmington. He stated that
TROY could be contacted at 1204 Griffin Road, Apartment 3,
in Farmington, Mew Mexico.

Interviewed on

by______

7/25/75

at

Farmington, New Mexico
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Date of transcription____7/29/75____

TROY POPE, Employee, Maintenance Department, El Paso
Natural Gas Company, Farmington, New Mexico, was contacted,
advised of the nature of the interview and the interviewing
Agents' identities, and furnished the following information:
POPE stated that he cannot recall ever purchasing
a Savage shotgun in December of 1973 from White's Auto Store.
He stated that it could be his son, TROY L. POPE, who is
24 years old and also resides in Farmington. He stated that
TROY could be contacted at 1204 Griffin Road, Apartment 3,
in Farmington, Mew Mexico.

Interviewed on

by______

7/25/75

at

Farmington, New Mexico

SA ALEXANDER C. JOHNSON :jj

File #

Date dictated

AQ 89-105

7/28/75

i
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II ond its contents ore not to be distributed outside your agency.
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Date of transcription

JAMES POPE, 1204 Griffin Road, Apartment 3,
Farmington, New Mexico, was contacted, advised of the
interviewing Agents' identities and nature of the interview,
and furnished the following information:
POPE stated that he is the son of TROY POPE and is
16 years-old, date of birth May 2, 1959. He stated that his
father did purchase a Savage shotgun for him in December of
1973 and is a Model 94. He stated that he recalls that he
purchased the gun at White's Auto Store and must be
identical with the same shotgun as Serial Number P-531771.
He stated he met a friend. MIKE (Last Name Unknown) at
Sambo’s Restaurant in Farmington near the first part of
June, 1975. He stated that he became friends with MIKE and
that at a later date, MIKE asked if he could borrow a
shotgun from him.
POPE stated that on or about June 7, 1975, he
loaned MIKE his Savage shotgun and has not seen the gun
since that time. He stated at the time he loaned the gun to
MIKE, MIKE gave him his passport book for collateral. He
stated that he has not seen MIKE for weeks, and the last
time he saw MIKE was at Sambo's at Farmington.
POPE stated that MIKE attended the American Indian
Movement (AIM) Convention at Farmington, New Mexico, and
was living with a Navajo girl named KATHY. He stated that
MIKE hangs around with Indians in Farmington and that he
claims to be one-half Indian, He stated that he is always
with some Indians when he sees him.
#

,

POPE stated that his father did not know that he
loaned out his shotgun, and that he will be very upset when
he finds out he no longer has his gun. He stated that he
usually lives with his father, but sometimes stays with his
brother TROY L. POPE at the above address.
CyCp £\<'QW&X\* !<&'X®VZN W ;W®®;&Q Hz •VX+V
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JAMES POPE, 1204 Griffin Road, Apartment 3,
Farmington, New Mexico, was contacted, advised of the
interviewing Agents' identities and nature of the interview,
and furnished the following information:
POPE stated that he is the son of TROY POPE and is
16 years-old, date of birth May 2, 1959. He stated that his
father did purchase a Savage shotgun for him in December of
1973 and is a Model 94. He stated that he recalls that he
purchased the gun at White's Auto Store and must be
identical with the same shotgun as Serial Number P-531771.
He stated he met a friend. MIKE (Last Name Unknown) at
Sambo’s Restaurant in Farmington near the first part of
June, 1975. He stated that he became friends with MIKE and
that at a later date, MIKE asked if he could borrow a
shotgun from him.
POPE stated that on or about June 7, 1975, he
loaned MIKE his Savage shotgun and has not seen the gun
since that time. He stated at the time he loaned the gun to
MIKE, MIKE gave him his passport book for collateral. He
stated that he has not seen MIKE for weeks, and the last
time he saw MIKE was at Sambo's at Farmington.
POPE stated that MIKE attended the American Indian
Movement (AIM) Convention at Farmington, New Mexico, and
was living with a Navajo girl named KATHY. He stated that
MIKE hangs around with Indians in Farmington and that he
claims to be one-half Indian, He stated that he is always
with some Indians when he sees him.
i

*

POPE stated that his father did not know that he
loaned out his shotgun, and that he will be very upset when
he finds out he no longer has his gun. He stated that he
usually lives with his father, but sometimes stays with his
brother TROY L. POPE at the above address.
POPE voluntarily furnished a passport book which
was given to him by MIKE to interviewing Agents.
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7/25/75
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A passport book number
. was voluntarily
furnished to interviewing Agents by JAMES POPE at
, Farmington, Mexico. The following information
was obtained from the passport book:
Passport book with passport number
, reflects
that the bearer’s permanent address is
,
South Bend, Indiana 46615. It indicates that in case of death
or accident, notify GORDON S. SMITH,
,
South Bend, Indiana 46615.

Passport book is issued to MICHAEL STEVENSON SMITH,
date of birth
1952, birth place Kentucky, height
5’9", hair brown, eyes brown, date issued August 16, 1974,
expiration date August 15, 1979 , signed MICHAEL S. SMITH.
Photograph of MICHAEL S. SMITH is enclosed.
Located in passport book is copy of notice of
violation with Delaware State Police dated March 31, 1975 for
MICHAEL S. SMITH with above address and description. Location
was U.S. Route 13NB, 1/2 mile, E-OH Laurel. Violation lists
soliciting ride, walking not facing traffic, and lists trooper
as last name CHAFFUCH, Number 3306, Troop 5. Also located
was Indiana chauffeur’s license with SSAN
for
MICHAEL S. SMITH,
, South Bend, Indiana.
Located on card in book is telephone number for parents,
Mr. and Mrs. GORDON S. SMITH, telephone
.
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A passport book number
was voluntarily
furnished to interviewing Agents by JAMES POPE at
, Farmington, Mexico. The following information
was obtained from the passport book:
Passport book with passport number
, reflects
that the bearer’s permanent address is
,
South Bend, Indiana 46615. It indicates that in case of death
or accident, notify GORDON S. SMITH,
,
South Bend, Indiana 46615.

Passport book is issued to MICHAEL STEVENSON SMITH,
date of birth
1952, birth place Kentucky, height
5’9", hair brown, eyes brown, date issued August 16, 1974,
expiration date August 15, 1979 , signed MICHAEL S. SMITH.
Photograph of MICHAEL S. SMITH is enclosed.
Located in passport book is copy of notice of
violation with Delaware State Police dated March 31, 1975 for
MICHAEL S. SMITH with above address and description. Location
was U.S. Route 13NB, 1/2 mile, E-OH Laurel. Violation lists
soliciting ride, walking not facing traffic, and lists trooper
as last name CHAFFUCH, Number 3306, Troop 5. Also located
was Indiana chauffeur’s license with SSAN
for
MICHAEL S. SMITH,
, South Bend, Indiana.
Located on card in book is telephone number for parents,
Mr. and Mrs. GORDON S. SMITH, telephone
.

Interviewed on

by

7/25/75

at

Farmington , New Mexico

SA JEROME E. VAN LANCKER ACJ/kms
SA ALEXANDER C. JOHNSON

Date dictated

File #

AQ 89-105

7/28/75___

this document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It U the property of the FBI and ts loaned to your agency;
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RE: BURGLARY OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY,
FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO, JUNE 9-10, 1975
1. FD-302s with STUART WALKER and LINDA
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,

5

5

5

5

5

4

RE: TRACING OF SAVAGE SHOTGUN, MODEL 94, SERIAL
R P-531771, FOUND AT RESMURS CRIME SCENE.
1. FD-302s with TROY POPE, JAMES POPE,
and reflecting information on Passport #
RUNNER.
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1. FD-302 with LAURA JEAN MEANOR.
RE: INDIVIDUALS AND VEHICLES SEEN AT AIM NATIONAL
CONVENTION, FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO
1. Inserts dated 7/2/75, 7/18/75, and 7/7/75.
2. FD-302S with TOM JOHNSON, WILLIAM SCOTT,SR.,
Mrs. RIDGEWAY, and MICHAEL LUCERO.
Rapid City (Enc 182)/(RAM)
2- Albuquerque
GRR:jj
(4)
Approved:_______________________________
DV#UKm5 l.#J6 KJ s)mv.#

Sent__________________
.M Per_______________
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LENA FUNSTON

1. FD-302S with SHAREN FUNSTON, SHAREN JOHN,
TERESA ROSS, MARSHA PETERS, MARVENE JOHNSON, ELLA MAE YAZZIE,
ANITA DEE, BERTHA BEGAYE, PATI BEGAYE, and LINDA NOLEN.
7pn HAROLD EPWARD GOGGLEYE
1. FD-302 with PANCHO GOGALEWA.
RE: INDIANS STOPPED IN WISCONSIN VAN AT
FAIRCHILD ELECTRONICS PLANT TAKEOVER, FEBRUARY 3, 1975,
SHIPROCK, NEW MEXICO.
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Enclosed for Rapid City are seven copies each of the
following FD-302s and inserts:
RE: BURGLARY OF ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY,
FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO, JUNE 9-10, 1975.
ri

k$Th-i

6wDbtl0 OXQV 08$Y78 OYf2p7 W'N f9TwY

RE: TRACING OF SAVAGE SHOTGUN, MODEL 94, SERIAL
NUMBER P-531771, FOUND AT RESMURS CRIME SCENE.
1. FD-302s with TROY POPE, JAMES POPE, and
reflecting information on Passport #
.
7$TTp7i

7pn

LAURA JEAN MEANOR, ASSOCIATE OF EDGAR BEAR
1. FD-302 with LAURA JEAN MEANOR.
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wvVA1)P With TOM JOHNSON, WILLIAM SCOTT,
2. FD-302s
SR., Mrs. RIDGEWAY, and MICHAEL LUCERO.
2 /p

2- Rapid City (Enc2. 182) (RAM)
2- Albuquerque
GRR;jj
(4)

AQ 89-105

BOYSE

RE:

DAVID MANY HORNS, MIKE YELLOW HORNS, andJOHN
1. Insert dated 7/5/75 at Farmington, New

Mexico.

RE:

LENA FUNSTON

1. FD-302S with SHAREN FUNSTON, SHAREN JOHN,
TERESA ROSS, MARSHA PETERS, MARVENE JOHNSON, ELLA MAE YAZZIE,
ANITA DEE, BERTHA BEGAYE, PATI BEGAYE, and LINDA NOLEN.
RE: HAROLD EPWARD GOGGLEYE
1. FD-302 with PANCHO GOGALEWA.
RE: INDIANS STOPPED IN WISCONSIN VAN AT
FAIRCHILD ELECTRONICS PLANT TAKEOVER, FEBRUARY 3, 1975,
SHIPROCK, NEW MEXICO.

1. Insert dated 7/18/75 at Shiprock, New Mexico.
ARMED AND EXTREMELY DANGEROUS

FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70)
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7/22/75

Date of transcription_______________

LOUISE THOMPSON, Class III Records, U.S. Marine
Corps, Automated Services Center, made available for review
U.S. Marine Corps Service file pertaining to MARK ANTHONY
POWLESS. Serial Number 2654671, Social Security Number ——————
File disclosed POWLESS enlisted in U.S. Marine
Corps Reserves March 20, 1970 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and
entered on active duty March 30, 1970 at San Diego, California.
He was honorably released from.active duty June 5, 1974 at Camp
Pendleton, California with the rank of Private, Military obligation terminating June 5, 1976. His home of record listed as
, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, his permanent
mailing address listed as
,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
File disclosed POWLESS served on foreign assignment
in Vietnam from January 27, 1971 Until April 23, 1971, and
served aboard the U.S S. Okinawa from April 19, 1972 until
August 27, 1972. He has been awarded the Combat Action Ribbon,
the Vietman Service Medal with two stars and the International
Defense Service Medal. His primary military occupation was
as a mortarman and ammunition man.
8VZ !X\Z +'QWX'® QVZ !\\•X'" •ZW;'Q&* &Z+&N
and competitive marksmanship:

7/8/75

Kansas City, Missouri

I n t e r v i e w e d on_______________________________ at____________________________________________
_
by

SA GUY E. JOHNSTON - clt

Date dictated

File

#

KC 89r-218
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This document contains .neither recommendations nor conclusions of the F8I. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to.your agency;
It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency:
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The file disclosed that POWLESS recieved four weeks of
special training as a mortarman at Camp Pendelton,
California and in 1971 he received special training in
the use

2h esDlre
4
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No medical records available.
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51
Green Bay, Wisconsin
6’ l”
165 lbs.
Black
Brown
Scar on right shoulder
JOHN EDWIN POWLESS
LOIS JUNE MOORE
JOHN EDWIN POWLESS, JR.,

DAVID POWLESS, born / /50;
DALE POWLESS
/ /52
PATRICIA LASSILA, born / /49.

The file contains the following record of service
assignments:

7G.17M 1, }G7ei.G
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Date of transcription_______________

LOUISE THOMPSON, Class III Records, U.S. Marine
Corps, Automated Services Center, made available for review
U.S. Marine Corps Service file pertaining to MARK ANTHONY
POWLESS. Serial Number 2654671, Social Security Number ——————
File disclosed POWLESS enlisted in U.S. Marine
Corps Reserves March 20, 1970 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and
entered on active duty March 30, 1970 at San Diego, California.
He was honorably released from.active duty June 5, 1974 at Camp
Pendleton, California with the rank of Private, Military obligation terminating June 5, 1976. His home of record listed as
, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, his permanent
,
mailing address listed as
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
File disclosed POWLESS served on foreign assignment
in Vietnam from January 27, 1971 Until April 23, 1971, and
served aboard the U.S S. Okinawa from April 19, 1972 until
August 27, 1972. He has been awarded the Combat Action Ribbon,
the Vietman Service Medal with two stars and the International
Defense Service Medal. His primary military occupation was
as a mortarman and ammunition man.
The file contains the following weapontry record
and competitive marksmanship:

7/8/75

Kansas City, Missouri

I n t e r v i e w e d on_______________________________ at____________________________________________
_
by

SA GUY E. JOHNSTON - clt

Date dictated

File

#

KC 89r-218

7/15/75

This document contains .neither recommendations nor conclusions of the F8I. It Is the property of the FBI and Is loaned to.your agency;
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The file disclosed that POWLESS recieved four weeks of
special training as a mortarman at Camp Pendelton,
California and in 1971 he received special training in
the use

KC 89-218
4
of the 60 millimeter mortar weapon at Washington, D.C. and
in July, 1972 he received Special Instruction in the use of
81 millimeter weapontry.
No medical records available.
The file contains the following descriptive data:
DOB
POB
' Height
Weight
Hair
Eyes
Scar
Father
Mother
Brothers

Sister

51
Green Bay, Wisconsin
6’ l”
165 lbs.
Black
Brown
Scar on right shoulder
JOHN EDWIN POWLESS LOIS
JUNE MOORE
JOHN EDWIN POWLESS, JR.,

DAVID POWLESS, born / /50;
DALE POWLESS
/ /52
PATRICIA LASSILA, born / /49.

The file contains the following record of service
assignments:
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(Priority)
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Enclosed for Rapid City are two copies of FD-302
reflecting review of military record of MARK ANTHONY POWLESS.
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2 Rapid City (Encs. 2)
2 Kansas City
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Approved ________________________________
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Sent_________________. M
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TO: SAC, RAPID CITY (70-10239)
FROM:SAC, KANSAS CITY (89-218) P
SUBJECT:RESMUR
S 00 MP
RE: MARK ANTHONY POWLESS
Re St. Louis teletype to Bureau and other offices,
7/3/75 and Kansas City teletype to Bureau and other offices,
7/8/75.
Enclosed for Rapid City are two copies of FD-302
reflecting review of military record of MARK ANTHONY POWLESS.
Investigation continuing.
ARMED AND DANGEROUS.
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Interviews of
FRANK L. GANJE
GEORGE FREEDMAN
ANONYMOUS SOURCE

FD-302 (REV. 11-27-70)

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Date of transcription_______________
7/24/75

FRANK L. GANJE, BOX 250, Eagle Butte, South
Dakota, was interviewed at the Coast to Coast Store in
Eagle Butte, South Dakota. He was advised of the
idenityt of the Interviewing Agent and of the nature of
the interview. GANJE provided the following information:
GANJE advised that he did have a .22 caliber
revolver stolen from his store sometime in December,
i974. He stated that he remembers that he was either
showing a gun or a watch to someone in the store on the
day that the revolver was stolen. GANJE noted that he
keeps revolvers and watches in a locked glass cabinet in
the store. GANJE stated that because he was showing
someone one of these items he had the glass case opened
and he believes that he left that case open for
approximately one hour. When he returned to the case
after that one hour, he noted that a .22 caliber
revolver had been removed from the box that it was in.
GANJE then noted that he has kept the box in
his safe that the gun was stolen from; GANJE went to his
safe and took out a styrofoam box and indicated that this
was the box that the .22 caliber revolver was stolen from
in December. GANJE also located note in that box indicating
that the weapon was a Colt .22 caliber revolver with a
six-inch barrel and serial number G108109. This note also
indicated that the weapon had been stolen on December 6,
197l.
" — ,bv v —

GANJE reviewed his records for sale of
weapons and indicated that he did not sell any other
weapons on the date that the above-described weapon
was stolen.
5YT3p W\® 'QZN QVWQ VZ VW® 'Q VWN W'*
•ZW;'® ! W'* Q*;Z ®Q\Z' X' W;;&■X4WQZ\* QVZ \W®Q
*ZW&i
At this time GANJE was shown a photograph of ROBERT
LEWIS ANDERSON and he advised that the photograph
was
unfamiliar to him and he did not know this individual.
7/17/75

Eagle Butte, South Dakota
I n t e r v i e w e d on_______________________________ at____________________________________________
_
by

SA

KENNETH R. CARLSON: cac

Date dictated

File

#

MP 70-10239
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All of these items were initialed and dated
by SA KENNETH R. CARLSON and are being maintained as
evidence.
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Date of transcription

August
8, 1975
__

On July 31, 1975, GEORGE FREEDMAN was
interviewed concerning the fact that he had been
at the area of BLACK JACK MESTETH's recently when
his car stalled. He furnished the following information:
FREEDMAN advised that he was not there very
long, however, While at BLACK JACK MESTETH’s residence
he observed about 30 people who were cooking and the only
ones he recognised were EVERETT CATCHES and CATCHES wife.
FREEDMAN advised that he was there about three days ago and
left right away. He observed four small tents in the area
and noticed a white van which appeared to him to be a
Bureau of Indian Affairs van.
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On 8/5/75 source, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, advised that on approximately
7/30/75 DAVID HILL was in possession of a .303 rifle.
HILL did not recieve clips for this weapon and did not allow
anyone to examine the rifle for serial numbers. It is noted
that a .303 rifle was stolen from the ROOKS residence behind
JUMPING BULL Hall and that SA WILLIAMS recovered clips
for a .303 on 6/25/75.
Source advised on 7/23/75 a person driving^
an orange Volkswagen bus with Massachusetts license,52L-083
was visiting local Nebraska gun shops. This person was
attempting to buy any weapons that were for sale.
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Identification Record Request (DENEISE TIPPICONIE)
FD-9 (Rev. 4-28-65)
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Identifieation.Record Request: (CLAUD RENE COURTEVILLE)
FD-9 (Rev. 4-28-65) .

Identifieation.Record Request: (JOHN JOSEPH STEWART)
FD-9 (Rev. 4-28-65) .

Identification Record Request: (LAWRENCE WILLIAM LEE)
FD-9 (Rev. 4-28-65)
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Identifieation.Record Request: (FERN MATHIAS)
FD-9 (Rev. 4-28-65) .
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Identifieation.Record Request (VICKIE METOZEN)
FD-9 (Rev. 4-28-65) .

Identifieation.Record Request: (WILLIAM BLAIR TERRY)
FD-9 (Rev. 4-28-65) .

Identification Record Request: (JOSPEH ESTES STEWART)
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Identification Record Request: (JAMES BROWN)
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